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ABSTRACT
Well-Being ofWomen Married to Ministers in
The Christian and Missionary Alliance
by
Ruth Claudette Rambo
The literature suggests pastors wives occupy a difficult role and experience
considerable pain in that role. This study sought to ascertain the overall state of well-
being of women married to ministers (WMMs) in The Christian and Missionary Alliance.
The God of Love initiated the divine institution of the Church, of which the C&MA is an
evangelical denomination. God's unconditional love for each person and His plan to
build His church through human leaders provides the backdrop for the necessity of
treating workers with loving care.
One thousand and three WMMs responded to a researcher-designed instrument
which consisted of 69 items, including the Spiritual Well-Being Scale. These 69 items
assessed the WMM's well-being in five life domains: the self, marriage, work, church,
and community, which in turn were correlated with the WMM's spiritual well-being.
WMMs reflected a sense of overall well-being and generally good spiritual and
emotional health. This study may counter other arguments which assert great strain
and difficulty in the role, though certain areas of stress were identified in specific
domains of the WMM's life. Factors correlating most significantly with spiritual well-
being were clergy couple's initial sense of call to Christian ministry; self-efficacy and
differentiation in both home and church; healthy communication in maniage; the
congregation's financial care of the clergy couple; and the presence of support groups
and friendships outside the church.
The findings will contribute to the ongoing literature about WMMs and help the
C&MA to focus on excellence in the preparation of WMMs, public recognition of their
role, and give greater attention to pastoral care of the minister and spouse.
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CHAPTER 1
Understanding the Problem
Addressing a plenary session of the 1996 meeting of the National Association of
Evangelicals, Jill Briscoe said:
We are involved with leadership persons around the world. One word that
sums up the ministry people that I'm involved with [is] . . sad. . a survey
that was done with pastors' wives ofwhich I'm involved with trying to
encourage pastors' wives, ministers' wives, and the word that came back
apparently from hundreds and hundreds of surveys was SAD. We've lost
our joy. We've lost our passion.
The group of pastors' wives Briscoe described is similar to the population in this
study. My project focuses on women manied to ministers (WMM) because of my vital
interest in women, Christian ministry, and couples who are ministering together. Whether
couples have ministered in a pastorate, on the mission field, or in a myriad of otherways,
their lives and concerns have intrigued me. Many of my college friends and current close
friends have been women manied to ministers most of their ministry lives.
The specific population ofWMMs in The Christian and Missionary Alliance (C&MA)
was chosen because of my lifetime affiliation and familiarity with this 109 year old
Protestant, evangelical denomination of over 2,500 workers in 1971 churches. In the last
ten years, either at women's retreats or in interaction with wives at nineteen of the thirty-nine
district conferences, I have heard their stories with interest and empathy. Further, many
women in high level leadership roles who interact with WMMs at the local church level have
commented on their role and the heavy demands placed upon them.
Though my experience as a woman manied to a pastor only lasted sixteen months
due to our commitment to vocational cross-cultural ministry, the overall thmst of my life work
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in three countries has been toward enhancing women in ministry. I have done this either at
the point of their training or through various forms of informal education. Most of the women
in the three colleges in which I taught in the Philippines, Canada, and the United States
have manied and become ministry partners. Much of my speaking and seminar work has
been with ministry women. My experience has spanned thirty-five years.
Research Efforts on Behalf of WMMs
Three earlier research efforts conducted by the National Association of Evangelicals
(NAE), the C&MA, and Focus on the Family addressed the concems of WMMs. The evan
gelical arm of the Canadian Church approached this issue within the context of a national
survey of clergy families.
National Association of Evangelicals
In May 1989, Caroline M. Michael, "Chainnan" of the NAE Women's Commission,
wrote women's ministry leaders of member denominations of the NAE about a "Pastors'
Wives Survey." Lynne Dugan, Family Concems representative on NAE's Women's
Commission Board, subsequently produced the "NAE National Pastors' Wives Survey" to
gather information from pastors' wives in denominations willing to participate in the study.
The C&MA could not participate in the study because the national office was in the
process of relocating from Nyack, New York, to Colorado Springs, Colorado. Dugan was
invited, however, to speak to a selected group ofwomen delegates about her preliminary
findings at the General Council of the C&MA in May 1990. At least eighty wives of the
denomination's officers, district superintendents, and extension directors received Dugan's
reportwith interest. Ministry, family, and personal issues reflected the major needs of
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ministry women who completed the NAE's survey. Dugan perceived this time to be a
"consciousness-raising" session in which she encouraged
Kenneth E. Crow summarized the findings of NAE's Task Force on the Family's
Survey with respect to the establishment of support groups for WMMs in their districts.
The spouse of a minister strongly influences, and is strongly influenced by,
her mate's ministry. Consequently, the role that accompanies this relation
ship seems more demanding and more important than the spouse's role in
most other professions. Yet formal training and special resources for this
role are relatively rare. Also relatively rare are studies that examine the
needs of the wives of clergymen. (2)
Although 29 WMMs within the C&MA responded to NAE's survey, their general
state was not discernible. A few leaders became interested, however, in learning more
about the specific state of WMMs in The C&MA.
President's Briefing
In May 1992, David Rambo in The President's Briefing, a monthly newsletter to all
official woricers in The C&MA, asked pastors to "Write and tell me what she [pastor's wife]
thinks might be a relevant model for Alliance pastors' wives in ministry." Rambo's request
stemmed, in part, by Blackman, a specialist in counseling clergy who reported that,
"According to one study, problems with spouses are a leading cause of clergy dropout,
ranking second only to personal feelings of inadequacy" (3).
In a cursory reading of these responses, I sensed that there may be tmth in some
recent assertions that "roles and expectations were more blun'ed than in previous times in
the history of the Church universally." Though responses to the Briefing did not necessarily
represent the whole constituency, respondents reflected a desire for recognition within the
role and improved preparation before assuming the role alongside their husbands. Need
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for a more comprehensive survey was apparent, and a summary of replies sent to each
respondent generated further discussion among women at subsequent district conferences.
Focus on the Family
A third and more aggressive approach grew up within Focus on the Family, a major
evangelical organization. Focus initiated a means of responding to its founder's perceived
need for the pastor and his family.^ H. B. London, director of Pastoral Ministries at Focus,
reflected with me on his survey of 1,500 ministers (March 1991) and issues raised in his
book, Pastors at Risk (Fall 1993). London felt that other surveys of pastors (Fuller Institute
of Church Growth, 1991: Leadership. 1992) indicated a critical need to help the pastor and
his family.
London asked, "What are the critical issues that clergy spouses face today? What
are the great dangers?" He encouraged me to research the "ten top needs" of WMMs
based upon a massive number of letters which Focus receives, growing out of the
groundswell of expressed pastoral pressures. While admitting that he has dealt primarily
with those in crisis situations, London proposed that the high percentage of marriage and
family needs reflected among pastors strongly warranted exploration of the clergy family
within most denominations.
Focus expanded from three to 30 employees in its Pastoral Ministries' Office in three
years in order to meet the overwhelming needs of pastors. London has written and spoken
as his means of addressing "the need." A recent collaborative v/ofk with Neil B. Wiseman,
^ James Dobson, founder of Focus on the Family, writes of ordained ministers principally
as masculine in the items used in this dissertation. The policy of the organization, however, indi
cates that they have chosen to design a program that is capable of supporting the entire body of
Christ, including those who see no Scriptural reason to oppose the ordination of women.
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Married to a Pastor's Wife, reflects London's commitment to do whatever he can for this
population.
Canadian Study
In September 1994, Larson and Goltz presented a preliminary report on Clergy
Families in Canada to the Evangelical Fellowship of Canada's Task Force on the Family.
This report on the spouses of ministers, though general, was helpful for providing material
from a comparable population to the one for this study.
The Problem
David C. Baker asserted that "women married to ministers are at a greater risk of
experiencing loneliness, emotional bumout, and marital dissatisfaction than women married
to nonministers" (1989 16). Role changes in society affecting women have contributed to
the risks described forwomen married to ministers (1989, 1992).
Role expectations causing conflict, overioad, and strain have been particulariy
troubling for women married to ministers because of the nature of their husband's wori<.
Baker (1989) proposed an intervention program of peer support much like the intervention
proposed by Dugan based upon the NAE findings. Baker explored "predictors of well-
being" through a randomly distributed questionnaire. In general, he found that clergy wives
were happy and satisfied with their lives, but he recommended that they need to consider
"intentional strategies to find support for their own personal identities and to cope with role
strain" (1992, 43).
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Statement of Purpose
The purpose of the proposed study was to assess the degree of well-being
experienced by women married to ministers (WMMs) in the C&MA within five life domains:
self, maniage, work, the local church, and the community. The study further sought to
identify variables associated with the measured state of spiritual well-being in each of the
five domains.
Research Questions
The following research questions guided the study.
Research Question 1
What was the state of spiritual well-being of WMMs in the C&MA?
Research Question 2
What was the state of well-being of C&MA WMMs in the domains of self, mamage,
work, church, and community?
Research Question 3
Which factors within each domain of self, maniage, wori<, the church, and the
community were associated with a WMM's sense ofwell-being in that particular domain?
Certain assumptions in the literature about the uniqueness of the role of the
minister's wife have been challenged by recent findings in relation to the C&MA. Though
this was not a specific research question, the need for an accurate understanding of the
WMM and her role based on sound research seemed evident. Remari^s like "a ring and a
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role" needed to be changed with better information, and more affirming image projections
needed to emerge.
A few examples of the kinds of variables within the domains were:
1 . In the domain of church, if triangulation occurs between the church, the minister who
is husband, and the woman married to the minister, has her state of global well-
being been disturbed?
2. In the domain of self, is there any evidence of a recent personal crisis influencing
the sense of spiritual well-being of the WMM?
3. In the domain of wori<, what affect does employment outside the home have on her
sense of well-being?
4. In the domain of marriage, what impact does the amount of time spent with her
husband each week have on her sense ofwell-being?
The above examples illustrate a few of the items considered in the domains measured in
this study.
Definitions
Five tenns were central to this study: WMM, well-being, spiritual well-being, domain,
and social role.
WMM
The woman manned to a clergyman serving a parish as its pastorwas the subject of
the study and was refen-ed to as the "woman married to a minister," orWMM. Her self-
esteem was a frequent referent, and, in a global sense, suggested the degree to which she
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liked and approved of her perception of herself as a whole. The abbreviation WMMs was
adopted from Alleman (1990).
Well-Being
Clinebell's definition of well-being was adopted for this study. He uses well-being
and wholeness interchangeably, and believes that a person has this "to the degree that the
center of your life is integrated and energized by love and healthy spirituality" (2). Clinebell
wrote that "ourmost powerful well-being need is to develop our spiritual powers and
potentialities . In traditional religious language, this core Self is called our soul" (20).
"High level wellness comes from satisfying seven basic spiritual needs":
? "to experience regulariy the healing, empowering love of God,"
? "to experience renewing times of transcendence regulariy,"
? "vital beliefs that give some sense of meaning and hope to our lives in the midst
of our losses, tragedies, and failures,"
? "to have values, priorities, and life commitments centered in integrity, justice and
love,"
? "to discover and develop the innerwisdom, aeativity and love of our
transpersonal or spiritual self,"
? "a deepening awareness of our oneness with other people and with the natural
worid, the wonderful web of living things,"
? "spiritual resources to help heal the painful wounds of grief, guilt, resentment,
unforgiveness and self rejection" (24-42).
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Spiritual Well-Being
The definition for spiritual well-being derives from Campbell's psychological per
spective and Moberg's sociological perspective. Due to the complexity of these concepts,
extensive definitions have been included in the exposition of spiritual well-being in Chapter
2. Ellison's definition of spiritual well-being underlying his instrument has been useful as
well.
Domain
"Domain" is the term used to organize the various aspects of a WMM's life into
categories which could be measured to assess the degree of herwell-being. The domain
choices of Baker (six), Campbell (twelve), Harter (twelve), and Moran (four "life fornis") were
compared on the basis of the frequency of a specific domain in each list, and the amount of
material in the literature refemng to that domain.
Social Role
Social role or simply "role" refers to rights, responsibilities, and normatively
prescribed behaviors that adhere to occupants of a given status or position. Much of the
social interaction of subjects in this study occurs within the context of their role as a WMM
which specifies how they should act towards others with whom they typically interact
(members of the role set). Roles have also been defined as the "translation of abstract
cultural values into specific prescribed ways of acting" (Vertsmgge 78).
Terminology related to roles and role expectations pervaded the whole study. The
individual WMM has enacted certain roles within her family, church, wori<, and community,
because tiie enactment provided tiie opportunity and means to achieve important
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internalized life goals. Problems arising within and around these roles from her husband or
the congregation would pose a threat, not only to the functioning of the system of home and
church, but also to the WMM's personal well-being. Thus, her perception of role and the
role expectations of the significant others in her world have been included.
Population and Sample
The population consisted of all WMMs in the C&MA in the United States, or 1,964
women. Since ministerand pastorare used interchangeably in the C&MA, and clergy has
often been used to describe the whole company, women married to ministers was the
primary title chosen for the population surveyed.
The sample was identical with the population. A list of persons licensed as ministers
in the C&MA-including senior, associate, and assistant pastors-was supplied by the
C&MA's Office of Information Management Services.
Delimitations
This descriptive study did not intend to imply thatWMMs are not also ministers in a
specific or generic sense. Rather, the intent was to leam more aboutwomen who occupy
the role of minister's wife which has been described by some as needy or beleaguered due
to changes in society and the church.
Instrumentation
A researcher-designed questionnaire was the principal instrument used. Because
of the nature of the role for ministers' wives, life in relationship with God as well as self,
maniage, wori<, the Church, and the community was examined. The Spiritual Well-Being
Scale (SWBS) was included in the larger questionnaire in order to measure the subjective
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state of subjects' religious and existential well-being. The SWBS, distinctive because of its
assumption of the essential human need -for transcendence, "refers to the sense of well-
being that we experience when we find purposes to commit ourselves to which involve
ultimate meaning for life" (Ellison 330).
Research on the SWB Scale appears to support its "merit as a general indicator of
health and well-being" (Ellison and Smith 42). Sappington and Wilson state that the "most
helpful contribution of the instrument is that it provides a relative measure of how well a
person seems to be integrating his feelings about his relationship with God with the
existential events he is facing in life" (57).
Ellison's caveats about what SWB was not have been applied to the work of
assessment forWMMs in the CMA, and were considered in the conclusions derived from
the findings. SWB may not have been the same thing as spiritual health; the reported
expressions have only given a general indication of the underiying state of health as a slow
steady heart rate is to cardiac health. Likevwse, it differs from spiritual maturity, because of
the need to consider various developmental stages in the growth cycle toward full maturity.
Ellison suggests that SWB should be seen as a "continuous variable" (332).
Wilson and Sappington's assessment of various means of measuring spiritual
maturity includes a description of the SWBS from a psychology of religion perspective. Both
a vertical and horizontal dimension were included, the fomier refemng to one's sense of
well-being in relationship to God and the latter in relationship to one's purpose and
satisfaction with life outside of any religious reference. Religious well-being (RWB)
measured the former, and existential well-being (EWB) the latter. In addition to Campbell's
identification of three basic needs for having, relating, and being, the SWBS acknowledges
a fourth dimension of transcendence. Transcendence "referred to finding one's sense of
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well-being from committing oneself to a purpose that involves the ultimate meaning of life,"
which for the Christian has been found in a relationship to God (Sappington and Wilson,
56).
Two domain-specific studies by Harter and Campbell aided in the development of
this questionnaire. Harter measured adult self-esteem in several specific domains to
"sensitively assess dimensions of the self-concept." Messer and Harter designed a scale to
examine a person's perceived competencies across different domains. This scale reflects
the multidimensionality of the self-concept by considering the various domains in which
adults make judgments about their competency and adequacy (4).
Harter (The Developmentof the Self) aligns herself with the cognitive-
developmental approach to self-esteem in exploring the relationship between one's
competence and aspirations in the evaluation of the self. She worked with Rosenberg's
theory that one should retain the notion of global self-esteem, while at the same time
focusing on the constituent parts of the whole. She isolated "specific domains or
dimensions, each of which is tapped by its own set of items" (58-59).
A global self-worth assessment was essential, because of the possibility of
overrating and underrating adequacy in particular domains. Harter's 1986 measurement
included global self-worth and eleven domains: sociability, job competence, nurturance,
atiiletic abilities, physical appearance, adequate provider, morality, household
management, intimate relationships, intelligence and sense of humorwere probed in tiie
following way. The question format was forced-choice on a four-point scale. A set of 50
questions entitied "What I Am Like" forced tiie respondent to choose between true for me or
sort of true for me from structured altemative views.
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Also preferring a domain-specific study, Campbell asserted that objective
circumstances in 12 domains determine a sense of well-being. Satisfaction in maniage,
family life, friendships, standard of living, wori^, neighbortiood, city or town of residence, the
nation, housing, education, health, and self indicates a great deal about the level of
satisfaction with life, according to Campbell. He concluded that self, standard of living,
family, maniage, friends, and wori< have the strongest relationship with general satisfaction
(20-24).
Data Collection
After pre-testing the instalment with eightWMMs-either employees of the C&MA's
national office in Colorado Springs orwives of local ministers-the researcher-designed
"Women Married to Ministers" survey was distributed to 1 ,982 wives of officially
credentialled ministers of the C&MA during October 1995. Preparation of the instrument for
mailing was managed at the C&MA's national office. A stamped, self-addressed envelope
was enclosed to encourage subjects to retum their completed questionnaire. The
President's Cabinet provided support and positive encouragement for the study. Assuming
strong interest on the part of subjects in the study, no efforts were made for a second
distribution of the instrument or for follow-up reminders.
Theological Presuppositions
Persons have been created in God's image to live fully in the worid which He has
CTeated for their pleasure. Living fully in the Hebrew, Old Testament viewpoint reflected an
integrative or holistic understanding of health and the nature of humankind. Total well-being
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orwholeness can be "achieved only when the whole self is involved," according to Whitlock
(Ellison and Smith 36).
Critical to this study was the doctrine of original sin. Wholeness or Shalom cannot
be achieved through the efforts of human beings alone, because of the effects of the fall.
The flesh is powerless to actwithout the Spirit of God enabling the person to become
whole. The sin of Adam and Eve destroyed pure fellowship with a holy and righteous
Father God, and only through the means which He has provided has wholeness been
possible. The doctrines of creation, fall, and redemption are basic to the concept that SWB
was possible-each person was redeemable and can be restored through the grace of God.
God provided for salvation from the fallen state of dari<ness through the blood
sacrifice of His Son, Jesus. Each person must accept this gift of grace in faith that God's
work makes forgiveness of sin an accomplished fact. Wori<s and self-effort cannot produce
the starting point forwholeness. Only by living in obedience to God's design for healthy
living revealed in His written Word can a person know harmony within their being.
For this study, the issues of sin and self-image were relevant. Clyde Nan-amore
wrote that belief in the "personal reality of sin necessarily dictates a poor self-image; and, on
the contrary, admission of sin could conceivably be the first step to 'self actualization'. . "
(Watson, Hood and Morris 1 18). The Christian humanist, in contrast to the secular one, has
seen each self as flawed by the sin of pride in very nature; and the act of self accepting
itself has necessarily been vulnerable to the consequences of this flaw. Christian self-
esteem, according to them, must then be based on a rejection of the self (that "self which
has been "set against God") because of its sinful nature. The gracious remedy was
acceptance of Christ, which in turn would result in self-esteem through the operation of
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"divine grace." The suggestion, therefore, was that appropriate operationalization of belief
related to sin would yield evidence of positive self-attitudes within religious persons (118).
The issue of transcendence, which was central to the SWB Scale, is for the
Christian the presence of the transcendent God in three persons-Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit-actively involved in the lives of His children. Those who have been chosen to be His
children can walk in His way of Shalom. "Shalom, orwell-being, may be viewed as the
integral experience of a person who is functioning as God intended. .
"
(Ellison and Smith
36).
God's intentions for human functioning are recorded in the Bible and, therefore,
healthy spirituality will have grown out of coming to know God through this record-His
Word. "It ought to be possible to show positive relationships between healthy spirituality
and measure of health and subjective well-being" (37). Spiritual growth, based on the
biblical concept of faith,, is the work of God through the instrumentality of the Word and the
Spirit. The Spirit of Christ actually lives within the child of God, and the process of
journeying in faith in the power of the Spirit is, therefore, a maturing process.
Viewing God as a caring and nurturing Father has allowed for much positive affect
and minimal guilt in the lives of His children. The disturbing extemal factors in the life of the
WMM were viewed through the doctrine of God's providence, or the recognition that even
distressing circumstances lie within the realm of His care. The presumption has been that
He sovereignly chose each respondent to be under His care and guidance.
Presuppositions about the Church underiay all the woric on the domains of maniage,
wori<, church, and community in this study. God the Son, the builder of the Church, has
called each believer to be a part of His evident living body on earth. Each believer is called
to serve Him and His church in worship, study, fellowship, and sharing the "Good News"
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with others. Some, however, have been called and gifted by Him to certain roles of
leadership in the Church, serving both Christ and His body. In the C&MA, the minister
states that he has received this call. He is then ordained after the appropriate training and
commitment to a statement of faith. He becomes a pastor to a particular local church along
with his spouse who has been assumed to be of "like faith" with him, and in agreement with
his call to this particular church.
The C&MA has held a high view of the Church, the call to ministry, the call of a local
church to a pastor and his wife, and a high view of maniage. One of the four major
doctrines of the C&MA, that of sanctification, has been expected to be operative in the lives
of the pastor and his wife in order for them to lead the people into holy living. Albert
Benjamin Simpson, the founder, taught that the self-life must be exchanged for the Christ-
life. Three steps lead into sanctification: first, the baptism of repentance, when we turn
from sin to God; second, the baptism of the Holy Spirit, when we receive Him to live in us;
and, third, the baptism into death, or the baptism of death to self and dying to self-will (8).
The Galatians 2:20 life-"not I but Christ"-can bring victorious living, the highest
state of spiritual maturity. Capsulated in that statement, the doctrine of sanctification may
seem to contradict the idea of a sense ofwell-being. Thinking of one's self and one's needs
along with any other self-esteem issues has, therefore, been viewed in the manner of
Ellison et al. Particularly in the domain of self and maniage, the understanding is that the
ends desired are not for self-aggrandizement or to selfish satisfaction, but are ends toward
full integration and wholeness for God's glory alone. A low sense ofwell-being, especially
SWB, would not have been consonantwith victorious living. The example of the Lord of the
Church to "lay down one's life for another" has presented a challenge in lifestyle for every
believer, including WMMs. In Jesus, one finds Shalom.
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The theological underpinning of Christian mamage, one of the primary domains
sun/eyed, was of mutuality and submission to each other and to Christ. Any form of male
supremacy reflects the patriarchy of eariier systems which are sinful and unjust. Love and
grace characterize the ideal state in the homes of contemporary ministers.
Overview of Study
Chapter 2 presents a theoretical framewori^ for use in understanding and interpret
ing the survey of WMMs. Literature from two arenas, tine self and well-being, were re
viewed to assess the factors related to aspects of the well-being of WMMs. Chapter 3 pre
sents a detailed description of the design of the study. Chapter 4 summarizes the findings
from the study. Chapter 5 reflects on the meaning and implications of the observed findings
and concludes with recommendations for pastoral care for WMMs and suggestions for fu
ture research.
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CHAPTER 2
Review of Selected Literature
Although this study was not about "women in ministry," it does represent one group
ofwomen who may consider themselves to be "in ministry." The subjects in this study did
not necessarily choose a life of ministry, but because of their husband's vocation found they
were conscripted.
A major objective was to describe definitively their self-concept as WMMs, to
ascertain the factors which comprise their self-concept, and to probe the overall life-impact
of these intenvoven elements. Much of the data were subjective in nature, based on
questions which explored their sense of well-being in five life domains. This direction grew
out of observation, or a hunch, that WMMs needed special attention and advocacy to the
church today. The scrutiny of society, the demands of the church, and the systemic
pressures on all women have seemed to define the lives of WMMs in the 1990's.
Women Married to Ministers (WMMs)
Many denominations have given recent attention to ministers and ministers' spouses
in their research and literature. Dell states, "At no point in American history has the clergy
family been more difficult to define, describe, or typify than at this time." She asserted that
most articles about this group "describe quite elegantly the limitations of their research, the
virtual impossibility of specifying a typical clergy family." Dell observes that most concluded
their articles by highlighting the need for further research (26). Dell concludes, 'Traditional
stereotypes may be chapters in religious cultural history in some denominations and areas
of the country, but as prevalent, meaningful, and/or binding as ever in other situations" (26).
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Guynes primarily described the milieu of WMMs:
The ideal minister's home is a home established by the will of God. There
is open communication between family members, and the nature of that
communication is highly spiritual, biblical, and positive. Spiritual fullness is
the primary motivation within the family relationships. An attitude of
thankfulness for all things is very evident, and the relationship between
members is characterized by submission one to another within and without
the lines of authority. In the vertical relationships that develop up and down
the authority lines of the home, there are overriding demonstrations of
sacrificial love, especially in the use of authority. (27)
Guynes identified a code of family life considered part of a fornier era, yet still
subscribed to by many conservative evangelical congregations as the expected code of
conduct for their clergy.
Reverence and honor are the proper respectful attitudes of those who
recognize the divinely established authority for the home. Fathers are to
assume teaching, nurturing roles that do not anger children, and the children
are to obey parents as a matter of conscience and faith toward God. (Dell
27)
In order to fit Guynes' description, the typical minister in the C&MA would be male
and in his first and only maniage to a Christian woman who is similariy dedicated to the
wori< of the church. As his wife, she frequently worths twenty to forty hours for the
congregation in a voluntary capacity, and would be considered "part of the package" or "two
for the price of one." Inherent in this description would be the idea of joint marital calling
involving high visibility and accessibility as part of the privilege and calling. Great pressure
to fulfill traditional role expectations may characterize their lives together (28-29).
Spousal support was "the cnjcial variable" in the job success of the minister and
overall family coping, according to Dell. The happiness and well-being of the spouse and
family were critical factors for the ministers in her study. A happy minister's wife seemed
essential for a happy minister, thus presenting the inevitable pressure for the WMM to
present herself as a happy woman.
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A contributing factor to happiness and a sense of satisfaction in the traditional model
has been the church-owned and operated parsonage. 'The parsonage has represented
the professional and personal boundaries, the roles, power triangles, rights and dependen
cies that have historically defined the relationship between the parish, the preacher, and the
preacher's family." The WMM may have experienced some threat to her security because
of the congregation's parsonage practice (Dell 30).
Theme 1 : Sense of Self
The psychological dimension of this study related to the WMM's sense of self and
self-esteem. The WMM's self-image, her perception of self within her role, and her
assessment of her overall worth proved crucial issues to explore. The WMM's theological
belief system and her actual beliefs are juxtaposed in relation to her self. Classic stressors
for the traditional clergy family model such as role limits and the parsonage phenomenon
(option of owning a home not offered by the congregation) were surveyed in my research to
determine their effect on her state of well-being.
In summary, twenty five years ago the organic-unity model of ministry
encouraged pastors to assume that family and occupation were the same
thing. In the 1990's the complexity of ministry, changes in the wori<place,
maniage and dual-career couples require the clergy, the clergy family, and
indeed the congregation to be more sociologically and theologically astute in
differentiating between family and church priorities in ministry. (Mickey 66)
The WMM's overall or global and spiritual well-being served to frame issues of self-
concept and self-fulfillment. An instmment for measuring spiritual well-being (SWBS)
provided some of the descriptive material. Ellison's integration of theology and psychology
made this instnjment most helpful for use with WMM's.
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Piatt and Moss suggested that until about 1960, outmoded stereotypes and how-to
guides predicted the successful behavior of a clergy wife. 'Today, a woman whose identity
has been delineated by her husband's professional role can begin to search for her own
personal satisfactions" (192). Piatt and Moss used Denton's involvement categories of
team worker, background supporter, or aloof participant (Denton 155-157).
"Confusing" and "depersonalizing" were the identifiers that Piatt and Moss used to
describe the state of being forwomen who attempted to answerwith old stereotypes the
new questions posed by most contemporary women. Their study reflected the phenomenal
challenges faced by WMMs. One such challenge resided in the frustration experienced by
the WMM to "be herself apart from the role requirement which she has sought to fulfill.
Readily acknowledged was the need to respond to these expectations, grounded in many
years of religious tradition. Furtiier, role conflictwas recognized to be inevitable where two
or more role expectations were present (Piatt and Moss 191).
Stress Factors
The greatest stress factor for the WMM was unrealistic expectations, according to
Hunt (28). These expectations have had multiple sources. The emotional tiiangle
"incorporating priest, parish, and wife" must be an expected entity for the WMM (Piatt and
Moss 195). Each held a particular set of expectations which Whybrew discussed. The
minister, tiie Church, and the WMM each have had a set of expectations, which have been
surrounded by the mysterium of God-related tilings.
An ominous quality exists in tiie inten-elationship between any two elements of the
tiiangle called tiiangulation. When the three entities use God-talk, yet emerge witii different
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expectations for the role of the WMM, the potential exists for locking each party into
debilitating conflict with great threat to the well-being of the WMM.
Dell and Hunt's research also coupled roles and stress. Dell proposed between
1983 and 1 993, "a fair amount of writing has accumulated on the stresses, roles, and
attitudes of clergy spouses, particularly clergy wives" (31). Citing new developments in
methodological research techniques for a more accurate picture, she conjectures that the
clergy family may be in many ways similar to, or even better off than, other American
families. As other researchers found, she reported the stresses to include "church and
community expectations of perfection, time pressures, minimal privacy, inadequate salaries,
and personal and professional isolation" (34).
Hunt's evaluation of stress forWMMs concluded with the reminder that "many of the
facets of parsonage life are shared with people of other occupations". . . "others experience
the same dynamics." Yet the "God factor" (that the Almighty has called to ministry, with all
that brings) for the wife of the minister has created the pressure of living "model lives" (27).
Therefore, while Hunt questioned the existence of any uniqueness to this role compared
with that of other professionals, she acknowledged the proposal of David and Vera Mace
that there is a cluster of disadvantages that must not be lightly dismissed.
Johnsson, one contemporary WMM, wrote of the sense of special calling that
dominates her husband's entire life, meaning for her a yielding of personal ambition to the
will and guidance of the Lord. By this, she confimried Hunt's assertion of the "God factor"
(Johnsson 7). The concept of a sacred call to ministry was undeniably factored into the
preparation of the C&MA survey, because of strong commitment of the denomination to
such a call.
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Observing the clergy wife in four areas-family, work, parish and neighborhood-Platt
and Moss did not find the WMM's tensions peculiar because she is a clergy wife.
Her degree of involvement in her husband's professional life, because of
the intimate relationship of that profession with a community, focuses
attention upon her place in that relationship. There is compensation for this
life style as well as sacrifice; satisfaction as well as fmstration; and
community as well as loneliness. To the extent that a clergy wife's
expectations and her ideals are realistic, and to the extent that those
expectations expressed in relationships with her are realistic, there are
degrees to which she will find satisfaction and fulfillment and be involved in
her multiple roles as clergy wife, mother, professional, and Christian (208).
Pearson, on the other hand, wrote that there is "no other profession in which the
wife is so intertwined in the fibers of her husband's work," and not "another occupation
where the wife is so intimately related to the people her husband serves." Further there is
"no group that places their expectations on the wife of the employed husband" to that
degree (28). Role confusion seems to be the basis for his assertion of the uniqueness of
WMMs.
Baker summarized the problem in his study of wives of Lutheran parish pastors,
using the word "absorptiveness:"
because of the absorptiveness of the husband's vocation and the
traditional expectation that the pastor's wife should accommodate the needs
of the husband, their children, the congregation, church officials and any
stranger in need, the clergy wife's own well-being and life satisfaction may
be diminished. (6)
Weinberg proposed this phenomenon ofwives absorbed in their husband's work to
be true of politicians, clergy, diplomats, and members of the military. This absorption was
considered to be part of their uniqueness, because contributions of family members (other
than the job incumbent) were counted upon to aid job perfomriance and insure occupational
success in these professions.
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The "degree to which a wife perceives herself to be implicated in her husband's job"
has been seen as her absorption into her husband's work. This has been differentiated by
Weinberg from absorptiveness which is the degree to which a job creates a demand for the
implication of the wife. The seven dimensions of absorption were classified as: (1) activity
as worker; (2) activity as participant; (3) social behavior constraint; (4) intemjption; (5)
pervasiveness; (6) absence adjustment; and (7) moving. The six dimensions of absorptive
ness were listed as: (1) task requirements, (2) symbolic role, (3) publicness, (4) approval,
(5) timing, and (6) location.
Absorption has been described as predicted by absorptive job characteristics, the
husband's absorptive demands, and the wife's characteristics and attitudes. A high degree
of absorptiveness was projected by the author to be negative. On the other hand, the
amount of absorption has been felt to be a predictor of a wife's life satisfaction and role
conflicts (Weinberg).
WMM's Life and Role
Pearson calls the WMMs' stmggle an ongoing effort to clarify and modify roles. The
expectations of others as to what she "ought to" be like, stemming from other's
"experiences, cultures, traditions, observations and ideas" can place a heavy burden on the
WMM. Along with these, she may have simultaneously faced the highly emotional impact
of her own self-expectations as well as her husbands. If she perceived a high percentage
of these expectations to be unmet, she may have experienced great disappointment, and
suffered interior and exterior conflict to the endangerment of her self-worth (Pearson 6).
Blackwood said ". . the first duty of the pastor's wife is to make the home attractive
. .
"
(44), while Oswald wrote of the attempt to ". . keep the clergy wife in her place" (3).
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Frequently the books appeared as historical studies of clergywives (Blackwood, 1951 for
Presbyterian women; Denton, 1962; Douglas, 1965 with Lilly Research; Mace and Mace,
1980; Nelson and Nelson, 1977, 1983; Oden, 1966; Pentecost, 1964; and Sweet, 1983).
The Alban Institute in Washington, D.C., has yielded valuable material on clergy
families which is well-grounded in the widest field of clergy research. Alban's material
principally reflected research within the mainline Protestant denominations (Gilbert, 1987:
Hart)augh, 1992; Oswald, 1980, 1991; and Whybrew, 1984).
One comprehensive Alban publication on this subject was written by Oswald. As a
workshop leader of fifteen years, he has constmcted a list of key stressors for WMMs. The
leading stress factorwas found to be in the domain of the church. Parishioners' role
expectations for their minister's wife have been blamed for strain. Mickey wrote that "the
clergy family has indeed crossed a threshold of new and highly conflicted expectations.
The task of living as a clergy family and being involved with and employed as pastor of a
congregation is immensely complicated" (10).
Oswald claimed that the anxiety accrued by the WMM in her role has been due in
part to the expectation that she be "surrogate clergy," when her husband has not been
available. Many have felt the pressure to be "super persons" (43). Further compounding
the strain of multiple roles was the lack of pastoral care which she received. Her husband
and lover has also been her pastor, and these roles greatly conflict.
Commenting on 'life in a stained glass fishbowl," Hunt described the WMMs'
dilemma due to expectations ". . being in, a state of flux due to societal upheaval in
general." Due to her highly visible life, however, expectations have been pressing. He
referred to public scrutiny of congregation and community as both a curse and blessing.
Many of the advantages which make for blessing, Hunt has stated have a "flip side
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phenomenon of disadvantages" (25). IVIany positive dimensions have sustained the WMI\/I
and balanced the negatives.
Otherworks explore the unique position ofWMMs with respect to such things as the
psychology of the clergy, problems requiring professional counseling, daily life realities, and
the risk syndrome experienced by some (Langberg, 1988; Lee and Balswick, 1989; London,
1993; Malony and Hunt, 1991; Mickey and Ashmore, 1991). Several unpublished
dissertiations have been written within denominations on their psychological adjustments,
predictors of well-being, and marital adjustment and spiritual well-being (Alleman, 1987;
Baker, 1987; Pearson, 1988; and Valeriano, 1981).
In 1988, the NAE had passed a resolution through the efforts of the Task Force
regarding Christian leaders and family life whom they suggest "live in highly stressful
situations which make it very difficult to meet the emotional needs of their families, including
their spouses." Dugan, the National Association of Evangelicals Family Concems
representative, wori<ed with the Women's Commission and the Task Force on the Family
from 1988 to 1990 to prepare a Pastors' Wives Survey for use by member denominations
of the NAE. The stated purpose was to "determine the needs of these special women and
ways to help them in their ministries." The 570 respondents of 59 denominations and
several other groups yielded findings that were summarized and made available to NAE
and others who requested the report.
The study results have led to the establishment of Support Groups for Pastors'
Wives, a national ministry for wives of Christian woricers. Dugan, the founder and president,
also published a book entitled Heart to Heart with Pastors' Wives, in which she compiled the
writing of twelve women who address the mutual concems of this "special group." The
impetus for her ministry and book came from the realization that although the survey
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reported positive WMM' experiences, these experiences were "not universal" (161). The
WMMs' role may possess the inherent tendency to mask problems. Perhaps, those most
wounded in their role as WMM may not have had opportunity to voice such in a survey,
leaving some question about the overall positive summary of the study.
The following areas were covered in the NAE findings: Resources Selected for
Help, Training for the Task, Relationship with Their Churches, Fulfillment, Emotional Well-
Being, Role Characteristics, Spiritual, Family Relationships, Areas of Concem, Personal
Needs, and Areas Needing Help.
Ongoing Resources
Whole issues of periodicals and occasional magazine and journal articles have
featured the WMM-her lifestyle and unique experience. The Joumal of Pastoral Care. The
Christian Ministrv. Leadership, and Pastoral Psychology were among the best resources in
this venue. Fuller Theological Seminary's Theology News, and Notes devoted one issue to
the minister and family. Two conservative interdenominational publications for ministry
wives emerged in the late 1980's: Just Between Us, Jill Briscoe's magazine for ministry
wives, and Serving Together. Called Together Ministries' newsletter initiated by Linda Riley.
Two other groups have provided helpful data about ministry families. Bamabas
Intemational, founded by Lareau and Evie Lindquist in 1986, was solely designed to
minister to people in ministry. In late 1991, James Dobson's cousin, H.B. London, Jr.
became the liaison to pastors for Focus on the Family. London was commissioned to
develop programs to serve to strengthen the ministers' personal and family lives.
"Pastor to Pastor," an audio cassette series, prepared by London's office, was one
of the first resources made available from "Focus" London's book followed under the title,
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Pastor's at Risk. The "at risk" state was underlined in a statement by Minirth of the
Minirth/Meier Clinic during an interview by Dobson on his radio broadcast. He states that
"pastors' wives experience more stress than any other profession." Minirth further indicated
that he "sees in pastor's wives more anger and frustration than any other group of people
he talks to." Minirth called for understanding and compassion for WMMs.
In light of statements like Minirth's, London and Wiseman's 1993 book emphasized
what they felt to be the high stress dimension of both the pastor and the spouse's lives.
They've used Oswald's words "in pain" to describe the life of the WMM (Oswald 1980 5).
Lee may have overstated the negative aspects of the case in his work Life in a
Glass House. The title suggested his perception of this highly-profiled family, but
subsequent to his research, Lee has written extensively for magazines and joumals
interested in the clergy family. Mickey described the concept of this high-profile dynamic:
... the clergy mamage is on stage constantly, whether as a predetermined
pose or informally captured for public view. Con-sequently, many ministers
and their families have been surprised, angered and divorced because of
the discrepancy in the images they endeavor to project of themselves and
the picture the public actually observes of clergy-family activities. (23)
Brief History of Clergy Wives
Unenviable was the pight of English and Western clergy who, 400 years ago, were
forbidden by law to marry. "For the most part, not until the Eighteenth century did
respectable Englishwomen marry into the clergy." In a "Homily on the State of Matrimony"
of 1562, the women were urged to pray with and for each other that husbands would
forbear their faults, refrain from beating them, but rather treat them as weaker vessels. The
hope was that their "husbands would be authors of love," teaching women and "weeding
out uncomely manners from their mind" (Keller 98).
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Archbishop Thomas Cranmer's \wife in 1533 had to be transported in a "traveling
box replete with ventilating holes" in order not to be seen in public while accompanying her
husband on his clerical travels (Mickey 16). Hunt records that in 1829 Charles Bridges
wrote that the minister's wife should exhibit "gravity, self-control, sobriety of deportment, and
faithful exhibition of relative and public duties" (24). In the second volume of Women in
New Worlds, the authors wrote about the early Anglican view ofwomen as obedient and
mindless partners in a strongly male-centered family ideal. ". . . we must ask if clergy wives,
then or now ever have won a place of full respect" (Keller 108-1 10). If they have not, their
absence of a sense of well-being would be partial evidence of their insecure status in their
church and community.
The period aboutwhich Keller writes when "women were perceived to be without
souls" has long passed, and to compare the position of today's clergy wife with those times
places the contemporaryWMM in a position of great advantage. Whether she has a place
of full respect, however, is the inaeasingly controversial question. Some say that she is
valued; others feel that she has been "ab-used" and undervalued.
The phenomenal strides forwomen in this role were credited by Keller to persons of
the stature of Susanna Wesley, John's mother, and Mary and John Goucher. The
Gouchers, who began the Women's Education Association, supported a mutuality of
commitment to their marriage and the development ofwomen. Theirmamage was called
by Keller et al. a "partnership of equality," and their egalitarian status was "strikingly
dramatized in their concem for higher education forwomen," and their founding of a
Womens' College.
Rosa Peffly, in 'The Pacific Northwest," notes that from the early eighteenth century
to the present, clergy v\/ives have moved through three eras-the age of competent pioneers
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(1840-1920), the epoch of Pauline stereotyping (1885-1960), and the era of liberation from
well-defined role expectations (1955 to present). One account of the competent pioneers
was of "Wealthy Maria Warren Hopkins," to whom was credited "a call to Christian sen/ice
akin to their husbands' call to the ministry" (Keller 150). Hopkins stated, "God has called us
to this work and we must be true to him." These pioneer clergy wives were "saving souls,
healing the afflicted, teaching school, and battling Demon Rum" (151-159).
Describing the transitions or stages of change in more pedestrian temns. Sweet
suggested four models for WMMs: companion, sacrificer, assistant, and partner from the
sixteenth to the nineteenth century. Calling the years from 1770 to 1820 the "watershed
period forAmerican middle class women" due to the decline of patriarchy and the conquest
of "spherism," Sweet remonstrated that the women were responsible for the socialization of
children and the moralization of men for at least one hundred years.
The role of sacrificer, best modeled by Dow, spanned approximately two hundred
years. Her husband wrote that "she hindered not my work," and it is said of them that
Peggy and Lorenzo "broke out of Asbury's tradition of that time of non-marriage to share in
the work of the ministry" (Sweet 59). Lydia Finney, assistant to her husband, Charles,
modeled an active and visible role for the clergy wife, similar to that of Susanna Wesley.
The final partner model of the strong, aggressive leader ofwomen was characterized by
Elizabeth Finney. Sweet's bookwas documented with examples, though the lines of
transition were loosely drawn until the final chapter entitled, "One in the Work" was reached
(135).
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"One in the Work"
Current boolcs and periodicals mirror the perception that WMMs and their clergy-
husbands are "one in the work." White asserted that "the pastor's wife is the only woman I
know who is asked to work full time without pay on her husband's job in a role no one has
yet defined." Yet not one woman in the poll which she conducted for her book said that she
would change her position (23). Though they understand that their "roles are changing and
guidelines nebulous," if given the choice, they would choose to continue in their role,
because they "enjoy the privilege of shaping lives, being a co-laborer in the kingdom of God
and knowing we are part of our husband's ministry" (13).
Gilbert offered a slightly different profile of the resident "holy woman," or of a woman
trapped or overburdened by unrealistic expectations (5). In her sympathetic analysis in
Who Ministers to Ministers?, Gilbert, ascribed the role confusion for WMMs to changing
times and less granted status, unclear meanings of ordination, vague models of ministi7,
work overload with job insecurity fertile husband, and more open conflict being acceptable
in tiie church (6). She described tiie WMM as a "walking target for everyone's unconscious
expectation of what a holy woman ought to be like," and as one often seen as a "holy
noodlehead." The expectation for her to play an active role in the church, but witiiout
accompanying power, leaves tiie WMM "feeling disenfranchised" (12).
Gilbert's assessments were reinforced by her survey of spouses of clergy. One-half
or more of tiie 72 female spouses from one study and 45 from a similar study conducted in
tiie New England area indicated depression, feelings of being trapped or stuck, as well as
suffering serious concem over financial difficulties (92-93). Hopeful findings of tiie studies
of The Alban Institute in Washington, D.C. indicated that WMMs were seeking support in
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spite of the "stumbling blocks," such as confusing "cultural and sexual scripts," dependency-
based "metaphors for ministry" (shepherd, helper, caregiver,) and "lack of self-esteem and
self-knowledge" (24-50). Gilbert stated that the "main source of support for the clergyman is
the spouse," but this proves to be only as good as the spousal relationship (51).
Historical Trends Recorded in the C&MA
No comprehensive study tracing the historical trends in role adoptions by WMMs in
the C&MA has been published. However, in the writer's opinion through continued
exposure at District Conferences and the Annual Council, much reference has been made
in conversation among clergy and laity as to how much things have changed in relation to
the role expectations for WMMs. Comments appear to reflect that her position has given
her much opportunity to influence the congregation as well as to be a major influence on
her husband's life. In the sense of type of influence within the denomination, it has
appeared that little has changed in the history of the CMA. Yet, she may have more
freedom to exert choice today than fifty years ago as to how she might effect that influence.
This has grown out of the greater power offered for all women in today's social climate.
Hazards of the WMM Role
In a 1987 study of the psychosocial adjustment of the WMM, Alleman noted the
"considerable and rather unique extent to which previous literature has found you to be, as
a group, impacted by your spouse's ministerial involvement" (23). His study included a
synopsis of much of the research of the twentieth century related to this "unique" group.
Hazards of this role suri'aced throughout his dissertation. Citing other research under each
of the potential hazards, Alleman then chose the wives of the Blackmon study for his own
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work. Alleman's list of hazards-marital satisfaction, time needs, finance, fishbowl existence,
loneliness, lack of pastoral/professional support, and limited preparation and resources-
were explored in his dissertation. He presented a review of research from the 1980's and
1990's in each realm.
A consideration of the impact of the minister's motivation for entering the ministry
and his own state of well-being was essential. His motivation may have had repercussions
on his behaviorwithin the family system of which the WMM is a primary player. Important to
consider also was the minister's level of spiritual wholeness on the well-being of the WMM.
The literature conceming Family Systems Theory has reinforced the systemic nature of the
states ofwell-being for each family member. Dealing with the concept of systemic and
generational health or dysfunction has made the survey of the WMM seem like just one
page in the story. For example, in the area of motivation, if his entry has been motivated by
pressure from his family's dysfunctional need for prestige or to follow a tradition, his and his
spouse's well-being may have been influenced (Hands and Fehr 5-1 1).
Within the domain of marriage, Alleman observed that high overall marital
satisfaction was felt to have a positive correlation w\\h the WMM's state of well being,
especially with age and as the children get older. Other influential variables were the
husband's enthusiasm with his wori<, high level of involvement in church activities while
growing up, personal fulfillment through the husband, having a paying job, and deaeased
involvement in housewori<. Alleman concluded that one-half of the respondents were very
happy and satisfied. None indicated being very unhappy, and 2.2% were unhappy. Yet, he
did cite a 1982 study by Rediger that 37% of minister's wives were seriously considering
divorce and 15% estimated tiiat tiiey would divorce. The disparity here was confusing (1-
90).
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Because of the expectation of pastoral omnipresence that some clergy and spouses
have carried into the ministry role, time management surfaced repeatedly as a ministry
hazard. Alleman reported that the most significant marital problem for 34.1% of his
respondents was insufficient time together as a couple. Study results also included
communication differences cited by 31 .8%, problems over money by 8.9%, and sexual
problems by 7.9%. Within the domain of mamage, the present relationship with husbands
was reported to be warm and supportive by 86.7%, ambivalent and unpredictable by 1 1 %,
and cool and distant tending towards separation by 2.3% (92).
Alleman found WMMs overall to be very involved in their husband's ministries.
Almost half were "highly" or "very highly" involved. Over 40% reported more than ten hours
in unpaid church activities, and 10% more than twenty hours (107). Most revealed a feeling
of success in their role involvements as "co-pastor." At least 40%, however, would change
this role to being like just another individual in the congrega-tion, attending, participating
whenever they feel they can, and in whateverway they feel they can best contribute.
Perhaps not doing anything at times could cause the WMM to feel like a lay person. Over
one-third would change the level of involvement (21.3 % to less and 14.2 % to more) (112).
In finance, 62% felt that they were forced to make financial sacrifices. Messages
about retiral benefits being inadequate, and the parsonage not being a good living
arrangement surfaced. A high level of public visibility, scrutiny, and expectations for
perfection were cited by Alleman from the Maces' research in 1980. Watts (1982) reported
that over two-thirds were lonely and isolated. Having few close, personal friends was felt to
be an occupational hazard.
The WMM faces all of the challenges of age and stage development that any
woman does, and is similarly impacted by her husband's life and growth journey. Hands
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and Fehr explored a "new psychology of Intimacy" with God, self, and others for clergy in a
discussion on spiritual wholeness for clergy (28). Discussion of self-appreciation (the
hallmark of self-intimacy), interpersonal, and spiritual intimacy preceded their proposals for
wholeness for clergy. Hands and Fehrwere convinced that crisis for all clergy in midlife will
provide them an opportunity and chance for healing or growth toward completeness (28).
Indeed, this joumey toward wholeness at every stage of life has a well-being quotient for the
WMM.
in that wholeness of the clergy person enhances the well-being of the WMM,
relational elements were sun/eyed as variables. For growth into wholeness "it is crucial that
clergy develop and keep relationships that are personal, not professionally related" (Hands
and Fehr 68). Further validation for intentional networking for both clergy and their spouses
comes from Troost who stated that "a lack of pastoral and professional support leaves them
as 'people without a pastor'" (Troost 1978). According to Hands and Fehr, true interper
sonal intimacy where the minister related outside of role and responsibility to the wife, and
both related to friends out-of-role, contributed to whole-ness for both ministers and WMM
(68-69).
At the time of Alleman's study, no research could be found on the actual role versus
the preferred role, or the obstacles which blocked the two from coming together for the
WMM (1 16-117). He suggested that the Douglas 1965 study was the classic role research.
Douglas was reluctant to generalize about the role, because of the "great variation among
WMMs on many dimensions and subject to the influence of many variables" (Douglas 172).
Douglas found that 20% considered themselves the assistant pastor or "little minister," 64%
considered themselves supporters or "behind the scenes," while 15% saw themselves to be
detached participants. Only 1 % were not too interested or antagonistic.
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Piatt and Moss study revealed a growing tension in clergy wives between their
identity as clergy wives and as women. The tension partially centered on the issue of
separate careers. A considerable change in women's self perception, and a new freedom
from stereotyping in the decade from 1966-1976, led to the shift from two-person career to
two-career marriages. Taylor and Hartley showed that the percentage of two-career
maniages moved from 20% to 40% in this period (Piatt and Moss 137-138).
Research findings of various denominations share common threads to those of
Alleman. His study included 228 respondents from four denominations in Southern
California chosen from the 1 ,140 wives of the Blackmon survey. In 1980, Morgan and
Morgan's study of Episcopal clergy wives showed one-fourth of them to be unhappy and
unfulfilled. In 1984, 189 Presbyterian clergy wives studied by Warner and Carter
experienced a diminished quality of life compared to others in the church: more loneliness,
higher levels of emotional exhaustion, and diminished marital satisfaction (125).
Family Systems Theory
Friedman's Generation to Generation, a treatise on family systems theory for the
church and synagogue, revealed a somewhat different view of the clergy family than those
of many who posit the clergy family's uniqueness. His basic assumption has been that
"clergy are not all that different." He contends that the emphasis on the "isolation, the
'fishbowl' environment, the high expectations, the work load, the frequent moving that
inaeases instability," and the difficulty of having lasting relationships or tmsted friends is not
that different from any other couple "climbing the corporate ladder" (277).
Emotional process operates the same way in all families. The notion that
clergy families are different is myth. It is as misguided as assuming that,
when it comes to the "laws" of emotional processes Jewish families are
different from Christian families, American families are different from non-
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American families, modem families are different from old-worid families, or
black families different from white families. Sociological studies would show
some obvious difference; but when it comes to symptom location, triangles,
and fundamental healing, they are not the differences that count. (278)
Consideration of the specific aspects of their sameness to other professional
families has appeared in the domain material. Friedman suggested one possible exception
to this "ecumenicity of the human dilemma: the intensity of the emotional interiock between
wori< and home" (279). The clergy's wori< and the family system "plug all too easily into one
another and significant changes in either system may be quicker to unbalance the other."
Still contending that it does not make the clergy family all that "different," he argues that for
overall family health, differentiation of the self is more imperative (279).
Friedman's differentiated selfwould seem to secure a high level of well-being for the
minister and the WMM. The Family Systems Theory, aspects ofwhich Bowen (1966)
originated and Friedman espoused, has described the differentiated self as self-defined
separate from other family members with maximum responsibility for his or her own destiny
and emotional well-being. In her own family system and also in the congregational system,
the WMM will fare better if she has cleariy detemiined who she is and what she is about in
the worid. Because this is dependent in part on her own stance in her family of origin, she
would not have been able to control what she brings to her marriage. She could have,
however, developed pattems with her spouse within the clergy family itself that would have
kept her from triangling in unhelpful ways.
Unhealthy triangling in the clergy family would be between the clergy husband, the
WMM, and members of the congregation. The congregation may be functionally healthy
enough to allow the pastor and his wife their individuality. If the congregation is dysfunc
tional, however, and attempts to engage the pastor and his wife in relation-ships to solve
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some of their own conflicts, the well-being of the dependent, less differentiated WMM could
be affected negatively. If the WMM becomes completely embroiled in the issues of the
congregation rather than remaining differentiated and a "nonanxious presence," her own
emotional health could be endangered.
The leadership strength of the minister within the home and church has implications
for the family members, specifically the WMM. According to Friedman, the firmer, more
sure the family and congregational leader, the minister, and the more clearly defined and
differentiated his self, the less anxiety the WMM will feel. In this sense of connectedness
between minister, WMM, and congregation, one might argue v/ith Friedman that there is
some uniqueness to the minister's family and maniage.
Friedman strongly asserts that it is a myth that clergy nuclear families are different
from the families of the congregation. Further, he claims this myth to be a "disadvantage to
the clergy professionally and emotionally." The label "different" may pennit escape from a
focus on their individual family dynamic, and allow the content of situational factors and
sociological differences to displace responsibility (281). Application of family systems theory
rather than an individual intrapsychic theory in therapy has led him to recommend
demythologizing the clergy family.
Friedman further contends that for every specific sociological attribute that is
"blamed forwhy they are troubled, there is always the other side that gets lost in the focus
on pathology: the advantages to families that occupy such positions in society. . .
"
(282).
'Thus, an approach to clergy families that emphasizes their similarity to families within the
congregation in terms of human emotional process will tend to accent personal
accountability rather than contextual or situational liabilities" (282). He believes that
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accentuating the "positive differences" will call forth natural resources of inner strength in
the clergy family, and build a mind-set which encourages hope.
A comprehensive list of the positive aspects or advantages of the clergy lifestyle
were cited in David and Vera Mace's What's Happening to Clergy Marriages. This
substantial list of the advantages growing out of their differences has been coupled with a
list of negatives or disadvantages. The Maces built a case for unusually high demands
placed on WMMs also, with a suggestion of their uniqueness.
Pearson used a systems approach to examine and evaluate the role of the WMM.
In his gathering of literature, he claimed that he found numerous assertions for difference
rather than similarity. High demands and expectations were stated by some to make the
role of the WMM quite different from that of a professional family wife. Pearson included
the Maces' findings to support a system needing evaluation.
Maces "found that 48% of clergy wives had a need for help in understanding the
role of a pastor's wife" (30). The highest need which they felt was for time together alone,
which may not be unique to a clergy maniage. Again the expectation issue surfaced as a
major pressure in the statements which pastors and wives made about disadvantages. The
top one was that their maniage was expected to be a model of perfection (pastors 85%,
wives 59%). The expectation for perfection in the marriage has probably not been shared
by those in other professions (Pearson 8).
Theme 2: Sense OfWell-Being
Theme two centers on issues related to the self-development and conceptualization
of a woman and her sense ofwell-being. Self-concept questions were addressed within the
realm of the psychology of women. A present sense of well-being for the WMM has appar-
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ently been rooted in her self-concept. Lynch, Gergen, and Norem-Hebeisen state, "Self-
concept is a gestalt of many definitions of the self varying in significance or centrality in the
economy of the individual" (10). Self-concept has resulted from the defining that one does
when building one's world of reality. In order to suit one's own needs and ends within this
world, a person works on explaining oneself to oneself and others. Theorists do not agree
uniformly on the constituents of self-concept development (Lynch).
Assumptions about Self-Concept Development
The following assumptions were adopted for this study:
1 . The self is anchored in something both individual and social. The "self may be
recognized in individualistic achievement (ambitions, accomplishment, mastery of situations,
self-control and adherence to a standard of morality)," as well as in the institutional
anchorages where altruism and self-sacrifice are part of the desirable "tme self." 'The
social fomn of institutional anchorages is altmism" (especially the institution of the church) in
which the self is felt to be "realized through service to others, or self-sacrifice" (42-43).
2. Self-conception is "a product of ongoing social interchange; its functions must be
traced to the process of adaptation to the realm of intersubjectivity" (59). In the midst of a
life experience one can probably not discover the true self by looking at feelings, thoughts,
hopes, fears, and motives alone. Gergen states that "to look inward for a dear and defining
experience that may sen/e as an anchor for identity is not likely to yield success." But if one
"cannot tum inward for a substantive basis for self-conception," then some suggest that the
existentialist emphasis on self-realization through behavioral commitment, or looking at
one's conduct may be the key. Truth about the self was said to be best produced in action.
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The problems were perceived to be the enigma of aoss-category translation and the
multiple and mutable rules for interpreting action.
Gergen suggested that neither an examination of one's intemal experience nor of
one's extemal behavior are adequate grounds for self-conceptualization. According to him,
ontologic acceptability and personal enhancement are the most helpful elements in the
process of self-conceptualization (68).
a. A central concem with "making sense" within any given culture in which one
participates, thus gaining or maintaining a state of ontologic acceptability is a function of
self-conceiving (69-70).
b. As the meaning of one's actions or feelings are negotiated within the social
milieu, one's personal state may be enhanced or diminished.
'The particular concepts one employs in understanding oneself generate
feelings and responses. . . the individual is free to select those fornis of self-
understanding or self-conception that yield positive as opposed to negative
outcomes. Self-conception can essentially be viewed as a matter of desire,
need, taste, or purpose" (71).
This symbolic interactionist theory suggests that a person's view of herself is a
consequence of other people's reactions toward her. Gergen valued reflection on the
WMM's behavior in a support group within or outside the congregation. Herein the WMM
has gauged her view of her self in the group, assuming that adequate group dynamics
existed.
3. A third assumption in the Lynch, Gergen, and Norem-Hebeisen volume grows
out of agreement with Jordan and Memfield's process concept. They assume that the
processes for articulation about "the self are not static. In the lives ofWMMs, the premise
that a state of becoming instead of being best represents the self promotes not a fixed, but
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a process view for construing the self which includes remembering, evaluating,
transforming, and generating (88).
"When remembering, evaluating, generating and transfomning are applied to the
thought,content categorized as self, they focus largely on the self in relation to a range of
life experiences which are situation-specific in nature" (91). Each minister's wife possessed
a unique data base of her past life; thus, remembering evoked the individuality of her
experience. She possessed "conclusions" about her self in a given area of life and also
many bits of infonnation from which this view of self was derived. Her history determined
how she has evaluated the self-what should be ignored, focused on, and how she has
selected among these. New notions of the self were undoubtedly constructed depending on
areas of competence or areas where further growth was perceived to be needed. The
extent to which she has experienced transfonnation has been determined by the nature of
the specific elements already in her self-structure and her affective and cognitive processing
(145).
Life Stage Patterns and a Positive Sense of Self
Extensive studies by Bimbaum (1975) and Bamett, Biener, and Bamch (1987)
focused on women and their developmental needs at various life stages, as well as their
changing roles today. Bimbaum contrasts between "gifted family-oriented and career-
committed women." Most frequently, one has found a WMM within the traditional mode of
Bimbaum's family-oriented woman, with her center on home and family growing out of her
"typical American giri dreams" about her future role as wife and mother (396). Tying her
self-esteem to interpersonal acceptance rather than to achievement, competence, and
autonomy in her youth and through the young adult years, she has possibly reached the
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middle adult years having lost ground in personal development and self-esteem. Her self
was defined by extemals, but that means of defining may not have been adequate for
another stage.
Preparation for a shift from teen roles to next stage roles of adulthood (to whatever
type role was chosen) may have been more helpful for well-being. "It may well be that in
women, maintaining a high level of self-esteem depends on the adequacy of her earlier
preparation for a shift to, or perhaps more ideally, continuing involvement in major adult
roles other than or in addition to marriage and maternity," asserted Bimbaum (396).
Quoting from Rossi's national survey data, Bimbaum indicated that during the busy
years of early motherhood, traditionally socialized young women fare well. "In sharp
contrast, the statistically more deviant, personal-achievement-oriented young woman is far
more troubled with self-doubt and has low self-esteem during her twenties and early thirties"
(397). In ten to fifteen years, a reversal has occurred for professional women who now
have relatively high self-esteem while a depressed sense of self-worth and anxiety may
characterize the family-oriented woman. Loss of self-esteem and rage tumed inward are
the major ingredients of depression, and GIaz wrote that "the good, capable, conscientious
woman is more likely to become depressed" (147). Since these two labels seem to apply to
WMMs-"family-oriented woman" and the "good, capable, and conscientious," the survey
has sought to determine the profile which has resulted.
Bimbaum's investigation at the University of Michigan comparing the homemaker,
manied professional, and single professional using a Life Style Studv booklet, bore results
that affirni Rossi's theory. Homemakers had the lowest self-esteem and sense of personal
competence, felt least attractive, expressed most concem over self-identity issues, and
most often indicated feelings of loneliness. "When asked what they felt was missing from
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their lives, the professional women most often said they lacked time, while the housewives'
reported missing a sense of challenge and creative involvement," both of which seem
essential for overall well-being (398-400).
The comparison between Bimbaum's study findings and the survey findings about
the feelings of the WMM in relation to her role as homemaker, however, has opened a
platform for discussion and future consideration on her behalf within interested congrega
tions. Self-definition for her may have been inextricably connected to the view of her
unintentionally imposed role. Seeking to detemnine howWMMs fit into the homemaker
category as young, middle and older adults, this study holds Bimbaum's description of the
traditional family-oriented model as a measurement fit for the C&MA WMM's lifespan profile
and sense of well-being.
Unfortunately, Bimbaum does not present a very flattering sample woman in
background or valuing. "Motherhood is the homemaker's focal life role" (406). "Female
masochism," "thinking less of herself as an individual," "dependent on her husband and
especially her children for her self-esteem," Bimbaum concluded that "having bowed out of
not only competition but self-assertion in general, the traditional homemaker has few clear
measures of her competence and worth" (404-408). Having depended on reflected
appraisals to guide her choices, she may not have the comfort of self-direction and self-
appraisal for her value and worth. The middle adult years for the homemaker are said to be
years of "psychic turmoil, a depressed sense of emotional well-being, and low self-esteem"
(408).
Despite faithful devotion to home, husband, family, and community
activities as central organizers of her life, she feels unattractive to men and
not especially competent at anything, even child-care and the social graces,
let alone work and intellectual functioning. Having had plenty of friends
through the school years, she now feels somewhat lonely and isolated. On
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the face of it, everything is fine and her life is moving along very much as
she must have expected it to or even hoped it would. (408)
The hopeless description of the WMM, when juxtaposed vAth those of her husband and
children, has made her appear even more pathetic.
Her husband and children are described as busy and successful and
rewarding to her. Yet personally she experiences an inexplicable sense of
failure and disappointment. She misses a sense of challenge and creative
excitement and feels useless and left behind. Asked to rate her general
mental and emotional health, she is far more likely than a working mother to
describe it as poor to average. (409)
Bimbaum's concludes that, by the middle adult years, working professional women,
manied or single, hold themselves in higher regard than equally gifted nonemployed
women. "Given these striking findings, it seems we cannot in good conscience continue to
raise girls to seek their primary personal fulfillment and self-identity within the family" (418).
A primary challenge for this study has been to determine the percentage of
nonemployed, homemakerWMMs as over against career-oriented ones. Perhaps, the
prestige and dignity of the role of the WMM has been a factor contributing to her sense of
worth and militating against the self-denigration suggested to result from the nonemploy-
ment status. Bimbaum decried the "inadequacy of stereotypes that describe women's
major source of gratification as the interpersonal involvement associated with maniage and
motheriiood (418). The high value placed on the home and family has led to the promotion
of the homemaker role, unless finances dictate otherwise, for many WMMs. Such a profile
may have stood under the harsh judgment of Bimbaum's findings.
The magnitude of issues that enter the worid of the WMM has possibly contributed
to a sense of meaning and purpose in life that allows her image of homemaking to
supersede the idea that "anyone can do it." The significance of her daily woric may have
given her a tremendous sense ofworth. Though only infomnally aossing her threshold, she
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may have been a personal counselor in career, crisis, and grief, a social worker, a spiritual
guide, a consultant on finance, home care, and parenting, or a negotiator of conflict.
Depending on herwillingness to be involved, she may have far surpassed Bimbaum's
traditional profile of a homemaker.
On the other hand, ifwe accept Bimbaum's conclusion, must we say that the church
cannot continue to expect the role of WMMs to be primarily confined to the home? In the
twenty years which have inten/ened since her study, sociological changes may have altered
the scene. In the conclusion of her study, Bimbaum suggested that brightwomen should
seek other sources of gratification in addition to mamage and matemity, or they vt/ill
eventually experience a drop in self-esteem and loneliness and uncertainty will plague them
(418).
Sense of Self and Spiritual Well-Being
Relating to the WMM's sense of self and her spiritual well-being, the pattems which
have emerged during her changes in age and the stages of adulthood have been
considered. For the middle-adult couple in ministry, one stage consideration for the SWB of
the WMM has been the SWB state of the minister. Relating the findings of Hands and Fehr
to the discussion of life stages and well-being forWMMs, their claim has ramifications:
. . whether it is scheduled de-illusionment or an unscheduled crisis, all
clergy in midlife will face an opportunity; a chance for healing or growth
toward completeness. This opportunity refocuses attention on the
appropriate care of self. (28)
While the minister has refocused, the WMM will have found shifting intemally and extemally
to be necessary for her as well.
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Gender and Strain
Further implications for the WMM's sense of self grew out of a comparison of
the genders and the amount of stress, recorded in a volume by Bamett, Biener and
Bamch. Implying that maniage is distinctly beneficial for most husbands, they claimed
that it is much less so, or not at all so, for most wives, based on material by Bemard
(1972) and Radloff (1975). Quoting Gove and Tudor (1973), Bemard and Radloff pre
sented four specific hypotheses about "why married women experience more strain
than do most married men" (51). These hypotheses have been more fully explained in
this literature review in the Domain of Maniage.
Verbmgge's 1983 study of the impact of social roles on health led her to conclude
that being employed, married, or a parent is associated with good self-rated health status,
low mortjidity, little restricted activity, infrequent use of medical care, and low dmg use for
both men and women (Bamett, Biener and Bamch 61). Her data were derived from health
interviews and diaries from a sample of Detroit adults. Employment has the strongest
association with health, and parenthood the weakest. Verbmgge also found that multiple
roles have additive positive effects for both men and women. She found no evidence that
the combination of employment, marriage, and motherhood was detrimental to women's
health. Verbmgge concluded that health risks are lower for people actively involved in
multiple roles than for people without them, and that involved people may have healthy
attitudes that reduce both their sensitivity to symptoms and their tendency to take health
actions (61).
Verbmgge noted, however, that healthy people may be more apt to engage in
multiple, active roles. These associations may not be due to the fact that certain roles cause
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the observed outcomes; but, rather, particular types of people may self-select for certain
roles (61).
The current movement reflected in the literature seemed to be away from roles held
by an individual as defining their state of well-being. A further trend seemed to be away
from the belief that one's well-being has other's role expectations for him or her as a
detemninate. Present theories are leaning to a more existential cause or some-thing from
within a person as the explanation for the sense ofwell-being.
An Existential Element
Campbell believed that well-being or ill-being were not determined exclusively either
by the circumstances people found themselves in or by their own expectations, attitudes, or
other personal traits. Economic position, marital status, good or bad health, employment or
unemployment, and other conditions of life have clearly visible connection with the way
people have assessed their lives, but in no case do they account for a major part of the
individual's evaluation of well-being (Campbell 221). Campbell gave weight to personal
characteristics (good health and physical attractive-ness), satisfaction in various domains in
one's life (sum of domain satisfactions), and subjective elements which are not measurable
(213).
Studies of subjective well-being universally have repeatedly found that, when total
populations are considered, the relationships between the objective conditions of life and
the experiences of well-being and ill-being that people report have been quite weak. Taking
all the objective indicators as predictors of feelings ofwell-being, they have succeeded in
accounting for less than one-fifth of the variation seen in individuals in the population when
assessing their happiness and satisfaction with life (230).
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Development of the Self
Messer and Harter's "Adult Self-Perception Profile" modeled a measurement of the
whole and parts of the self in their attempt at evaluation. Both global self-esteem and
domain-specific self-esteem were measured. Sensing as Harter inferred that overrating and
unden-ating were possible in particular domains, a separate measure of global self-esteem
was adopted for use as well in this study of the well-being ofWMMs (115).
Editor Leahy based his theory of the development of the self on an acceptance of
the developmental theories of Piaget and Kohlberg, and the self-concept and well-being
theories of Rosenberg arid Harter. He described his structural-developmental theory of ttie
self to be the conceptions of the self detemnined by the cognitive level of the individual,
especially the social-cognitive level (276). Hopefully, this survey's attempt to measure the
WMMs' overall sense of well-being has reflected the structural-developmental views of
these noted writers. Appearing to be the most carefully tested and widely accepted theories
by sociologists and psychologists, they have been the basis herein.
Baker's study among wives of Lutheran Parish Pastors sought to ascertain their
quality of living and "predictors ofwell-being" (6). He identified different approaches to
determining well-being: focus on extemal objective assessments of well-being, (education,
health, employment, crime victimization, political participation and population growth); focus
on how people perceive the objective circumstances of their lives often stated in terms of
satisfaction/dissatisfaction (Campbell, 59-60); and, a subjective measure that includes
cognitive and affective assessment of psychological factors such as feelings of alienation,
depression, loneliness, control, comparison level, aspiration level, etc. (26-29).
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A minister himself. Baker chose a variety of indicators of well-being to support two
conceptual components of well-being, affect and satisfaction. Affect referred to the
spontaneous feelings of pleasure and misery associated with the events in a person's
immediate experience. Affect descriptions of WMMs have often been negative ones, and
the impression generally left has been that she has been lonely.
Depression and loneliness are also helpful indicators of emotional well-being,
because they are common fomris of psychological distress. Drawing from my experi-ence in
the psychiatric field, mental health was the temn closest in my understanding to that of well-
being, used by Baker. The state of good mental health would be a state free from frequent
periods of depression and loneliness, and could also be described as a state of positive
well-being. One inference of Paloutzian and Ellison was that "one indicator of quality of life
was loneliness" (Peplau 225). Their claim was that current interpersonal relations along wiVn
personal, historical factors have been the main determinants. "Wamith, closeness and love
experienced with parents and peers in the early years" have been coupled with present
smooth interpersonal relationships as the main influences toward a state ofwell-being
(226).
The second component chosen by Baker as an indicator ofwell-being was
satisfaction. Baker reasoned that v�^at a person has is judged against what they think they
deserve. If the difference between what one had and what one expected or aspired to was
small, satisfaction was present. Campbell (1976 and 1981) measured satisfaction in
various life domains. His term, satisfaction, has been translated into the phrase, sense of
well-being, for this dissertation. Campbell indicated thatwhat is today called "positive affect,"
"quality of life," or "sense ofwell-being," has been concemed with what eariy philosophers
called happiness (J).
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A similar concept was valued by Harter as a means of assessing well-being. Harter
measured the have againstwhat is desired when she spoke of women making judgments
about their competency/adequacy in various domains and as a result feeling satisfied or
dissatisfied (2). "We must assume that an individual's general sense of well-being is
detemnined in large degree by that person's satisfaction with his or her experiences in
several important domains of life" (Campbell 20). The sum of domain satisfactions
suggested the presence of a sense ofwell-being. If the WMM revealed a high level of
satisfaction in the five domains measured, her sense ofwell-being should have been
registering on the positive side.
Campbell agreed with those who've asserted that there was no precise measure,
yet he felt that "people are able to describe the quality of their own lives. . . with a kind of
direct validity. Subjective experiences can only be measured subjectively, and we will have
to accept the degree of imprecision this requirement implies" (12). WMMs, by the very
nature of their overall life experience, may have been more perceptive and able to describe
their state of well-being than the "people" in general to which Campbell referred. Asking
WMMs to consider several domains specifically and respond to questions to assess well-
being in that domain was done in consonance with Campbell's assertions.
Woridng with Campbell's twelve domains contributing to person's general sense of
life satisfaction. Baker chose several which seemed, in his opinion, to have the greatest
influence. He nanrowed Campbell's twelve (marriage, family life, friendships, standard of
living, work, neighboriiood, residence, housing, nation, education, health, and self) to his
own domain satisfaction of six: self, standard of living, family life, maniage, friends, and
wori<. Several studies have used the life domain frameworic to assess general well-being,
and have consistently found that satisfaction within the domains of work and family life,
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togetherwith leisure activities, are most closely associated with perceived overall quality of
life (30-31).
Campbell added a third component to measure well-being. Along with Baker's two
components, affect and satisfaction, Campbell referred to the feeling of strain, which people
experience in their confrontation with the daily problems of their lives. Feeling tied down,
that life is hard, wonting about money or other threats are elements of strain that influence
the state of well-being. Due to the complicated nature of measuring this experience of
strain and stress. Baker did not include Campbell's third element in his study (Campbell 22).
The inference for the study ofWMMs was that their lives have included the above
mentioned elements of strain, and, therefore, questions related to the strain of finances,
confinement, and long term stress have been included.
In this particular study of WMMs in the C&MA, their Spiritual Well-Being was a
principal focus. However, elements of their general well-being in various life domains have
been assumed to impact SWB. The process of choosing a scale, determined by the
literature, indicated the need for a measurement of general subjective well-being, along with
some focused assessments of affect and cognition. Also, a consideration of global versus
specific dimensions of subjective well-being was advised. Further, questions about a life-
as-a-whole well-being state versus well-being with regard to specific life concems/domains
were prescribed for any effective study of SWB. Thus, some of each has been included in
this researcher-designed aspect of the survey, which accompany the scale for SWB. Both
general and spedfic dimensions of the life of the WMM were measured.
The five domains required a careful description of the prescribed limits, but with an
understanding that overiap was assumed. A domain was an area that is divided off or
differentiated in one way from other areas, making- the domain distinct. The WMM's self.
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marriage, work, church and community were felt to yield the most insight in an exploration of
her general sense ofwell-being.
The fomn-making, identity-shaping elements in a person's life, when divided into
domains, have been accepted by Campbell and Baker to reflect their state of being. Their
influence along with that of Harter and Moran have been the basis for the five specific
domains of this study. An eminent professor, Gabriel Moran, New York University's
Religious Education Department Chairperson in the 1980's, categorized the great life forms
that all of us receive into our lives to be family, job, schooling, and leisure. The interplay
between these, their quality, and, at times, presence or absence have been "formgiving",
and determinants of a person's satisfaction or sense ofwell-being (1981). The chosen
domains of self, marriage, work, church, and community have at least partially reflected the
"great life forms."
Campbell's basic assumptions conceming the nature of the experience of well-being
are foundational for the Spiritual Well-Being Scale as well. Granting that a purely final and
objective perception of the world would be unlikely, a fixed sense of well-being for all
persons, if the world is in order, is likewise unthinkable. The sense ofwell-being has been
seen by Campbell and his disciples to be an "attribute of human experience that derives
from people's perceptions of their contemporary situation" (22). The subjective characteris
tics of each person will make the same situation provide a different sense of well-being for
each. In order to maximize one's sense ofwell-being, the circumstances of life must be
perceived positively. "Changes in the sense ofwell-being follow either from changes in the
individual's objective circumstances or in changes in the psychological perspective from
which the individual perceives these circumstances" (22-23). Careful research measures
were, therefore, essential in ascertaining a person's sense of well-being, due to the
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complexity of the human being and the individualizing dynamic in defining a sense of well-
being.
Personal characteristics and a sense of personal control have contributed very
substantially to an individual's sense of well-being: ". . . good health and an attractive
personal appearance are associated with positive feelings of well-being (Campbell 2, 3).
These physical qualities have made it easier for people to live a pleasant life and develop a
favorable evaluation of the self. If the WMM has not come to accept her physical self as
attractive, she has had a greater penchant to suffer from a negative sense of self. In that
there have probably been high expectations for her to be a public person, she has a prime
setting in which to experience conflict and anger at her physique and overall appearance.
Persons with a "sense of personal control" in their lives have been far more likely to
experience life positively. Whether from genetic factors or eariy socialization which teaches
habits and attitudes of self-reliance, they have faced life with greater advantage (214-215).
Effective socialization would have developed competencies, and competency instilled
confidence vi/hich can result in well-being.
Further, if she has been insecure about a deficit in her social competency, her
frustration and anger has likely been escalated. Campbell's research findings and basic
propositions may seem like simple common sense, but the application to the psyche of the
WMM may have baffled and injured her, causing her to feel unworthy to be a minister's wife,
or even to have felt herself to be an unworthy person.
Servanthood and a Sense ofWell-Being
Often the WMM has been expected to be more like a servant than other women
within the congregation. Whether the WMM has resented this expectation or not, Propst
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indicated that a resentment over the servant role was inherent to womanhood, therefore,
and could be real for the WMM. Women in general have difficulty with the concept of self-
sunrender or self-denial, because they are "expected to be more self-denying than the rest
of society by the rules of that society" (535). Propst recounted giving up their names,
suppressing their needs to meet their husband's needs, and giving passive assent to
decisions as examples of this self-denial.
Tension between psychotherapy's call forwomen to be self-determining and self-
efficacious and the ideal Christian behavior of self-denial has been posited by Propst to
lead to possible anger, then guilt, and, finally, to depression. A perceived lack of control
making them feel powerless may have grown out of numerous situations which have led
some critics to describe the setting forwomen in society as patriarchal. Shades of
patriarchy in the church could have putWMMs in a vulnerable position in forming their view
of themselves.
Christian religious tradition has taught that caring for others, particulariy the helpless,
was important, yet feelings that caregiving has high value have not necessarily followed.
Women have been inclined to devalue their activities, because though vertaal assent has
been given to the importance of such servantlike activities, the assenters have not had time
or taken time for similar caregiving activities. The message which women have received
has been negative, particulariy if they have drawn the conclusion that men have preferred
not to sen/e in the same way. They may have felt that caregiving was lesser and have felt
used.
On the other hand, the servanthood role, if chosen because of a commitment to "the
Lordship of Christ," may have been for the WMM in the C&MA a contribution to her well-
being. She has chosen this posture, and, thus, has been in control of the role. To wed her
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life practice with her doctrinal belief system, and consequently to imitate the life of Christ
may have produced strength of character and positive self-esteem. Therefore, service
growing out of devotion must be considered as a variable to be taken into account in the
well-being discussion.
Self-Efficacy Theory. In herwork, Propst promoted Bandura's self-efficacy
arguments for consideration related to a sense of well-being. An application of self-efficacy
theory could have enhanced a sense of well-being in WMMs, if they have been suffering
under a male-imposed servanthood model. The supposition has existed that from that
model, she would have derived a sense of unworthiness.
Self-efficacy was defined by Bandura as "the individual's expectations that she has
the competency to accomplish a certain necessary activity" (Propst 536). Propst promoted
it as one of the best predictors of psychological health, as well as of successful perfomiance
of tasks. Those who have possessed self-efficacy were persistent, feeling that, based upon
past experience, their capabilities have eventually brought about the desired result. A
second componentwas a sense of intemal control. Third, the efficacy was characterized by
the ability to select the environments to which they chose to be exposed. These persons
have been able to exercise enough control to venture attempts to change environments,
choosing only activities and settings which have been rewarding. And thus, the fourth trait
was that of actually choosing their own actions and involvements (536-537).
Within the four traits of self-efficacy lies the basis for a positive sense ofwell-being-
the potential for a sense of control and power. Due to the role expectations present in
some churches, the WMM has not always been able to choose her activities. With the
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absence of power that she may have felt because of this, she may have lacked a sense of
well-being.
The final characteristic, a strong sense of competency, implied the possession of
certain leamed and intemalized rules and strategies to guide actions, and to constantly
generate the required new behaviors. Competency would more naturally occur in settings
where the woman has had a defined role. In the light of the WMM's less clearly defined or
more other-recognized roles, she may have had the intemalized guides, but not been
allotted the settings in which to express them and test her competencies.
Given the characteristics of self-efficacious individuals, it would seem that
religious individuals and in particular religious women would find it difficult to
be self-efficacious, especially with the admonition to "give-up" oneself and
the pre-scription that one should "give God the credit" for one's
accomplishments. Indeed, sometimes in working with them within a therapy
context, I have often found such women hesitant to change their
environment because they feel they should acceptwhat God has brought
their way. This passivity and resignation may be the result of one of two
processes. (537)
To be passive and resigned has been part of many women's socialization process.
Perhaps, their Christian faith has accorded justification for tiiat mode of being, according to
Propst. Less healtiiy, however, would be tiie possibility tiiat such resignation or passivity
has been "a conscious attempt to adapt tiiemselves to what tiiey perceive are tiie demands
of Christianity" (537). A model for self-efficacious coping has been present in tiie Christian
faitii forwomen to freely adapt to tiieir life concems and unique situations-tiiat of tiie head
of tiie Church.
Jesus' clear sense of personal vocation, according to Propst, models servantiiood
devoid of servility. Completely in control of His decisions for self-giving, He even risked
societal displeasure and familial misunderstanding in order to pursue His own destiny. He,
too, howeverwas subservient to His Fatiier's will. Contemporary women have been called
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to attend to their needs, while looking to the assertive-servant model of Christ, a truly self-
efficacious individual.
In that Jesus was a servant-leader, the total application has some limitations for the
WMM. Not all WMMs have had a call or the natural gifting of God to be leaders. Being
followers rather than leaders due to their natural gifting would have made it easier for them
to accept aspects of the role pertnaps. For those who have a sense of call and gifts to lead,
the Jesus model has projected these elements of servant-leadership: a sense of intemal
control, resistance to the pressure for an activity that was not on His agenda in the
environment, a continual exercise of the ability to change environments, and a cleariy
perceived competency which led Him to be persistent in what He was about in the face of
difficulties (538-539). The full essence of the divine and human dwelling peri'ectly in Jesus'
person cannot apply to a human being like the WMM. Another dynamic has existed in
many WMMs. Divine activity, God's will, has brought many of them to the role while human
activity, the decisions of others, has possibly been stifling to their efficacy.
In the domain of self, the WMM has often moved to the highest level of maturity, the
altruistic moral stage of Lawrence Kohlberg. The self-forgetful and other-based way of
being has been the standard for Christian women based on the teachings of Scripture. The
WMM's motivation to reflect Jesus' lifestyle, having grown out of her Christian value system,
has drawn her to imitate Christ. Serving in this mode, in contrast to her secular sisterwho
may have resisted a servanthood lifestyle, the WMM has periiaps gained a sense of
control. Her self-giving model, having been chosen by her own will, may have provided the
control which she needed for a sense of well-being. A sense of liberation and the
accompanying sense of well-being has seemed to attend this expression of the developing
self
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Propst exposed "one very destmctive phenomenon existing today in the Christian
community which has often been the undoing of a number of depressed Christian women"
(539). "How-to" booi<s extolling virtues and disciplines have been guilt-producing when
women have found themselves unable to live up to the ideals which it has appeared other
women have achieved. The prescriptive books may also have had that affect on WMMs
who have already struggled with feelings of inadequacy. Propst's suggested wellness-
approach forwomen was to assign them to go through the Gospels and find examples of
Jesus operating out of his self-efficacious person. A new self-definition, if needed, was
proposed as a desired end of tinis study ofWMMs. Being helped to recognize the way to be
self-efficacious as Jesus was would be an antidote to a low sense of well-being as well as
SWB.
The WMM in Counseling
Seeking help to cope when a WMM has faced a low state of being has not usually
led her to professional sources. Religious people as a whole, and religious women in
particular, were more defensive, more desirous to maintain a good image, and have tended
to be perfectionistic when in counseling situations (Raybum 18). Some of the more
fundamentalist individuals have appeared to avoid counsel and evaluation from tiiose
perceived to be "of tine outside" or from tiie secularworld. Generally, tills has not been
accepted as mature religious belief and behavior, yet defensiveness has been a possibility
for some WMMs who have been influenced by such fear-based tiiinking. Complex
quandaries seem to exist for tiie woman in ministi7 who has been placed or places herself
under heavy demands, and tiien must expose tiiose to a tiierapist due to the resultant
sti^ain of her position.
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The "fishbowl" phenomenon has often been mentioned as a cause by WMMs, who
have experienced special problems which brought them for therapy and counseling.
"Seeing their personal privacy as almost non-existent, they have feared that difficulties
expressed will not be kept confidential" (Raybum 21). Raybum suggests that much
resentment may have built up against the heavy and unrealistic expectations of their
husbands and congregations coupled with the absence of emotional and spiritual rewards
of their own.
On a further pejorative note, Raybum cites a study which she conducted with two
other researchers, concluding with the unpleasant suggestion that clergy wives seem to be
"placed on the level of aliens or children, coming under the close scrutiny of the congrega
tion in regard to their general speech and demeanor, theirwardrobes and hairstyles" (22).
She further designates clergywives to be the "ego-ideal of the corporate body of
worshipers," and along with that position asserts the presence of the "unhealthiness of
symbiotic relationships with their dergy spouses in which these wives become, in effect,
invisible women" (22).
Like Propst, Raybum suggests that such women need to be reminded of some
biblical affimnations for assertive behavior and encouraged to begin repatteming self-
defeating behavior in their parish settings. Rather than resisting the negative assodations
of aggressiveness, counseling help has relieved women of anxiety and possible depression.
A fuller realization of healthy womanhood and personhood has been the deep desire of
mostWMMs, and has driven some to seek outside help. In condusion, however, her sense
ofwell-being has been compounded by several factors that may have been givens within
the setting of service to the church, and, also, fixed in the system of the minister and the
WMM.
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Theme 3: Spiritual Well-Being
Spiritual well-being was a third major theme of this study of WMMs. This particular
aspect of overall well-being has often been overlooked due to the obscurity of things of the
human spirit. The assumptions of those scientists whose grounded theory ofwell-being
Ellison has used were essential to an understanding of whatwas necessarily measured
when such temriinology was used. Therefore, exposition of the works of these scientists
such as Campbell and Moberg has been included.
Ellison's Theory
The two dimensions from which SWB has been derived are categorized into the
vertical and horizontal. "Religious well-being or the vertical dimension measures one's
sense ofwell-being in his or her relationship to God. Existential well-being or the horizontal
dimension is the sense of life purpose and satisfaction with one's everyday life and
relationships which a person reflects" (Ellison 331).
Campbell's Theoretical Influence. Ellison referred to a "rapidly developing
movement called the social indicators of quality of life movement" as the wave into which he
was thrust for his theory and basis for the SWBS. Wilson and Sappington in an
assessment of Ellison's measurement concluded that the scale was working with the
element of affect primarily (47). Ellison has regarded the "noneconomic subjective
measures of well-being as valid and essential." When listing several theorists' attempts to
assess quality of life through various indicators, he mentioned Campbell's varied indicators
of happiness, affect, and life satisfaction (330). Ellison feels that the spiritual dimension of
human welfare has been largely ignored in the subjective measurements of psychologists
like Campbell.
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Campbell suggested that well-being depends on the satisfaction of three basic kinds
of needs: for having (material and impersonal resources), for relating (love, companionship,
and solidarity), and for being (self-actualization and obverse of alienation) (7, 224-229).
"We have found that no set of objective circumstances fulfills all these needs with very high
predictability. Some conditions tend to meet the need for having, others for relating"
(Campbell 224). Campbell bonrowed Allardt's language for these three categories of human
need.
Ellison reasons that Allardt and Campbell have done helpful research but have
failed to explore the need for transcendence, and did not rank religion as a significant
domain when considering quality of life. He suggests that they have ignored the spiritual
dimension or the human need for something beyond the material worid.
The need for transcendence refers to the sense ofwell-being that we
experience when we find purposes to commit ourselves to which involve
ultimate meaning for life. It refers to a non-physical dimension of awareness
and experience which can best be termed spiritual. All of the great religions
of the worid recognize and call human beings to transcendence as the path
to the highest levels of well-being. (Ellison 330-331)
Assumptions about Holism vs Elementalism. Ellison and Smith expose the
psychological and theological presuppositions underiying a measurementwhich integrates
health and well-being. Their understanding of holism versus elementalism has possible
implications for interpreting the findings of the WMM's survey. For instance, when breaking
down responses into various life domains in the study, it may have seemed a contradiction
to holism. Holism assumes that human functioning has been understood best by studying
people as totalities. In this survey, however, designing responses for individual domain
measurement (elements belonging to the whole) has actually provided information which
has assisted in assessing the total person.
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Dividing the total life and whole being of the WMM in response to the elementalism
theory into variables in five domains may appear to woric against the assessment of a whole
state ofwell-being. On the contrary, the desire was to grasp the whole beyond the detailed
parts, but expressed in the parts. In contrast to a fragmented view of the person or a
reductionism, the view taken is consistent with the Hebrew, Old Testament viewpoint.
Ellison and Smith present the views of Whitlock (1960,1983), Howard (1972), Stacey
(1956), Anderson (1982), Schneiders (1965), and Sanford (1977) to conclude that "total
self," "living and vital whole," "whole person," "unity and not dichotomy," and "integrated
system" imply a necessary wholism in measurement and a relationship between SWB and
measures of health and subjective well-being (37).
Moberg's Assumptions
Ellison tumed to sociologist Moberg for an admission of the impact of the spiritual
dimension in his consideration of the quality of life. Moberg edited Spiritual Well-Being:
Sociological Perspective, which included research findings from a variety of religionists and
sociologists. One of these, Wm. R. Garrett, in "Reference Groups and Role Strains Related
to Spiritual Well-Being," addressed a significant dimension for the WMM. Many of the
popular books about the life of the WMM refer to this issue of role expectations and strain.
Garrett asserts that there are three interactive sequences:
1. The role reciprocity entered into between a religious actor and his local church or
fellowship^ [RA~CHURCH]
2. Role interactions linking the believer and deity [BELIEVER�DEITY]
^ Inserts added to visualize the relationship and possible triangulation.
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3. Ongoing relationships with the religious actor and "official model of religion"
earned by denominational traditions [RA�DENOMINATION] (Moberg 74)
Conflicting role obligations have potentially equaled stress for the WMM. Her
obligations to God, to the local church, and to the denomination have compounded her role,
producing greater stresses for the WMM than for otherwomen. More frequent role
indoctrination witiiin tiie church world has been said to exacerbate her stirain. Furtiier, tiie
role definition and evaluation activities may have been very difficult to capture witiiin her
context given tiie high-powered obligations which accompany her position.
Gan-ett adopted Parson's definition (1951) of role as a "sector of tiie total orientation
system of an individual actorwhich is organized about expectations in relation to a particular
interaction context, tiiat is integrated witii a particular set of values ." and included
"standards which govern interaction witii one or more actors in tiie appropriate
complementary roles" (Moberg 80). In tiie process of social interaction, role expectations
have emerged and actually facilitated the interaction between persons. Again, because
cultural guidelines for behaviorwere often not fully specified by tiie church for the WMM,
Gan-ett wrote tiiat sti-ain has been present and disturbed her sense of well-being.
Meaning, Purpose, and Fulfillment. Meaning, purpose, and fulfillment in a human
being are best demonsti-ated tiirough tiie roles tiiat make up one's life, according to
Moberg. After listing tiie various roles tiiat make up one's life, tiie individual tiien indicates
tiie presence of MPF (meaning, purpose, and fulfillment) in the role. The percentage sums
cannot exceed 100% at each stage. How much of tiie WMM's 100% of MPF has she
received and might she receive from her role was tiie question. Though highly subjective, it
reflects Moberg's tiust in a person to know tiiemselves (16-17).
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Moberg's Self Wheel. Moberg also used 'The SelfWheel" along with the MPF X-
Ray, because "spiritual well-being is expressed in a person through a healthy self-love that
in tum can be manifested in one's various roles through relationships with others." The
wheel has the heart as self and the arteries, if healthy, strengthen the heart. "If people feel
they are worth something, or have a healthy 'heart,' then they have from ten to five in all of
the roles that make up their Personal Well-Being X-Rav." The participant takes each spoke
of the Self-Wheel, and determines whether it is closer to 1 or 10 (220-221): Love,
appreciation, worth, dignity, security, acceptance, confidence, trust, and belief. Even
though the measurement is subjective, an individual's healthy self-love is accepted as a
detemninant of overall well-being.
Spiritual Well-Being Defined. Moberg determined SWB as the "affirmation of life
in a relationship with God, self, community and environment that nurtures and celebrates
wholeness" (Moberg 103). The National Interfaith Coalition on Aging in 1975 adopted
Moberg's definition. The functional definition has been "wellness" or health of the totality of
the inner resource of persons, the ultimate concem around which all other values are
focused, the central philosophy of life that guides conduct, and the meaning-giving center of
human life which influences all human individual and social behavior (1-23). SWB is
defined further as the "shedding of self-consciousness and self-concern" and becomes
"tme abandonment" (36). The "death-to-self theology which has been a vital part of the
C&MA's doctrine of sanctification sounds similar to Moberg's dted definition. The major
difference is that the C&MA represents the doctrine of the self in sanctification as an
abandonment of oneself to Christ, and not merely to an existential entity.
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Moberg determined that one way that SWB could be measured was by indirect
observation of the inner world of others through enlisting them as observers and then
recording their observations. Feeling that all models of intemal personality development
have the same inherent limitations for measurement, he pursued a "theoretical and
empirical program of analysis with regard to spiritual well-being" (Ellison 331). In that SWB
has been embedded in one's innermost self and yet goes beyond and transcends the inner
self, SWB is a "present, but not a static present; it is a process, a verb; it is being, and
becoming through being" (Moberg 154).
Ruing the imprecision of the definition, Ellison, nevertheless, adopted it,
acknovi/ledging the social-psychological component as well as the religious one. He wrote
that:
It is the spirit of human beings which enables and motivates us to search for
meaning and purpose in life, to seek the supernatural or some meaning
which transcends us, to wonder about our origins and our identities, to
require morality and equity. It is the spiritwhich synthesizes the total
personality and provides some sense of energizing direction and order. The
spiritual dimension does not exist in isolation from our psyche and soma, but
provides an integrative force. It affects and is affected by our physical state,
feelings thoughts and relationships. If we are spiritually healthy we will feel
generally alive, purposeful, and fulfilled, but only to the extent that we are
psychologically healthy as well. The relationship is bi-directional because of
the intricate intertwining of these two parts of the person. (332)
Ellison believes the SWBS ought to show positive relationships between healthy
spirituality and measures of health and subjective well-being. Ellison and Smith cite
substantial research from 1969 on to support the interrelatedness (37). Also, the research
findings of VertDrugge in Bamett, Biener, and Bamch regarding adult physical health and
positive experiences in multiple roles has demonstrated another type of interrelatedness
(61).
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Relatedness of Faith to SpiritualWell-Being. Moberg wrote with certainty about
the relationship of a person's "faith/belief in a power beyond self to his or her SWB. The
WMM's belief in God gives her a definite edge toward a greater degree of SWB than her
peers who operate outside faith in a greater power. He notes also her possible practices of
"effective prayer, Bible reading and worship experiences" as the basis for her spiritual
movement and reference to a supernatural or transcendental force in her life (226).
The work of Moberg and others was researched against a backdrop in
professional psychology which tended not to accept religious experience and behavior as
realities to be investigated on a parwith other psychological phenomenon. Commenting on
such a posture, theologian Willard regretted that, in the trail of Freud, religious experience
has rarely been a "serious topic of psychological research." Quoting Strommen, recipient of
the 1983 William James Award in the psychology of religion, Willard pointed out:
Though most Americans view religion as important, scholars have largely
ignored it as a factor in making a significant contribution to personal and
national well-being. Most psychologists have treated this aspect of human
behavior as non-consequential or as something to avoid. (110)
Willard stated that the apostle Paul clearly perceived and explained the fundamental
structures and processes of the human self related to its well-being, its conuption, and its
redemption. Paul viewed his doctrine of redemption as a doctrine of the transformation of
the self. The expectation that well-being has a spiritual dimension and that SWB has been
a legitimate category may have presumed a Biblical Christian worldview or at least a
strongly religious one.
Life Stages and Spiritual Well-Being
Life stages, within any theoretical approach, are related in one way or
another to chronological ages. Each stage is, among other things, a slice or
a part of a person's daily life-line. As such, it has a beginning, a middle, and
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an ending. The beginning of one stage is related to the ending of another,
while the middle represents a period of relatively stable everyday life within
that stage." (Willard 109)
Transition points occur at the ending-beginning aspects of the stages.
If the "stable" middle portions of the stages have involved transcendent
appropriation of symbolic meanings, and the WMM has moved from the domesticated slice
of life to the transcendent meaning for her, her SWB has probably been enhanced.
Further, if the periods of transition from stage to stage have been taken as learning
experiences and walked through with faith in God's overriding purpose and the
transcendent dimension, she has probably experienced continued SWB throughout her life.
"High levels of spiritual well-being would be measured by the ability, adequacy, and
meaningfulness of giving up the old and moving with confidence and joy into the new"
(Willard 110). This breakthrough function of religion would apply to any of the transition
points in life stages from birth to death.
Theme 4: Domains in Measuring Well-Being
Some of the most powerful statistical predictors of global well-being (e.g.,
general happiness, satisfaction with life-as-a-whole) have proven to be
assessments of spedfic life concems (sometimes called domains) such as
evaluations of family, housing, job, or community. (Robinson, Shaver, and
Wrightsman 69)
A set of five to fifteen life concem items have explained over one-half of the
variation in evaluations of global subjective well-being, according to these authors. Along,
therefore, with a measurement of SWB, which is much more global, this study has
measured responses in specific domains.
The domains with the strongest links to global well-being tapped concems
that were dose to self and home: assessments of one's own self-efficacy,
family, finandal resources, amount of fun, and housing. The assumption
underiying the domain emphasis was that feelings about spedfic life
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concems were somehow combined by people to fomri their assessments
about life as a whole. (Robinson, Shaver, and Wrightsman 69)
Domain of Self
Determinants of the State ofWell-Being. A strong sense of self and sense of
well-being both impact the state of the WMM in the C&MA. Angus Campbell's work,
refen-ed to in the discussion ofwell-being, was central to the self domain of the WMM
Survey. Personal control or a sense of having control over one's life as described in
Campbell's work (214) was central to this theme, as well as Belle's study on gender
differences (Bamett, Biener, and Bamch 322). Belle attributed a sense of commitment,
control, and challenge to an overall hardiness and resistance to stress in adults.
Second, self-efficacy was explored, especially in relation to servanthood, which has
been the mode prescribed for the dergy family. Bandura's model of the self-efficacious
person induded questions about control and the ability to select environments and activities.
Interwoven with the themes of personal control and self-efficacy was the theme of
competency. The sense of competencywas vital to explore in light of Bandura's
propositions (Propst 536-537).
Gender Determinants. Genderas related to self-esteem has been viewed as one
determinate of a sense of well-being. In an artide on "Gender Differences in Sources of
Self-Esteem," self-observations, reflected appraisals, and sodal comparisons were cited as
the main sources of information about the domain of self and self-esteem in women
resulting from these observations, appraisals, and comparisons. Self-observations have
been described as personal perceptions of human behavior and the consequences from
which one infers things about her abilities and prodivities. Reflected appraisals was the
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temn used for other people's reactions to one, and her interpretation to these reactions.
Social comparisons involved using others as benchmari<s for self-evaluation. Observing
how one was similar to and different from others does teach one about oneself (Schwalbe
and Staples 158). Gathering from these three sources of infonnation would not be difficult
for the WMM, because her position has allowed for much interaction with people and
potential for feedback, personal reflection, and healthy introspection.
Four Principles of Self-Concept Formation. Rosenberg used Sullivan's concept
of reflected appraisals (direct reflections, perceived self, and the generalized other) and
Pettigrew's social comparisons, a major component of social evaluation theory, in his own
theory of the fonmation of self-concept. He included the self-perception theory of Bem
based on Skinner's radical behaviorism as a guide in formation. This attribution theory
suggested that the individual's observation of her overt behavior represented a major basis
for drawing conclusions about her inner motives, states, or traits. Rosenberg mentioned as
his fourth principle that of psychological centrality, one which is not mentioned by Schwalbe
and Staples in their triad: self-observation, reflected appraisals, and social comparisons
(Rosenberg 73).
Psychological Centrality. Psychological centrality held that the self-concept was
not formed from a collection but from an organization of parts, pieces, and components,
hierarchically organized, and inten^elated in complex ways. Not only have certain
dispositions-intelligence, morality, honesty, and courtesy-been differentially central to our
concems, but so are certain social identity elements (such as black, Protestant, father,
machinist) and ego-extensions (73).
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The significance of a specific self-concept component for the WMM's global self-
esteem was important to understand. A specific component has value as it is recognized as
important or central to the individual, or considered to be psychologically central to her. If
being likable has been valued by the WMM, then that appraisal of "likable" from those in the
parish will have contributed to her high self-esteem. Further, to the extent that different
WMMs have focused their sense ofworth on different components, the success of one has
not necessarily been achieved at the expense of another. "It is thus entirely possible for
each person to judge himself favorably by virtue of selecting his own criteria for judgment"
(74).
The principle of psychological centrality has also implied that WMMs will have
regarded most highly those qualities which they believe they have exhibited favorably.
What she valued she has excelled in, and she has tended also to value that in which she
has excelled. "Different characteristics become cardinal in different people's self-concepts,
with the self-satisfaction felt by one person not necessarily diminishing the self-satisfaction
of another" (75). However, limits to the application of this principle have allowed some
people to internalize a low self-esteem. If the principle of psychological centrality has been
a valid one in self-concept fomriation, influencing a WMM's sense of well-being, the practical
implications in her parish have been observable. Allowing her the freedom to be and
develop in her most comfortable mannerwould have been the climate for enhancing her
well-being.
Finally, self-concept change, whether easy or hard, has depended on whether the
self-concept component was central to the individual's feeling ofworth orwas simply a
peripheral and unstajctured self-component.
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Reflected Appraisals. Expounding further on one of the four gender determinants
for self-concept formation, a positive affective response to the self or positive self-esteem
has tended to arise out of others' expressions of liking and approval, from perceptions tiiat
one's behavior has reflected competence and moral wortii, and from favorable comparisons
with referent otiiers. The weight of one of tiiese over another may have been due to
differences in individual needs and dispositions, ways one has leamed to maintain and
enhance one's self-esteem. Finally, source importance has had great implications for tiie
WMM. For example, in tiie C&MA, persons who have been considered "Godly" by tiie
congregations have been powerful sources in the community of faitii and their opinions
have earned weight.
Source importance also might vary simply as a matter of culture, tiiat is to
say tiiat members of a community will share and transmit ideas about what
constitutes competent and moral behavior under a variety of circumstances.
These ideas are ti^anslated into criteria for self eval-uation. Members of a
community tiius leam what others expect of them and what they should
expect of tiiemselves; tiiey leam not only what will produce favorable
reflected appraisals but also how to appraise tiiem-selves (Felton, 1981).
The culture of a group tiius tells its members whetiier tiiey should stake their
self-esteem upon, say, achieving spiritual growUi or upon making money.
Communities are also likely to prescribe different criteria of self-evaluation
for different members. (160)
In light of tiiese tiiree infonnation sources of Schwalbe and Staples, if tiie WMM's
dominant role has been that of ttie minister's wife (rather tiian her own vocation), tiie
importance of tiie following has been critical to her self-esteem: what tiie congregation has
been feeding back to her and to her spouse, competence in her role as she has felt it witiiin
herself, tiie availability of opportunities to engage in challenging and valued activities for
measurement, and favorable comparison of her self to anotiierWMM in her town or
denomination. Since she probably has not received formal assessments, tiie information
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has come out in casual conversation with members of the congregation, friends, orwith her
spouse. Obviously, the feedback received in this manner may not have been accurate.
Helpful Communication Modes. Rosenberg theorized that open communication
lines, frequent affirmation of tasks performed within her role, and frequent use of her talents
within the congregation with new opportunities to explore will have served to enhance the
self-esteem of the WMM. Open lines for communication with the significant persons in her
world occurs most easily with the WMM who is self-disclosing. Jourard has encouraged
humans to self-disclosure or revelation of the real-self-being, in his popular The Transparent
Self. He contended that the broader the range of real self displayed, the healthier or higher
the well-being of the individual. The pressure to present a public self or "put on the mask"
has been present for some WMMs, and has been a detriment to theirwell-being.
Impression Management. Rosenberg, one of the seminal writers on the self,
quoted Goffman on the presenting self "Implicitly and explicitly, we are always engaged in
"impression management,' goveming, guiding, and controlling our own actions, acting in
accordance with the type of person we wish to appear" (Rosenberg 1979 45). Yet as both
script author and central actor, the person has presented a fairly consistent self in various
situations. At the core and frequently across situations, we elect to present a similar self to
the worid (45-46). Confomriity to certain social rules and norms will have aided in self-
consistency, and few professions have been more cleariy influenced by such mles and
nomis than the clergy and dergy wife.
The motivational system of the individual has been dominated by self-esteem,
according to Rosenberg. This has signified a positive or negative orientation toward an
object. Positive or "high self-esteem" has not meant feelings of superiority (arrogance,
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conceit, disdain for other's worth,) but rather has meant self-respect and feelings of worth.
Negative or "low self-esteem" has meant that the person lacks respect for himself, feels
unworthy, inadequate and deficient. The relation of self-esteem to neurosis has seemed
highly probable, and feelings of worthlessness have definitely been present in the neurotic
state. A component of "positive mental health" has been a high level of self-acceptance or
self-respect (54-55). If a sense of SWB has been found to be present in the WMM, she
likely has also reflected a high rather than low self-esteem, minimal neurosis, and overall
positive mental health.
Domain of Marriage
Highly visible and symbolic, clergy maniages have been expected to model what is
durable, moral, and strong in the institution of maniage. This domain has been primary in
the thinking of mostWMMs. Betty J. Cable, a minister's wife of 32 years, captured this in
her advice that the WMM be "the wife of her husband not the wife of the church" (1 3).
Presnell observed in his 1977 study of United Methodist ministers in the Northem New
Jersey Conference that "their role as exemplary persons is well fixed in the structure of the
profession" (272). Presnell further concluded that WMMs were not desperately troubled,
not reflecting high conflict levels, and yet not free from stress. He disclosed, however,
"
growing ambivalence toward the ascetic ideal with which in the past many clergy and wives
have been strongly identified. This ideal has been shaped by centuries of pastoral
experience, calls for disengagement from the world, doing right and being sacrificially
good, and the submission of self to other-worldly realities" (273). The pull of the culture with
its libertarian mood has, as Presnell predicted, changed the clergy self-perception more
toward the "competent professional" than the "noble servant" (274). The WMM has dealt
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with this paradigm shift in the domain of hermaniage in each of the areas which Presnell
suggests: money, time, concem for self, worry, communication, sex and aging.
Cable also suggested that there was "still an outdated mold of a minister's wife in
the minds of most" (12). Her definition of maniage, taken from Zondervan's Pictorial Bible
Dictionary, has summarized well the view taken in this study:
Maniage is an intimate personal union to which a man and woman
consent, consummated and continuously nourished by sexual intercourse,
and perfected in a lifelong partnership of mutual love and commitment. It is
also a social institution regulated by the Word of God and by the love and
customs which a society develops to safeguard its own continuity and
welfare. (54)
Throughout her prescriptive approach to communication, management of time, and role
enhancement in her writing, Cable wove her strong commitment to the major priority for the
WMM to be to the self-knowing oneself, being oneself, and giving one's unique self to
others.
Time issues have received much attention for the dergy couple. "Ministers possibly
have as much total time with their spouses as most otherworicers," even though they may
"seem to be out of sync with the community" (Malony and Hunt 58). "While pastors'
schedules are often different and periiaps at times more hectic than other woricers," Malony
and Hunt have contended that the positive side has been the control over their schedules to
a greater degree than people employed in other occupations.
Views of Marriage. However, their basic discussion related to models and visions
of maniage and the profound influence that such may have on the well-being of both
partners. The variance appeared to be minimal in the four types which they dte: sacrament,
vocation, covenant, and communion, but the authors who wrote about the psychology of
the dergy have felt the differences to be significant. Those viewing marriage as a
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sacrament have participated in symbolic ways as individuals in living out the sacrament.
Those perceiving mamage as a call from God may have pursued specific goals within the
special status as a couple. Seen as a covenant relationship, these partners have the will
and intent to be unconditionally with and for each other analogous to a divine-human
encounter as in God's covenanting with Israel. When the emphasis has been on a
pilgrimage of personal growth together in the operation of God's grace, a broader
community has been viewed as involved in their individual union in the sense of communion
(58-9).
Vow Conflict. 'Two fundamental vows come into conflict for clergy who marry"
(58). The exclusive vow to their spouse to "forsake all others" has implied that the
commitment to one's vocation was placed after the vow to one's spouse along with the
commitment to all the other entities. In spite of the possibility of "conflicted clergy," there
has been social encouragement to marry. The manner of handling the conflict by the
minister has potential impact on his relationship with his wife and her sense ofwell-being.
To prevent or handle a conflict because of a triangle, he has had to intentionally
communicate the balancing of these vows. One comment from the Evangelical Fellowship
of Canada's survey has shown the conflict potential: "About 80% of both ministers and
spouses agreed with the statement that 'being a minister is something like being married to
both the church and my spouse'" (Larson and Goltz 49).
Success Factors. In addition to the characteristics which are true for all successful
maniages, Maloney and Hunt attempted to isolate elements that are characteristic of
successful clergy maniages. Coping with the issues in ways that satisfy clergymen, their
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spouses, and their congregations indicates successful clergy marriages in these domain
areas:
1. Good management of time schedules.
2. Realistic about moves to another congregation, and, thus, a recognition of their
dispensability.
3. Constructive ways to clarify expectations from each other and the congregation,
along with healthy negotiations when there is conflict.
4. Network of friendships beyond the church as well as those among members of
the church.
5. Resource for and pattern of seeking help when something is too big to handle
alone.
6. Stress management techniques to prevent distress and resultant strain on the
maniage (63).
Marital Adjustment and SWB. In an unpublished thesis, Whitaker compared
marital adjustment and SWB among ministry related couples. The marital adjustment
measurement which was chosen was a Mamage Counseling Report having 16 personality
factor questions along with second stratum questions measuring broader influence.
Whitaker recommended using Ellison's Spiritual Maturity Scale and Locke-Wallace's Marital
Adjustment Inventory for research into helping clergy couples. A few items from these
inventories have been used to constmct the "WMMs in the C&MA Survey."
Most of the literature focused more on emotional intimacy in a broader sense rather
than specifically marital sexual intimacy. One research report used statements like "self-
sacrifice forwomen" and "their subordination" in maniage, but also referred to a trend
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toward "love as an open expression of feelings and marriage as a partnership in self-
development" (Thompson and Walker 846-7). That a sense of well-being would have been
tied to healthy sexual intimacy within her marriage was an underlying assumption of this
study ofWMMs.
Though the overlap of the domain of marriage with the domains of self, work, and
the church was obvious, a separate measurement of the WMM's perception of herself in the
domain of maniage has been vital to this study. Due to the impact of role change within
marriage in all of spciety, womankind as a v^^ole has been stmggling for wholeness in this
domain. Undoubtedly, the WMM has been shaken in her role as a woman affecting every
part of her life. "In the last twenty years, the role of women in our culture has changed
profoundly. Many factors have influenced this change. Perhaps, the single most dramatic
factor is the tremendous rise in the rate of divorce" (GIaz 165). With the increase of divorce
in society at large, clergy maniages have perhaps had more pressure to succeed and set
an example.
Domain ofWork
Comments by WMMs in the 1994 Canadian study indicated the importance of the
domain ofwork to her sense of well-being. "Often I feel like I am passed over and ignored
for my gifts and abilities because they aren't typical for a woman" (Larson and Goltz 32). "If
only churches would recognize pastor's wives who have a call to the ministry and are
trained!. . . I realize that some women whose husbands are dergy want to pursue their own
career . . some of us want to minister, have a call and are trained but are not recognized
by the church, do not have pension benefits, etc., and basically spend our lives in the
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church so the church can have 2 for the price of 1 . No wonderwe sometimes struggle"
(44).
Views of the Homemaker Role. One of the questionnaire items sought to find out
whether the WMM has had another occupation from that of "housewife" (a manied woman
who is unemployed outside the home parameters). Campbell's statements reflected the
importance of this detail. 'The absence of an occupation has very substantial implications
for feelings ofwell-being" (66). The role of the housewife has been described as
"pathogenic," and it has been proposed that increased participation in the labor force would
have "benign effects on the wife" (133). The housewife role has not necessarily been
viewed unfavorably by all, however, as many have indicated enjoyment in the care of a
home.
Houseworic, as it was used in this study of the domain ofwork for the WMM,
referred to the diverse responsibilities that have comprised home care, and care of the
needs of the dependents therein, generally done withoutwage. WMMs in the C&MA have
most likely considered this work to be a natural part of their role, and the commendation of a
"good" wife and mother has usually included such caretaking.
A Chicago study by Pearlin and Lieverman has shown that while the limitations and
demands of the homemaker role were stressful for some women, others value the role
highly and do not find it onerous. Overall, there was no difference in the level of depression
between full-time homemakers and employed women, in the Chicago study. Within both of
the categories, however, the level of depression thatwomen have experienced was
associated with their level of role strain.
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The types of persistent life strains reported by homemakers include feeling
unappreciated for work done in the home, being uninterested or bored with household
chores, experiencing fatigue due to housework, and being lonely for the company of adults.
Rewards associated with this role have included enjoying work done in the home, satisfac
tion from using talents and abilities, and having free time to oneself The intensity of the
strain has varied considerably among women, with most falling between the extremes of
finding the homemaker role excessively burdensome or fully rewarding (Bamett, Biener,
Baruch 79-84).
Variability among the women studied suggested that it was not the homemaker role
per se that was stressful (78). This variability was related to the substance and intensity of
the demands imposed on them within the role. Moreover, the intensity of homemaking
strains has not varied with women's status aspirations, their fomnal training, previous
occupational experience, or social class. These strains have emerged because of the
demands encountered within the home rather than because of unful-filled dreams outside
the home. The stage of the family in the life course, and the amount of isolation from social
networics have figured in the amount of strain. "Moreover, how a woman copes with the
demands of the role alters its impact on her" (84).
PreviousWork Experience. One aspect related to entering the maniage with a
higher sense ofwell-being has been tied to the domain of woric. The WMM who has can/ed
an identity before marriage through her woric has probably fared better. "Woric involvement
through at least the twenties is likely to bring them to the maniage commitment with greater
self-awareness and self-assurance" (Tribble 213). Knowing that they were able to cope in
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the work setting before manrying the minister may have given them greater satisfaction in
the unemployed status which may be necessary in this role of WMM.
Value Based. The gender difference between the valuing of work and family was
proposed by Bamett, Biener and Bamch. The importance attached to these domains within
the traditional sociocultural milieu will have affected the amount of strain experienced.
Because the sociocultural system has valued and supported the employment and
occupational attainment of men, and marriage and the family has been highly valued for
women, it has been a surprise that the homemaker role has currently been devalued by
many women (86).
Some of the most specific hypotheses advanced to explain gender differences in
psychological and psychiatric distress have concemed the socialization process and the
nature of marriage (Bemard, 1972; Radloff, 1975). Bemard argued that maniage benefits
husbands more than wives, due to the strain. Gove and Tudor (1973) presented several
specific hypotheses aboutwhy married women experience more strain than do manied
men (Bamett, Biener, and Bamch 51).
The first hypothesis represented a phenomenon of the Gove and Tudor decade, but
has potential impact for the WMM in the C&MA today. First, the greater strain existed for
women because, in the past, "most mamed women were restricted to the role of housewife,
whereas manied men were likely to have both family and work as sources of satisfaction"
(51). Second, they noted thatwomen's main instmmental activities-raising children and
keeping house-were fmstrating and not in line with the educational and intellectual
attainment of a large number ofwomen in our society. Third, the study indicated that a lack
of stmcture and social contact has allowed housewives to brood over troubles. And the
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fourth argument was that even when a manied woman was employed, they suggested that
she was typically in a less satisfactory position than a manied man. Further, because she
typically has perfomied most of the household chores, she has had to work more hours
than her husband (51).
No clear consensus exists conceming desirable roles for women. Both a family and
a career have been presented as attractive paths to follow. Those opting for one or the
other have often felt that something valuable may have been lost along the way. Yet
women combining maniage and motherhood with a career have had to contend with a lack
of institutionalized means for achieving integration of the two (86). WMMs who have
attempted to combine the two may have experienced even greater strain, because of
traditions in the church which have subtly dictated that the minister's wife should be totally
devoted to family and parish.
Bamch and Bamett reported that a number of researchers suggest that the more
roles a woman has occupied, the more different areas of her life she has reported to be
sources of pleasure (578). Vert^mgge's study would predict that this survey of WMMs
would show benefits in well-being forwomen who hold both homemaker and employment
roles. Whether active involvement results in lower health risk, Veriamgge claimed that the
congelation cleariy existed in 'The Health in Detroit Study" (Bamett, Biener, and Bamch 61).
WMMs who are handicapped by a serious illness or injury have pertiaps been
doubly bound by the inability to carry more than one role, and also by the limitations on her
sense ofwell-being. Such limitations may be due to the absence of multiple roles through
employment and the lack of opportunity to test her competence in another area.
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Role Conflict and Multiple Roles. Role conflict or overload has frequently been
equated with the dual role of work and family. That this has not been inevitable has been
suggested from the Chicago study by Pearlin and Lievenman in 1979. The problematic
integration of roles has been the source of tension, rather than the duality of roles. Interrole
conflict depended, first, upon the demands experienced within each role, and, second, upon
the commitment to or investment in each role. The suggestion followed that in contirast to
married men, the woman's roles as wife and motiierwere time-consuming, expansive, and
potentially disruptive to otiner roles (Bamett, Biener, Baruch 87-88). The quality of
experiences witiiin tiie roles more than their occupancy alone has promoted the well-being
ofwomen. The stated consensus has been that occupancy of the role of wife or motiier
has not by itself been predictive of tiieir state ofwell-being (99).
Increasingly evidence shows tiiat forwomen as well as men, multiple role
involvement has positive effects, such as psychological well-being (124). The more roles
one occupies, the greater tiie chances of being physically healtiiy, more satisfied with life,
and less depressed. "Nevertheless, echoes still resound of past wamings tiiat multiple role
involvement would take a heavy toll, especially on women" (122-3).
Regarding multiple role involvement, two variant hypotiieses have been titied tiie
scarcity hypotiiesis and tiie expansion hypotiiesis. The first suggests tiiat roles drain
energy. More roles mean less energy and more conflicts, because individuals have a
limited amount of energy, and social organizations and family roles are both greedy for tills
energy. The expansion tiieory has claimed tiiat net positive gain results from multiple roles.
Privileges and rewards such as self-esteem, recognition, prestige, and financial
remuneration have outweighed tiie obligations tiiat have accrued to incumbents of multiple
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roles (124). An attemptwas made to relate the SWB ofWMMs to the number of roles she
has had by looking at those role involvements for the spedficWMM in the surveys.
Individual capadty has been a major variable for consideration in any such measurement,
however.
Women's Core Roles. Forwomen, family roles have been assumed to be the core
roles. Erikson considered marriage and motherhood to be crudal to the completion of a
woman's identity. "Success" in the roles of wife and mother has allegedly been a
prerequisite forwomen's psychological well-being. Indeed, the roles of "wife and mother,"
although in reality quite separate, at times in conflict, have been linked together as if one"
(Bamett, Biener, and Bamch 126). Often assumed to be less stressful than the role of paid
worker, women's family roles have been seen as natural and cmdal forwomen's well-being.
Bamch and Bamett appear to be radical when they assert that being in the role of
mother did not predict any of three well-being indicators, that is, self-esteem, pleasure, or
low levels of depressive symptomatology. ". . . the role of mother may be women's primary
source of stress, whether alone or in combination with work and marital roles" (132).
Compared to other groups of women, those with children, particularly children six years of
age and younger, have been found to be at greater risk for depression, and the risk
increases with the number of children at home.
Women's Role of Mother. Of women's three major sodal roles, only occupancy of
the role of mother (not of wife or paid worker) has been related to the experience of role
strain (overload and conflict). Central to the traditional roles of wife and mother has been
the obligation to be available to meet the needs of the family, and to be ready to respond
whenever someone calls. Mothers have been held, and hold themselves, responsible for
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the well-being of their role partners-their husbands and their children. This strong
assumption of responsibility makes them vulnerable to self-blame (132).
In the traditional view, if a woman's husband was unhappy of if her children had
problems, it was assumed that she had failed. One popular speaker demonstrated this in
the statement that 'The best minister's wife is the best wife to the minister." In spite of the
reality that one has little control over the welfare and happiness of another person, mothers
have assumed personal connectedness when their children show signs of distress. The
WMM has often gathered some self-blame when her husband has faced criticism. The
double blow comes with the cultural expectation thatwomen should have been able to
perform the roles of wife and mother naturally and with no negative consequences. 'To
admit to stress is tantamount to admitting to failure as a woman" (133). Some labeled
"libertines" and "feminists" have accused "traditionalists" of idolizing "mother" and "wife."
Women's Workplace Roles. The woman's role as paid employee has usually been
referenced in the context ofwomen's non-workplace roles. Since this paid role was
assumed to be "added on", and, thus, the cause of conflict, burden, and strain, women who
have had dual occupancy were automatically thought to be stressed. Yet it appears that
the role of paid employee has been associated with significant physical and mental health
benefits forwomen. In fact, recent evidence indicates that the role of paid employee has
been both a direct and an indirect source ofwell-being. More-over, despite the belief that
the more high-powered a woman's career, the more danger to herwell-being, the
advantage has appeared in Verbrugge's 1984 research to be greater forwomen in higher
occupational statuses. Yet Belle's 1982 research found that being employed seems to
have been beneficial even to women in low-level jobs (Bamett, Biener, Baruch 134-139).
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Interaction Among Roles. Considerable evidence supports the theory that having
a positive experience in one role has offset the stressful effects associated with having a
negative experience in another role. Spreitzer, Synder, and Larson studied the compensa
tory effect on happiness or satisfaction or dissatisfaction in major social roles in 1979. "For
men and women, dissatisfaction in the paid employee role was compensated for by
satisfaction in the marital role." Forwomen, it has appeared, however, that dissatisfaction in
the marital role cannot be compensated for by satisfaction in any other role (Bamett, Biener,
and Bamch 136).
Child Care Factor. 'The experiences of one role partner can influence the
experiences of the other. A wife's experience as a mother, for example, is affected by her
husband's perfomiance of the paternal role" (136). The mothers in the Bamett and Bamch
study who were employed were found to be less satisfied in their marriages when they did
more child care relative to their husbands. Kessler and McRae (1982) found that the health
advantage to manied women of being employed was negated if their husbands did not
participate in child care. "Apparently well-being is enhanced when mothers are employed
only if they perceive their husbands to be doing their 'fair share' of child care" (Bamett,
Biener and Bamch 136-7).
"Recent shifts in family pattems may be changing the ways in which women and
men are defining marital and parental roles. In the wake of the women's movement, wives'
expectations for sharing and cooperation from their husbands are also increasing,
especially among employed women" (139). Power and control have been more easily
gained through employment, and a personal income has allowed women to exert influence
and buy services. With less dependence, the marital and parental roles may have become
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less stressful, yet some new stressors have been emerging in the adjustment period for
society.
Whether the non-traditional roles have been accepted by members of a congrega
tion for their own lives or not, it may have been much more difficult to accept it for the clergy
family. If the male minister has not been available to them in the traditional ways, due to
their assisting in home or child care, acceptance has probably been very difficult.
"Marital strain appears to be the cost, at least the short-temn cost, of cun-ent social
redefinitions of family roles. These new strains may tax women's well-being more
strenuously than men's, since women's well-being has been more closely related to the
quality of their marital role" (140). Shared power between the partners, rather than the
concept of control, has been the hoped for ideal, but the reality of strain, especially for
women, has been evidenced in recent research findings. The demands of parsonage life
coupled with "new woman" roles have the potential for taxing the WMM and negatively
influencing her SWB.
Incorporation into Husband's Work. Finch wrote of their having been married to
the job. "Ministers' wives incorporation in the work of their husbands is as great or greater
than that of the wives of men in other honorific occupations including policeman, politicians
and doctors" (Franklin and Jones 86). Being highly committed to the role of the minister's
wife, they "believe in the indispensability of their husbands' work to the success of the
church (86). Reasons for incorporation were suggested by Finch to be: (1) social and
economic rewards of being a minister's wife (pays her to make itwork), (2) strong
ideological commitinent to tiie value of tiie work tiiat her husband was doing and the part a
wife played in tiiat, (3) socialization in early years tiiat insured mostwives were committed
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to and skilled in meeting many of the specific expectations held of them, (4) pressure on
minister's wives to tailor their performance to the expec-tations of their audience (5) the
manner in which the husband's work was organized (centered in the parsonage) (86). This
incorporation was not reflected by Finch to be positive overall. Her reference to them being
assumed to be proficient housekeepers and cooks was also written with some personal
dismay. Perhaps Weinberg's suggested difference between a positive absorption or
negative absorptiveness in her husband's work impacts herwell-being in lieu of her
incorporation.
WMMs: Employed Outside the Home. Baker identified a trend from the literature
for WMMs toward working outside the home for financial and self-esteem reasons (38). He
quoted Johnsson's contention that it was not possible to maintain a standard of living on a
single denominational salary. "Clergy families and congregations are being forced to
address adjustments to the traditional role obligations forwomen married to parish pastors
and the dynamics related to dual careers" (38). The "revolution in the parsonage" and the
"fading mystique of the perfect family" have resulted from some of these adjustments
(Rediger 5).
One of Baker's research findings was that clergy wives with higher global well-being
scores have tended to be employed outside the home (just one of four variables thatwere
isolated). Though he did not find clergy wives as vulnerable to reduced levels ofwell-being
as he had expected, and his research actually contradicted the literature, he made one
observation related to the domain of work. "Employment outside the home seemed to be
an important variable" (109). Employment seemed to be especially rewarding, and
employment outside the home tended to be associated with greater well-being (112).
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Life Satisfaction Among Three Categories of IVIarried Women. One researcher
attempted to detennine life satisfaction among three categories of married women-those
who had been employed but relinquished an occupation for housewifery experiences, the
cun'ently employed, and the never employed housewife. In very general terms, the
following variables contributed to their life satisfaction:
1 . For the working wives, marital happiness was primary, and, second, was
personal occupational prestige of their own (not their husband). Their age, perceived
health, financial satisfaction, race (white) were also significant variables.
2. For the previously employed, life satisfaction was influenced by a different
picture. The six significant variables were marital happiness, financial satisfaction, being
white, age, perceived health, and religious participation. Their choice to play traditional
female roles was suggested to be the reason for the significance of the religious
participation for this group.
3. The never employed woman's variables which contributed to life satisfaction
were financial satisfaction as the highest, then marital happiness, husband's occupational
prestige, religious participation (again it was felt that this was due to their traditional role),
and the opportunity to vote.
The primacy of the role as wife forwomen seemed to be self-evident. As the
researchers have expressed their realizations after testing women, they have stated the
significance of success in this role to women (Freudiger 214-217). If the WMM has
perceived herself to be doing well in the role ofwife, there has probably been a high
con-elation with her sense of well-being.
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Dilemmas forAll Contemporary Women Affecting WMMs. Feminist criticism has
rested squarely on dismantling conventional images of women's lives, and "we no longer
know what being a woman means" (Downing 152). Yet the new sense of self that has been
sought-beyond dependence upon men and, what GIaz called "restricting patriarchal
definitions of adulthood" has led to a conflict between working and loving. Within the
structure of the male work world, she has found herself in "conflict between work, family and
self, which are the difficulties of conceiving in professional and familiarways at the same
time . . No matter how a woman designs her life, whether she chooses to stay home, work
at home, orwork outside the home, conflicts plague her resolution to questions of working
and loving" (GIaz and Mossener 65-66).
GIaz suggests that modem women have fallen prey to two impulses: collusion with
limited definitions of womanhood, and imitation of the patriarchal ideals of adulthood, or the
second impulse has been to co-optation into patriarchal definitions of what being a fulfilled
person means-separate selfhood. Neither of these have been able to produce well-being
in the woman according to GIaz.
Domain of Church
This domain did not include the Church universal, the church even as an institution,
but rather refen^ed to the local church in which the WMM is ministering. The impact of both
other dimensions of The Church on her life has possibly been great, but the focus herein
has been on the local church as the central group to which she has been giving daily
account in her role. Viewing this group as a system made up of constituent parts joined in
meaningful relationships for an explicit purpose, the study has been interested in the
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complex dynamics impacting the life of the WMM in the domain of the church which her
husband has been hired to serve (Kunst 205).
Oswald's 1980 account of "dilemmas, conflicts, and joys" of the WMM gave
evidence of a considerable amount of pain in her specific role. One statement indicted the
church harshly. ". . . has developed a subtle and effective system to keep the clergywife in
her place" (18). He called WMMs a group "robbed of their self-esteem," experiencing
marital strain, or sent into crippling depression (3). Marital strain due to her identification
with her husband's job, and her ownership of his welfare and success was felt to jeopardize
her sense of well-being. The burden was described as "total awareness of how her
husband is doing at his job," as well as her sense that "she helps him keep it" (5).
Kunst, however, defended the congregation as a group of people with needs,
expectations, viewpoints, and opinions taking on different kinds of roles. When these roles
conflict with the professional and personal needs of the minister and the WMM, the
consequences have been unpleasant (Kunst 207). She tenned it "system malfunction"
(205), when unpleasantness becomes public. The minister, a major authority figure in the
system, therefore, is targeted for public assessment and possible blame. Role strain for the
minister and WMM results.
"Most congregations assume that their attitudes and expectations of the dergy wife
are healthy and nomrial." That the minister's wife may have felt demeaned or suppressed
would perhaps sadden them or bring forth denial responses. "If in any way their lives are
made miserable through attitudes and actions on behalf of church members, that negative
energy spills over and adversely affects the parish's life" (Oswald 1980 18). A direct
correlation has been suggested by Oswald between healthy parishes and healthy attitudes
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toward clergy wives and families. An accompanying correlation can perhaps be proved
between the SWB of the congregation and the SWB of the WMM.
Appreciation Issue. Langberg may have captured one irritant that is inherent in the
role assignments. Hard work that is not appreciated can devastate the most devout.
Langberg presented a key issue for clergy. "Disapproval, criticism and rejection are very
difficult in any circumstance, but when they follow loving, careful service, the pain can be
ovenA/helming" (20). Ingratitude when devotion has been supreme has broken and crushed
many ministers. The poweriess state of the WMM in such situations has the potential for
being even more crushing. Active expressions of disapproval and criticism of the minister or
any member of his family have destructive possibilities for the marriage and the family unit.
Conflict Distinct to the Church Setting. Kunst explored "system malfunction" in
the fonm of role conflict for the minister (with similar systemic ramifications for the WMM).
Role expectations have been core to the conflicts. She defines them as a . . product of a
social interaction process itself, hence they are functional for "facilitating interaction between
persons" even in those situations where cultural guidelines for behavior are not fully
specified (80).
The particular interaction context has been the local church, and the set of values
have been drawn from a book spoken from God to human beings, which is considered
absolute-a complete guide for life and Godliness. The possibility for feelings of bondage
and other intense emotions seems to have resided for the individual WMM in these
reference groups (the persons of authority and power in the congregation and district and
national offices). The weight for her because of a culturally-imposed set of oughts along
with the studied opinion inherent to the group has had the potential for intimidation and
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even strain for the WIVIIVI. She has the dilemma of being both friends with and ministering
to the same goveming board which determines the salary and other vital aspects of her life.
Further, the couple's collegial relationships with district and national personnel are
jeopardized when things are not going well in their parish.
The "strange mixture of volunteer and professional members, who function by a
paradoxical model of servant leadership" has led to the problems in defining the roles of the
pastor and his wife. The problem of expectation "to model pert'ection, to have all the
answers to moral questions, and to make everything woric out in the church" has the
potential for precipitating emotional exhaustion and bum-out for the minister and WMM
(Kunst 208). The possibility of neglecting basic personal needs in a denial that they are the
same as other human beings has led to a myth of perfection orwhat she calls the "pedestal
problem." Kunst reflects Pearson and the Maces' concem about this personal demand for
perfection on the part of clergy and WMMs. Disillusionment for both has often resulted in
malfunction.
Along with the "pedestal problem," three other problems have been described as
inherent to the role: role boundaries, need for intimate relationships, and the need for
pastoring. One difficulty, pooriy defined role boundaries, has been described by Kunst as
the problem of invasive professional roles in most of the areas of one's life, so that free time
and days off are invaded by "the task" in the role. For a third role conflict issue, she has
borrowed Rediger's term, "half-intimacies," to present uni-directional relationships in which
church members relate to their pastor and wife by disclosing deeply personal feelings and
needs, without the pastor and wife disclosing in the same way. Isolation, a quiet, deficit
feeling, has been unavoidable if their needs for intimate relationships have not been met in
otherways. Baker quoted Mace and Mace as saying that "... because of role-related
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issues, clergy marriages were the most isolated dyadic relationships in our society" (1987
5).
A fourth complicating factor has been the clergy family's need for pastoring. The
authority of pastor and dependency of congregation has made it a difficult problem to hurdle
(210). A congregation which has extended itself to insure that the dergy family receives
appropriate pastoral care has contributed to the SWB of the minister and the WMM, though
the difficulty of providing such care due to diffuse role boundaries must not be minimized.
The "inevitable distance" for congregation and dergy, making reciprocal pastoring an ideal,
has been con-ected for some who have pastored v^^thin a multiple staff situation.
Reinfordng Kunst' problems inherent to the role, Oswald wrote in a later volume on
Clergy Self-Care of the danger of over-functioning in ministry and under-functioning in one's
mamage. In his wori< for The Alban Institute, he presented a picture of a balanced triad that
would enhance the marriage in relation to the wori< of the church. This triad would have
balanced three elements, each of which must have adequate attention: parish ministry,
personal spiritual formation, and family, rest, and recreation (94-5).
Domain of Community
Community was used in this study to mean the networic of relationships outside the
family and the local congregation, induding personal friendships, neighboriiood
relationships, and broader acquaintances in the neighboriiood of residence. Any dub
involvement or volunteer work in sodal sen/ice agencies was considered part of the
community of WMMs. This variety of non-familiar relationships may have been a poweri'ul
contributing factor to the emotional well-being of the WMM.
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Healthy relationships in the community may have been the best moderator of stress
and, therefore, a contributor to SWB for the WMM. Involvement in supportive human
relationships has been hypothesized to protect stressed individuals against a variety of
negative elements or ills. "Emotionally intimate, confiding relationships appear to be
particularly powerful in some circumstances, while less intimate connections with
acquaintances, workmates, and neighbors are often also associated with positive
outcomes" (Bamett, Biener and Baruch 257). Theorists have argued that one's social
network can support an individual by problem-solving assistance, providing reassurance of
worth, and a "repertoire of satisfactory social identities" that are critical to our self-concept
and self-esteem (257). On the other hand, offset by solid support, demoralization and
depression have been prevented, in many cases. In this supportive milieu, the loneliness
which Paloutzian and Ellison saw as a deterrent to SWB has waned. Othen/vise, loneliness
has been endemic to the population of WMMs.
Social networks have also had just the opposite and very negative impact on
individuals. Herein has resided the basis for some of the horror stories and help cries of the
clergy family. The same networic that has given support may have at another point provided
rejection, betrayal, burdensome dependence, and vicarious pain. ". . . research has shown
that the supportive aspects of social ties have been more pronounced among those from
subgroups favored with high levels of personal resources, such as income, education, and
intemal locus of control" (258).
In a recent study of the impact of social ties on women with differing levels of
material and psychological resources, Riley and Eckenrode found that maintaining a large
support networic is beneficial only forwomen with higher levels of resources. Such
networtcs appear more harmful than helpful for low-resource women. They explain that it is
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harder for such women to respond to the needs of network members (Bamett, Biener and
Baruch 258). The possible difficulty for WMMs can be seen in a community where there is
great discrepancy in the salaries of the clergy and the laity.
Friendships for the WMM. An enhanced state of well-being likely exists for the
WMM who has at least one friend whom she sees at least once every two or three weeks.
Literature on women's friendship asserts this to be true for all women. Some researchers
question whether the WMM can legitimately have a close friendship in light of her husband's
position and role. The thought of a male friend seems to be out of the question. 'The key
phrase for understanding the kind of relationships needed for health is out of role and
responsibility. . . with peers-other adults" (Hands and Fehr 68-69).
Weiss, among the first of those researching friendships to discuss the support
potential of relationships, conceptualizes it in ternis of six provisions: attachment, sodal
integration, nurturance, reassurance of worth, sense of reliable alliance, and guidance.
These provisions spedfically state temris which many theorists and researchers have
previously assumed-that "personal relationships sen/e, in part, to fulfill intemal needs or
motives that are central to healthy personality functioning" (O'Connor 3, 4). For example,
one prescription forwell-being is for one genuine and irreplaceable person in the life of the
WMM with whom she has had "felt attachment," communication thatwas stimulating,
supportive, and self-disdosing. Utility value, and redprodty when present in a friend would
also have lent to tills prescription (22-24).
Provision for positive and enjoyable experiences for the WMM as projected in
O'Connor's wori< would have proven a powerful antidote to the woes suggested in
parsonage life. ". . . our attention becomes focused, disti-actions lessen, awareness of time
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disappears: we emerge into a world in which the intimacy and joy shared with others is the
fundamental reality, and for a time the world becomes a different place" (21). "Pastors'
wives feel afraid to share their ordinary struggles with marriage and family as otherwomen
would be free to do, lest it reflect negatively on their husband's ministry. So they suffer
alone." "People who can name several close, supportive friends with whom they freely
share their ups and downs live with greater health and happiness" (Moravec 1).
Moravec addressed ministerial isolation, and quoted Archibald Hart of Fuller
Seminary who called it one of the preconditions of adultery for ministers. Such possible
isolation prevents accountability to another person, and overwhelming temptation has led to
a fall. Cheryl Smith, a C&MA minister's wife, wrote, "How often we foolishly hold ourselves
above dose friendships. This is particularly true for pastor's wives. Somehow as minister's
wives, we feel we must be everyone's friend equally" (103). "Close friendships are
important no matterwho you are" (104).
The good aspects of friendship such as a utilitarian willingness to provide help,
redprodty, stimulation, ego support, and self-affirmation have been attributed to the best
friend or dose friend relationship. Ascertaining the power of a dose friend of this type within
the broader community for the WMM in the C&MA has been part of the measurement for
effect on well-being. The effects of friendship have usually been tied to individual well-
being, and more particulariy, mental health. Most recently it has been said:
In general, researchers have found that those who have high levels of
support (variously defined) are likely to have better physical health; they are
likely to live longer; to be less prone to alcoholism, suicide and mental
illness; to have higher levels of resistance to stress; to be better able to deal
with transitions and reversals in life, such as unemployment, divorce,
pregnancy, death etc. (O'Connor 17)
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WMMs may feel that they could confide in their close friend, but have actually confided very
little. The feeling itself seems to have provided psychological benefit, with the only area of
restraint being that of their marital sexual relationship. Only as recently as the early 1980's
has there been any challenge to the propriety of intimacy between women, and that
nurturance factorwas accepted to be beneficial enough to be sought after (O'Connor 58-
64).
Well-Being and Beyond
In summary, this study has examined the well-being of WMMs as measured by the
SWBS and analyzed across five domains of the WMM's life: self, marriage, work, church,
and community. Measurement by the SWBS and spedfic domain analysis, while
somewhat impredse according to Moberg, must nevertheless be understood in view of
Moberg's definition of spiritual well-being:
Spiritual well-being is to be in communication, in communion, with that which
goes beyond oneself in order to be whole in oneself. It is to be able to give
as one receives and to receive as one gives. It is to feel satisfied and
hungry at the same time; satisfied that the beyond to which one is attuned is
good; satisfied that satisfaction can never lead to satiation. Realization can
only lead to expectation. (154)
To the degree that the C&MA WMM's profile identified areas that can be strengthened to
ward her sense of well-being, this study was successful.
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CHAPTER 3
Design of the Study
The purpose of this study was to describe the spiritual well-being of WMMs in the
C&MA, as well as theirwell-being in five specific life domains-self, marriage, work, church,
and community. The researcher hoped to benefit the denomination and the women
surveyed through a greater understanding of their lives. A descriptive method of research
was used to explore the two research questions.
Research Questions
Two primary research questions guided the study along with numerous operational
questions (some of which are listed):
Research Question 1
What is the present spiritual well-being of WMMs in the C&MA?
Operational Question 1 : What aspects of her childhood experiences may be
associated with her current spiritual well-being?
Operational Question 2: Are personal characteristics such as age, children,
education, years married, ethnicity related to her spiritual well-being?
Research Question 2
What is the state of well-being of WMMs in the C&MA in the five selected domains
of self, marriage, woric, the church, and the community? Various factors within each of the
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domains were explored to ascertain possible correlations with the WMM's well-being in
those domains.
Operational Question 1 : How do the WMM's feelings and her typical daily
mental/emotional tone influence her sense of self?
Operational Question 2: How might her husband's feelings about being in the
ministry influence their marriage? How does the perceived level of stress in the
manriage, and the amount of time spent together, relate to the WMM's well-
being in her manriage?
Operational Question 3: How do employment outside the home and volunteer
activity in the church relate to the WMM's well-being in the work domain?
Operational Question 4: How does the congregation's perceived appraisal of
the pastoral couple and their satisfaction with them influence the WMM's well-
being in the church? How does the congregation's care of the pastoral couple
influence the WMM's well-being?
Operational Question 5: Are the WMM's friendships helpful as she relates to
her wider community?
Population and Sample
The population consisted of 1 ,964 women mamed to married to men who are
officially licensed as senior, associate, and assistant pastors in the C&MA in the United
States. The sample was identical with the population.
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Variables
Religious well-being (RWB), existential well-being (EWB), spiritual well-being
(SWB), the WMM's sense of self, marriage, work, church, and community constituted the
dependent variables of this study. Independent variables consisted of general
characteristics of the WMM.
Sense of Self
Age, ethnicity, educational level, sense of self on leaving family of origin, trauma in
childhood and adolescence, typical daily mental and emotional tone, recent life experience,
current feelings about self, overall life concems, and relationship with God, mode of
functioning in conflict situations, and items of concem at present constituted the variables
examined within the domain of Sense of Self
Marriage
Variables examined v\/ithin the domain of Mamage consisted of number of years
married, current family composition, number of stressors and level of present stress,
husband's state of personal wholeness, husband's current feelings about ministry, quality of
present relationship, amount and quality of time spent together, and communication
pattems.
Work
Number of transfers, employment status, work related to education, husband and
congregation's acceptance ofwife's employment, motivation to work with the C&MA, view of
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self in relation to the minister's wife's role, obstacles to the WMM's ideal role were variables
examined for possible association with the WMM's well-being vAthln the domain of Work.
Church
The domain of Church induded the variables of husband's position on the staff,
length of time at present church, average Sunday moming attendance, ethnidty of
congregation, husband's motivation to ministry, theological orientation of self and of the
church, feeling states of self in relation to the work of the church, the church's care in
relation to salary and benefits, opportunities for personal growth, support group, pastoral
care, provision for counseling, volunteer activities inside the church, level of involvement
and spedfic ministries within the church, acceptance of pastor's children and teens by the
congregation, social status of self and the church, control in relation to roles, level of
freedom versus conformity in the role, congregation's perception of the WMM's role at
present, feelings about congregation's level of appreciation ofWMM, and sodal and
ministerial comparisons.
Community
The variables of size of the community, time spent in the community, time spent in
volunteer activities, personal sodal life, sense of influence in the community, number of
personal friendships, proximity to friends, and time spent with friends constituted the
variables analyzed with the domain of Community for possible assodation with the WMM's
well-being.
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Instrumentation
The primary instmmentwas a researcher-designed, self-administered questionnaire
consisting of 89 items. Included alongside the 69 researcher-designed items were the 20
items which make up the Spiritual Well-Being Scale.
Researcher-Designed Items
Sixty-nine items were written after identifying issues from the literature which
influence the well-being of the WMM in five domains. Two types of schedule items, fixed
altemative and scale items, were chosen for greater unifomnity, reliability, and ease in
coding and manipulating data. Open-ended items were avoided for those reasons.
The researcher reviewed a number of other surveys in two categories: general
surveys ofWMMs used in several other denominations or by individual researchers and
well-being surveys written by psychologists or sociologists. A few of the general well-being
questions were taken from these other instmments and adapted to fit this population. After
compiling the questions, each was measured against the literature review to see how many
times tiie item represented an issue raised in Chapter 2. This task included a compilation of
a topical list and a list of pages where tiie subjectwas mentioned.
Spiritual Well-Being Scale
Psychologists Ellison and Paloutzian gave pemnission to use tiieir SWBS. Ten of
tiie SWBS items measure Religious Well-Being (RWB) and ten measure Existential Well-
Being (EWB). Those items which refer to God were summed to provide a RWB sub-scale
score, and tiie remaining ten were summed to attain an EWB score. Negative items were
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reverse scored. Scores for the two subscales were then summed to provide an overall
measure of SWB.
Test-retest reliability coefficients for the SWBS obtained from 100 student
volunteers at the University of Idaho were .93 (SWB), .96 (RWB), and .86 (EWB).
Coefficient alphas, an index of intemal consistency, were .89 (SWB), .87 (RWB), and .78
(EWB). The magnitude of these coefficients has suggested that SWB has high reliability
and intemal consistency. With regard to validity, examination of the item content has
suggested good face validity (Ellison 1983 333).
Research has shown that the items clustered as expected, into the RWB and EWB
subscales. Research has also shown that the SWBS was a good general indicator of well-
being, and was especially sensitive to lack ofwell-being. SWB, RWB, and EWB were
correlated positively with a positive self concept, sense of purpose in life, physical healtii,
and emotional adjustinent (Paloutzian and Ellison May, 1991 3).
Pre-Testing
Eight WMMs were invited in writing to tiie National Office of tiie C&MA for lunch.
Following lunch tiiey were asked to complete tiie questionnaire and to note tiieir beginning
and ending times on tiie survey. They averaged 35 minutes to complete tiie survey. An
additional one and a half hours were spent togetiier discussing tiie questions. Based upon
their feedback, a few minor changes were made to the instrument. No open-ended items
were included.
In order to establish a support base to help witii or encourage tiie pastors' wives to
retum tiieir questionnaires, a copy of the sun/ey was sent to each Distiict Superintendents
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wife for her information. These women function as models of a successful minister's wife,
and have been the unofficial district-designated authority for the local WMM.
Data Collection
Surveys were distributed in mid-November 1995 to all women in the population
along with a letter of transmittal which invited them to respond by December 5 (Appendices
2-3). The cover letter assured women that strict confidentiality would be maintained in order
for them to feel free to be frank and honest. A self-addressed, stamped envelope was
enclosed to encourage subjects to complete and retum the questionnaire. Funding for
photocopying, distribution, and data entry was provided by The Christian and Missionary
Alliance, thus insuring "ownership" of the findings from the study. Paid volunteers folded
the eight page survey, stuffed envelopes, and affixed labels to envelopes.
Questionnaires were retumed to the National Office in color-coded envelopes where
they were numbered sequentially in the order received. The envelopes were destroyed to
preserve anonymity. Data from the questionnaires were then entered into StatPac Gold, a
statistical package designed for the personal computer and modeled on the SPSS program.
Data Analysis
Data from the survey were first summarized with frequency distributions and
descriptive statistics (Appendix 2). Subsequently the t-Test, analysis of variance, stepwise
multiple congelation, Pearson product moment conrelation, and Probit regression analysis
were used to establish possible relationships between the independent and dependent
variables.
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Response Rate
Of the 1 ,964 surveys mailed, eight were discarded due to incorrect addresses. Of
the remaining questionnaires, 1 ,003 useable surveys were retumed, for a 51 .1 percent
response rate. No effortwas made to generate a higher response rate by following-up non-
responding subjects. The 51.1 percent response, however, is well within an acceptable
range for survey research.
Table 1 : Response Rate for WMM Survey
Sample Size 1 ,964
Discarded Questionnaires 8
Retumed Questionnaires 1 ,003
Rate of Retum 51.1%
Delimitations and Generalizability
The studywas limited to women married to officially licensed pastors in The
Christian and Missionary Alliance. The results of the study, therefore, are generalizable
primarily to WMMs in the C&MA. Findings may be applicable to comparable evangelical
denominations, especially those member churches of the National Association of
Evangelicals which do not ordain women. Results of the study are summarized and
displayed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
Findings
The purpose of this study was to identify and describe the well-being of women
manned to ministers (WMMs) in The Christian and Missionary Alliance (C&MA) and to corre
late levels of well-being with factors which contribute to well-being.
General Characteristics
WMMs participating in the study are 42 years old on average, have been manied 19
years, and have 2.7 children. By ethnicity, 88% are Caucasian, 7% Asian, and the remain
der distributed among African/Americans, Hispanics, and Native Americans. More than half
of WMMs live in communities of less than 50,000 people (60%). On the whole, these
WMMs are a well-educated group. More than 21 % have completed at least some graduate
study, 34% possess a baccalaureate degree and another 35% have had some college or
specialized training.
Well-Being Compared to Other C&MA Groups
When compared to C&MA-adult missionary kids (AMKs) and C&MA-preacher's kids
(PKs), WMMs reflect higher RWB, lower EWB, and comparable SWB (Table 1). WMMs
are generally more homogeneous as a group than PKs and AMKs, periiaps reflecting
greater unifonmity in their collective experience as WMMs.
The EWB observation is unexpected, however, for several reasons. On the one
hand, EWB tends to increase with age and WMMs as a group are older than AMKs and
PKs. Second, one would expectWMMs to experience less instability which might contri
bution to lower EWB due to life stage and/or transitional issues.
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Table 1 : WMMs, PKs, and AMKsWell-Being
C&MA Group n
RWB EWB SWB
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
AMKs 55 5.08 1.12 5.02 .98 5.04 .98
PKs 1241 5.34 .80 5.04 .79 5.20 .71
WMMs 1003 5.41 .62 4.93 .77 5.20 .64
The Role of Self-Identity
How a woman perceives her inner and outerworlds contributes in marked ways to
her RWB, EWB, and SWB. The ability to receive information about oneself, transform it
into constructive meaning, and then internalize that meaning may effect the way in which a
WMM relates to the other domains of her life.
General Sense of Self
Among all WMMs, 22% report that their general sense of selfaX the time of leaving
their family of origin was appreciation; 44% were satisfied with their self; 30% were unsure
of their self; and 4% disliked their self. Those who reflect appreciation also exhibit higher
levels of RWB, EWB, and SWB (Table 2). The strongest association occurred between
existential well-being and sense of self, although the difference between those who appre
ciated self and those who were satisfied with self was relatively small and not significant.
But theseWMMs did reflect significantly higher EWB than WMMs who were unsure of self
or disliked self
Early Life Experiences
Traumatic experiences during childhood and/or adolescence may influence a
WMM's well-being later in life (Table 3). The following variables were not significantly re-
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lated to the WMM's well-being: parental or surrogate parental death; father absence; major
illness of WMM as child; parental divorce; or being physically challenged. By contrast fi
nancial stress in the nuclear family (30.7%), frequent moves (14.3%), perceived physical,
emotional, and/or sexual abuse (16.6%), and a school crisis (5.5%) were associated with
well-being at significant levels.
Table 2: Well-Being and Sense of Self When Leaving Family of Origin
Sense of Self
RWB EWB SWB
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Appreciated self 5.53 .55 5.12 .75 5.33 .57
Satisfied with self 5.42 .60 5.00 .74 5.21 .62
Unsure of self 5.36 .63 4.76 .77 5.06 .64
Disliked self 5.04 .91 4.50 .83 4.77 .84
F and p < 7.93 0 14.32 0 12.90 0
Table 3: Well-Being and Traumatic Experiences in Childhood/Adolescence
Trauma
RWB EWB SWB
Mean:
DV
Chi-
square P<Yes No Yes No Yes No
Financial stress in nu
clear family 5.36 5.43 4.81 4.98 5.09 5.21 .31 13.00 .01
Frequent moves 5.30 5.43 4.76 4.96 5.03 5.20 .14 10.81 .02
Perceived physical,
emotional, and/or sex
ual abuse
5.38 5.42 4.77 4.96 5.07 5.19 .17 12.56 .01
School crisis 5.35 5.41 4.67 4.94 5.00 5.18 .05 10.36 .02
Current Feelings About Self
WMMs checked each of 1 9 adjectives which described their feelings about them
selves now. Of the 19 adjectives, only two were not significantly related to the WMM's
RWB, EWB, and SWB. It may be that these adjectives-assertive and direct-were not suf
ficiently discriminating to have meaning for the WMM. The remaining 17 adjectives (Table
4) were significant in the direction anticipated.
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If a WMM described herself as active, authentic, confident, gentle, helpful, honest,
kind, loving, patient, self-disclosing, significant, wholesome, and wise, they tend to exhibit
higher levels of RWB, EWB, and SWB. On the other hand, if they see themselves as con
fused, despised, underconfident, or unworthy, they are likely to experience less RWB,
EWB, and SWB than WMMs who do not feel these ways.
These self-descriptions appear to duster into several categories based on the rank-
order strength of their conrelation with well-being: (1) Confident, underconfident, and con
fused (intemal strength); (2) wholesome, loving , and significant (extemal strength); (3)
authentic, active, patient, kind, honest, gentle, mse, and helpful (character strength); (4)
unworthy, despised, and self-disdosing.
Relationship with God
When asked about their current relationship with God, more than one-third of
WMMs (34.4%) described it as dynamic and growing; 57.2% as stable but consistent; and
8.4% as weak and needing repair. As expected, those who perceive their relationship to
God to be dynamic and growing exhibit significantly higher RWB, EWB, and SWB than
otherWMMs, and those who describe their relationship as stable and consistent are higher
than those whose relationship is weak and needs repair (Table 5).
The Role of Marriage
WMMs have been married, on average, 19 years and have 2.7 children. Their old
est child is most likely to be in preschool, K-12, or college (61%). The WMM's husband is
probably senior pastor (76%) or an assodate/assistant pastor (20.4%). The clergy couple
has been at their present church three years or less (44.4%), or four years or more
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(55.6%). The annual pastoral salary (Including housing allowance) for nearly three-fourths
of WMMs (73.1%) ranges between $10,000 to $40,000.
Table 4: Well-Being andCurrent Feelings About Self
Current Feelings
RWB EWB SWB
Mean:
DV
Chi-
square P<Yes No Yes No Yes No
Active 5.50 5.23 5.04 4.71 5.27 4.98 .66 49.23 0
Authentic 5.52 5.28 5.08 4.75 5.30 5.02 .54 54.59 0
Confident 5.57 5.27 5.20 4.68 5.38 4.98 .47 128.41 0
Confused 4.98 5.46 4.20 5.02 4.60 5.24 .11 107.50 0
Despised 4.08 5.42 3.30 4.94 3.69 5.18 .01 19.32 .0002
Gentle 5.53 5.31 5.05 4.82 5.28 5.08 .45 37.74 0
Helpful 5.46 5.22 5.00 4.68 5.23 4.95 .62 33.55 0
Honest 5.47 5.16 5.00 4.62 5.24 4.90 .81 44.08 0
Kind 5.48 5.22 5.02 4.68 5.25 4.96 .72 45.52 0
Loving 5.51 5.20 5.06 4.64 5.29 4.93 .68 74.19 0
Patient 5.53 5.32 5.11 4.80 5.32 5.06 .62 46.48 0
Self-disclosing 5.50 5.38 5.00 4.91 5.24 5.15 .23 14.70 .0021
Significant 5.59 5.34 5.22 4.82 5.41 5.08 .26 67.01 0
Underconfident 5.09 5.49 4.44 5.06 4.78 5.27 .21 109.26 0
Unworthy 5.07 5.43 4.47 4.96 4.78 5.20 .07 25.86 0
Wholesome 5.59 5.27 5.15 4.76 5.37 5.02 .44 87.02 0
Wise 5.59 5.34 5.11 4.86 5.35 5.11 .27 36.50 0
Table 5: Well-Being and Relationship to God
Relationship to God
RWB EWB SWB
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Dynamic/growing 5.70 .43 5.22 .63 5.46 .48
Stable/consistent 5.37 .57 4.87 .73 5.12 .60
Weak/needing repair 4.48 .63 4.14 .91 4.32 .68
F and p < 171.79 0 76.79 0 131.10 0
Marital Stressors
WMMs report a number of stressors in their marriage, all of which are correlated
negatively at significant levels with their RWB, EWB, and SWB (Table 6), as expected.
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Stressors which reflect the strongest association with the WMM's well-being, in rank order,
are (1) guilt and depression; (2) inability to cope with stress of life; (3) feelings of inadequacy
about ability to be a good wife; (4) unmet emotional needs; (5) lack of interest in what each
other does; (6) lack of communication; (7) unmet sexual needs; (8) competition between
church and WMM for pastor's time; (9) unfair criticism; (10) heavy demands on both; (1 1)
moving from one pastorate to another; and (12) fears about husband's pastoral relation
ships with otherwomen.
To the degree that a WMM experiences any of these stressors, she is likely to dis
play diminished levels of RWB, EWB, and SWB. Among the group of 12 stressors, the first
four may reflect the WMM's intemalized perceptions of her self as a worthy and competent
human being. The next group of stressors-interest in what each other does, communica
tion, and sexual needs-correspond more directly to the husband-wife relationship. Finally,
the remaining stressors-time, criticism, demands, moves, and relationships with other
women are directed more toward the church. One unsolicited comment revealed a dilemma
which is perhaps unspoken but shared by others. Critical of her husband's actions,
preaching, interpersonal skills, and work pattems, this WMM must be stressed over feelings
of hypocrisy or self-doubt wh\dn would taint every domain of her life. Without respect her
capacity to support him must be diminished.
Using stepwise multiple regression, itwas found that 44% of the variance in the
SWB ofWMMs can be accounted for by seven predictor variables: current satisfaction with
life itself; inability to cope with the stress of life; guilt and sometimes depression because of
the role of "pastor's wife"; satisfaction with level of communication with husband; current
satisfaction with sense of self; concem about lack of self-fulfillment; and the opinion of oth-
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ers of the WMM (F=1 05.47, p < 0). The combined predictor variables correlated with SWB
at .67
Quality of Spousal Relationship
More than two-thirds ofWMMs (68.4%) describe the quality of their present relation
ship with their husband as wamri and supportive, and almost another fourth (23.6%) as sat
isfactory and improving. Qnly 8% ofWMMs are either somewhat or very dissatisfied with
their mamage relationship. But, when WMMs are dissatisfied with the marriage, they exhibit
significantly lower levels of RWB, EWB, and SWB (Table 7).
Not surprisingly, the number of daily waking hours spentwith one's husband is sig
nificantly related to the quality of the relationship (Chi-square=1 14.59; p < 0). Similariy, the
more meaningful the WMM's interaction with her husband, the stronger does she perceive
the quality of the relationship to be (r=.37; p < 0).
Satisfaction with Spousal Relationship
Similar pattems hold for satisfaction witii the spousal relationship as witii tiie per
ceived quality of tiie relationship (Table 8). The more satisfied a WMM is witii her marriage,
tiie stronger does her RWB, EWB, and SWB tend to be. Satisfaction is positively associ
ated witii number ofwaking hours tiie WMM spends with her husband (Chi-square=1 08.47;
p < 0), and tiie more meaningful tiie interaction tiie higher tiie satisfaction is likely to be
(r=.34;p<0).
Communication Pattems
The way in which tiie clergy couple communication with one another is significantiy
related to tiie WMM's RWB, EWB, and SWB (Table 9). Almost half ofWMMs (48.5%) talk
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about everything with their husband, including feelings. Another 44.9% discuss almost eve
rything with the exception of church confidences.
Table 6: Well-Being andMarital Stressors
stressor
RWB EWB SWB
r P� r P< r P5
Competition between the church and
me for his time -.18 0 -.31 0 -.27 0
Fears about my husband's pastoral
relationships with otherwomen -.10 .002 -.13 .0001 -.13 .0001
Feelings of inadequacy about my abil
ity to be a good wife -.34 0 -.39 0 -.39 0
Guilt and sometimes depression be
cause of the role of "pastor's wife" -.36 0 -.51 0 -.48 0
Heavy demands on both of us -.11 .001 -.25 0 -.20 0
Inability to cope with the stress of life
-.34 0 -.49 0 -.46 0
Lack of communication between us -.27 0 -.33 0 -.32 0
Lack of interest on my part in his work
-.30 0 -.37 0 -.37 0
Lack of interest on his part in what 1
do -.32 0 -.38 0 -.38 0
Moving often from one pastorate to
another -.12 .0003 -.24 0 -.20 0
Unfair criticism -.16 0 -.33 0 -.27 0
Unmet emotional needs from each
other -.29 0 -.41 0 -38 0
Unmet sexual needs from each other
-.20 0 -.30 0 -.28 0
Other -.18 .05 -.19 .04 -.20 .03
Table 7: Well-Being andQuality of Spousal Relationship
Quality of Relationship
RWB EWB SWB
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Warm/supportive 5.54 .52 5.11 .66 5.33 .53
Satisfactory/improving 5.16 .70 4.66 .79 4.91 .68
Unsatisfactory/working 5.03 .70 4.18 .83 4.62 .71
Cool/distant 4.88 .88 3.89 1.07 4.38 .92
F and p < 37.13 0 56.57 0 53.83 0
As expected, among WMMs who are very satisfied with their marriage (73.1%),
98.9% of these discuss everything or almost everything with their husbands (Chi-
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square=258.51 ; p 5 0). OfWMMs who rate the quality of their spousal relationship as warm
and supportive (68.4%), 98.8% also discuss almost everything with their husbands.
Table 8: Well-Being and Satisfactionwith Spousal Relationship
Satisfaction
RWB EWB SWB
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Very satisfied overall 5.52 .53 5.11 .66 5.32 .54
Somewhat satisfied 5.11 .73 4.50 .78 4.80 .69
Somewhat dissatisfied 5.15 .63 4.28 .84 4.74 .66
Very dissatisfied overall 4.65 .86 3.71 1.12 4.20 .96
F and p < 35.75 0 63.35 0 56.99 0
Table 9: Well-Being and Communication Patterns
Pattern of Communication
RWB EWB SWB
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Talk about everything, including
feelings 5.46 .60 5.01 .75 5.23 .62
Talk about almost everything, ex
cept church confidences 5.40 .62 4.94 .75 5.17 .63
Talk about superficial things pri
marily 5.09 .63 4.37 .72 4.73 .62
Talk very little about anything 5.15 .78 4.39 1.08 4.77 .85
F and p < 6.65 .0002 12.49 0 4.77 .85
In summary, the amount of time spent with one's husband, the meaningfulness of
the interaction during that time, and the content of the interaction all contribute both to the
overall quality of the maniage, satisfaction with the maniage, and ultimately the RWB,
EWB, and SWB of WMMs.
The Role ofWork
WMMs face in a particularway potentially conflicting tension in managing their mul
tiple roles as wife, mother, employee, and a woman manied to a minister. The values or
nonris within most congregations historically required the WMM to give herself full-time to
her family and church. While much change has occurred in recent years, the tensions are
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nevertheless still present to some degree and were thought to influence the WMM's well-
being.
Vocational Work
Approximately 65% of WMMs are employed outside the home. More than half of
these (52.4%) feel moderate to strong satisfaction with this role. More than one-fourth
(28.1%), however, experience moderate to strong dissatisfaction, while another 19.5% are
neither satisfied or dissatisfied. WMMs who are satisfied with being employed outside the
home exhibit significantly higher levels of EWB and SWB, but not RWB (Table 10).
Table 1 0: Well-Being and Employment Satisfaction
Employment Satisfaction
RWB EWB SWB
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Strong dissatisfaction 5.37 .63 4.70 .82 5.02 .68
Moderate dissatisfaction 5.32 .63 4.76 .81 5.04 .66
Neither satisfaction/dissatisfaction 5.44 .59 4.90 .76 5.17 .64
Moderate satisfaction 5.37 .65 4.91 .73 5.14 .62
Strong satisfaction 5.47 .55 5.11 .74 5.30 .59
F and p < 1.09 .36 4.61 .001 3.32 .01
Work and Education
If WMMs are gainfully employed in areas related to their education, training, or other
experience, they tend to be more satisfied being employed outside the home (Chi-square =
44.56; p < 0). The single largest sut)-group among all employed WMMs (21.2%) are those
who experience moderate satisfaction with their employment and view it as definitely related
to their education, training, or other experience. Approximately 50% experience either
moderate to strong satisfaction and see their employment as definitely or somewhat related
to their education, training, or other experience.
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Husband's Attitude Toward Employment
Husbands are almost equally divided in their feelings about the WMM's gainful em
ployment outside the home, with 37.9% being glad for her to be employed outside the home
and 36.7% preferring that she not be. Another fourth are ambivalent but grateful for the
added income. The well-being (RWB, EWB, and SWB) ofWMMs does not appear to be
associated significantly vwth their husband's feelings about their being gainfully employed
outside the home.
Congregation's Attitude Toward Employment
How the congregation feels about the WMM's employment outside the church is
significantly associated with her EWB and SWB, though not her RWB (Table 11). Not sur
prisingly, the more dissatisfied the congregation is, the lower the WMM's well-being tends to
be.
Size of congregation, however, is not a significant mediating variable. In fact, the
WMM's employment does not seem to matter to 64.0% of the represented congregations
and an additional 9.7% are at least somewhat satisfied. Only 26.1% of congregations re
flect dissatisfaction with the WMM's employment. A similar pattern holds when the congre
gation's attitude is examined by its theological orientation, that is, whether or not it is theo
logically conservative, moderate, or progressive when compared to the C&MA as a whole.
The Role of the Church
Since so much of a WMM's life is invested alongside her husband in the ministry of
the church he serves as pastor, it seemed likely that her RWB, EWB, and SWB would be
associated with the way in which the congregation and she interact. ForWMMs (n=133)
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who view congregational expectations as a pressure or bamer to involvement in their hus
band's ministry at their ideal level, their RWB (t=5.24; p < ); EWB (t=6.81 ; p 5 0); and SWB
(t=6.53; p � 0) seem to be influenced adversely.
Table 1 1 : Well-Being and Congregation's Attitude TowardWMM's Employment
Congregation's Attitude
RWB EWB SWB
IVlean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Seem very satisfied 5.45 .57 5.00 .81 5.24 .61
Seem somewhat satisfied 5.36 .67 4.96 .71 5.15 .63
Does not seem to matter 5.39 .61 4.89 .76 5.14 .63
Seem somewhat dissatisfied 5.23 .78 4.45 .86 4.81 .80
Seem very dissatisfied 5.26 .80 4.40 .84 4.82 .78
F and p < 1.08 .36 5.13 .001 3.92 .01
Church Characteristics
The pastor's role, size of community in which church is located, average Sunday
moming attendance, and ethnicity of congregation are not related significantly to the relig
ious well-being (RWB), existential well-being (EWB), or spiritual well-being (SWB) of
WMMs.
Motivation for Ministry
If a WMM's husband became a Christian minister primarily because of God's call, in
contrast to natural/spiritual gifting, his wife tended to display higher SWB (F=2.87; p < .02).
ThoseWMM's who are motivated to want to wori< with the C&MA because of its missionary
program exhibit higher levels of RWB, EWB, and SWB (Chi-square=16.40; p < .001;
DV:Mean=.76).
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Theological Orientation
WMMs view themselves as theologically consen/ative (43. 1 %), moderate (40.0%),
and progressive (16.9%). They view their church, when compared to the C&MA as a whole,
as theologically conservative (40.8%), moderate (41.2%), and progressive (18.0%).
Among all WMMs, 32.4% perceive both themselves and their church to be conservative,
28.4% moderate, and 11.1% progressive (Table 12). Approximately 28% of WMMs experi
ence some dissonance between their self-perception and their perception of their local
church, however.
Table 12: Well-Being and Church's TheologicalOrientation
Church's Theological Orientation
WMM's
Orientation
Conservative Moderate Progressive Total*
n % n % n % n %
r;nne:<�r\/ati\/o 7ft ft 1 OR 97 417 1
Moderate 71 7.3 275 28.4 41 42 387 40.0
Proaressive 11 1 1 45 47 107 11 1 163 169
Total 395 40.8 398 41.2 174 18.0 967 100.0
*Chi-sauare=605.77: d < 0
The theological orientation of the WMM's local church when compared to the C&MA
does not correlate with her well-being. On the other hand, however, if she thinks of herself
as theologically conservative versus theologically moderate she is likely to exhibit signifi
cantly higher RWB, EWB, and SWB (Table 13). It may feel more comfortable to her to be
theologically conservative and, thus, the conrelation with higher levels ofwell-being. If she
sees herself as progressive, however, she exhibits higher RWB, EWB, and SWB than if
she perceives herself as theologically moderate.
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WMM's Feeling States
Significant relationships were observed, however, between the WMM's RWB, EWB,
SWB and her present feeling states. Probit regression analysis was used to examine these
relationships (Table 14). RWB, EWB, and SWB are predictive of all 1 1 feeling states.
That is, WMMs who score lower on RWB, EWB, and SWB also tend to experience nega
tive feeling states.
Table 1 3: Well-Being and Theological Orientation Compared to Local Church
Theological Orientation
RWB EWB SWB
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Conservative 5.48 .58 5.01 .79 5.25 .63
Moderate 5.35 .64 4.85 .76 5.10 .65
Progressive 5.39 .62 4.91 .76 5.15 .63
F and p < 4.82 .01 3.91 .02 5.16 .01
Church's Care of Pastor's Family
The current annual pastoral salary (including housing allowance) correlates signifi
cantly with the SWB of WMMs (F=2.58; p < .04). That is, SWB tends to be associated with
higher pastoral salaries.
As further confirmation of the relationship between actual salary and spiritual well-
being, if WMMs perceive that the church's care of them and their family has been adequate
in providing for life insurance, medical insurance, pension plan, professional conferences,
and salary, then they tend to exhibit higher levels of RWB, EWB, and SWB than WMMs
who do not perceive such care to be adequate (Table 15). Adequate provision for continu
ing education, dental insurance, and housing were not related significantly, however, to the
WMM's well-being.
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Help for Personal Growth and Development
The kind of help which WMMs received to enhance their personal growth and de
velopmentwas also related significantly to their spiritual well-being (Table 16). If a WMM
received continuing pastoral care provided by the church; district support and/or in-sen/ice
training; an informal, not-for-credit study program; or participated in a ministers' wives sup
port group, her RWB, EWB, and SWB all tended to be higher than WMMs who did not re
ceive such help. Those WMMs who had received personal counseling, however, reflected
lower levels of RWB, EWB, and SWB. It may be thatwomen who received personal coun
seling were already exhibiting lower levels ofwell-being.
Table 1 4: Well-Being andWMM's Feeling States
Feeling States
RWB EWB SWB
Mean:
DV
Chi-
square P<Yes No Yes No Yes No
Criticized frequently 4.99 5.43 4.27 4.96 4.63 5.19 0.04 24.23 0
Congregational disap
proval 4.95 5.43 4.19 4.95 4.57 5.19 .03 20.94 .0001
Fear of being fully hu
man 5.15 5.46 4.52 5.00 4.84 5.23 .15 42.24 0
Insecurity about con
gregation expectations 5.18 5.48 4.58 5.04 4.88 5.26 .23 57.06 0
Insufficient time and
space of our own 5.36 5.44 4.79 5.02 5.07 5.23 .39 24.40 0
Lack of freedom to share
personally 5.22 5.47 4.58 5.04 4.90 5.25 .23 55.14 0
Longing for personal
pastoral care 5.20 5.47 4.55 5.03 4.87 5.25 .21 60.57 0
Pressure to be perfect, or
placed on a pedestal 5.07 5.47 4.49 5.00 4.78 5.23 .13 50.19 0
Pressure to fix congre
gation's problems 5.38 5.42 4.73 5.00 5.06 5.21 .24 28.68 0
Unappreciated in spite of
my hard work 5.13 5.45 4.42 5.00 4.78 5.23 .12 52.58 0
Unwanted here 4.89 5.42 4.17 4.94 4.53 5.18 .02 12.04 .0073
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Table 15: Well-Being and Care Provided by Church
Type of Care
RWB EWB SWB
Mean:
DV
Chi-
square P<Yes No Yes No Yes No
Life insurance 5.53 5.37 5.02 4.90 5.28 5.14 .21 12.54 .0057
IVIedical insurance 5.44 5.34 4.95 4.87 5.19 5.12 .67 9.41 .0243
Pension plan 5.50 5.38 5.09 4.88 5.30 5.14 .20 12.58 .0056
Prof conferences 5.4 5.38 5.02 4.86 5.23 5.12 .44 11.82 .0080
Salary 5.44 5.37 5.05 4.80 5.24 5.09 .52 35.13 0
Volunteer Activities in the Church
Typically WMMs participate in a variety of volunteer activities in their churches,
sometimes by choice and often to meet pressing needs. Nearly 72% ofWMMs devote 4 or
more hours each week to work for the church on a volunteer basis. In fact, the more the
number of hours invested weekly in church activities as a volunteer, the higher does a
WMM's RWB (F=7.42; p < .0001), EWB (F=4.69; p < .0029), and SWB (F=6.94; p < .0001)
tend to be.
Among 9 activities identified, 4 were significantly related to the WMM's RWB, EWB,
and SWB: Bible study leader, counseling, social hostess (in home), and visitation (Table
17). Unrelated to well-being, however, were committee work, food service (in church), mu
sic ministry, office work, and Sunday school teacher.
Table 1 6: Well-Being and Help for PersonalGrowth & Development
Help Received
RWB EWB SWB
Mean:
DV
Chi-
square P<Yes No Yes No Yes No
Pastoral care provided
by church 5.58 5.36 5.20 4.85 5.39 5.11 .23 41.93 0
District support and/or in-
service training 5.51 5.36 5.11 4.84 5.31 5.10 .33 31.46 0
Infonnal study pro-gram,
not-for-credit 5.54 5.37 5.07 4.88 5.30 5.13 .23 16.52 .0009
Ministers' wives support
group 5.48 5.40 5.07 4.91 5.25 5.16 .11 13.67 .0034
Personal counseling 5.25 5.43 4.69 4.97 4.99 5.20 .15 20.15 .0002
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At first blush it appears that, in general, those activities most frequently associated
with feminine work are not significant to the WMM's well-being. Bible study leaders (37.7%)
and counselors (41 .4%) may have higher status within the church, however, while providing
hospitality in the home (63.8%) and visiting others (44.0%) may reflect a higher degree of
inten-elatedness.
Table 1 7: Well-Being and Types of VolunteerChurch Activities
Volunteer Activity
RWB EW/B SWB
Mean:
DV
Chi-
square P<Yes No Yes No Yes No
Bible study leader 5.52 5.34 5.06 4.85 5.29 5.10 .38 24.81 0
Counseling 5.52 5.33 5.05 4.84 5.29 5.09 .41 26.58 0
Social hostess (home) 5.46 5.33 4.98 4.83 5.22 5.09 .64 13.60 .0035
Visitation 5..50 5.34 5.01 4.86 5.25 5.11 .44 25.82 0
When asked to indicate their view of their social and financial status in their com
munity, 18.5% saw themselves holding low status; 77.9% moderate status; and 3.6% high
status. When analyzed by well-being, WMMs perceiving themselves to hold higher status
exhibited significantly higher levels of RWB, EWB, and SWB (Table 18). Furthermore,
WMMs who tend to mix socially (41 .2%), both in and out of the church, and those who
mainly socialize with the women of the church (30.9%) both tend to have higher RWB,
EWB, and SWB than WMMs v\/ho mainly socialize with a few chosen friends or seldom so
cialize, either in or out of the church (Table 18).
Children in the Parsonage
The congregation's treatment of the clergy couple's children, as expected, contrib
utes to the well-being of the WMM (Table 18). If the congregation tends to see small chil
dren as a priority for the pastor and his wife, in contrast to three other possible ways, the
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WMM is lil<ely to exhibit higher RWB, EWB, and SWB. Being Icindly involved with and af
firming of the couple's children also contributes to higherwell-being than being merely
casually interested or taking the children for granted. If the congregation relates to small
children in critical and disapproving ways, then the WMM's RWB, EWB, and SWB will likely
be lower.
A similar pattern holds with respect to the way the congregation tends to relate to
teenage children of the dergy couple in EWB and SWB. The one exception is RWB where
no significant differences were observed. Perhaps these years can be dismptive existen-
tially for the clergy couple but not formative in their relationship to God in the way the earlier
years of their children's lives may have been.
Social Status
A WMM's view of her social and financial status in her community correlates posi
tively with her sense ofwell-being. Neaily 82% of WMMs think of themselves as
possessing moderate to high status, and they exhibit significantly higherwell-being than the
18% who consider themselves to be of low status (Table 19).
Mixing sodally, both in and out of the church (41.2%), also contributes to a WMM's
sense of well-being beyond that of WMMs who mainly sodalize with the women of the
church (30.9%), mainly sodalize with a few chose friends (14.4%), or seldom socialize, ei
ther in or out of the church (13.5%). The breadth of a WMM's relationships, therefore, is
important to her overall RWB, EWB, and SWB.
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Well-Being and Control Issues
The issue ofwho controls the WMM is significantly related to the WMM's RWB,
EWB, and SWB (Table 20). Approximately 71% feel that they are personally in control of
their lives, while 1 9% state their husband is the major controller. The 8% of who indicate
that others control them more than they control themselves show significantly lowerwell-
being than those who are in personal control.
Table 1 8: Well-Being and Congregation's Relationship to Clergy Couple's Children
Small Children
RWB EWB SWB
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
See them as a priority for the
pastor/wife 5.42 .57 5.01 .69 5.21 .57
Kindly involved with and affirming
5.35 .61 4.85 .75 5.11 .61
Casually interested-take them for
granted 5.20 .63 4.48 .73 4.84 .64
Often critical and disapproving 4.93 .80 3.74 .87 4.33 .80
F and p < 2.99 .02 13.41 0 9.23 0
Teen Children
Expect like any other teens in
church 5.51 .55 5.13 .66 5.33 .55
Expect behavior to be better than
others 5.33 .77 4.75 .95 5.04 .82
Mixed responses, no overall
statement 5.44 .63 4.77 .77 5.11 .65
Disapprove of our teens behavior
5.52 .54 4.08 .97 4.80 .69
Criticizeway we handle our teens
5.37 .54 4.72 .86 5.20 .87
F and p < 1.03 .40 5.25 .0001 3.15 .01
Conformity Versus Freedom
Almost 61% ofWMM chose either "mostly free to be myself in the role. Twenty
percent, however, felt some pressure to conform to traditions and expectations. RWB,
EWB, and SWB were significantly higher for the remaining 15% who were completely free
to be themselves, with EWB showing the highest level of well-being.
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Degree of Church Involvement
Congregations seem to care about the amount of a V\/MM's involvement in the
church. RWB and SWB are moderately higher for the 56% of WMMs who are highly visible
and active in the work of the church (Table 22). Another 33% indicate only moderate in
volvement in the work of the church.
Table 1 9: Relationship of SWB toSocial Status/Life
Social/Financial Status
RWB EWB SWB
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Low 5.22 .70 4.56 .87 4.90 .72
Moderate 5.44 .60 5.00 .73 5.22 .61
High 5.58 .45 5.26 .72 5.45 .48
F and p < 9.96 .0001 26.51 0 21.73 0
Personal Social Life
Mix socially, in/out of
church 5.57 .50 5.14 .66 5.36 .52
Mainly socialize with
women of church 5.45 .60 4.99 .74 5.22 .60
Mainly socialize with few
chosen friends 5.22 .71 4.70 .78 4.97 .68
Seldom socialize, either
in or out of church 5.02 .68 4.39 .85 4.70 .71
F and p < 33.39 0 38.08 0 43.04 0
Table 20: Well-Being and Issues of Control
Personal Control
RWB E\NB SWB
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Personally control 5.52 .55 5.14 .64 5.34 .53
Husband controls 5.28 .66 4.60 .81 4.93 .68
Church people control 5.36 .59 4.29 .84 4.82 .66
Others control 4.91 .65 4.15 .81 4.52 .66
F and p < 29.94 0 70.13 0 60.53 0
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Table 21 : Well-Being and Conformity Vs Freedom
Ways of Relating
RWB EWB SWB
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Pressured to conform 4.85 .80 4.03 .93 4.40 .77
Somewhat pressured 5.21 .69 4.58 .76 4.90 .65
Mostly free to be myself 5.45 .58 5.00 .71 5.23 .59
Completely free to be myself 5.62 .50 5.31 .66 5.46 .52
F and p < 24.57 0 46.85 0 43.19 0
Table 22: Well-Being and Involvement in Church
See Yourself as WMM
RWB EWB SWB
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Wife; uninvolved in church work 5.33 .64 4.98 .79 5.16 .67
Low profile in work of church 5.16 .74 4.61 .86 4.88 .75
Moderately involved in work of
church 5.35 .60 4.82 .70 5.09 .58
Highly visible/active in work of
church 5.49 .60 5.04 .76 5.27 .63
F and p < 8.90 0 10.64 0 11.56 0
Cultural and Sexual Scripts
The WMM's RWB, EWB, and SWB are significantly higher if she (53%) or her hus
band (27%) write her cultural and sexual scripts rather than the church (12%). EWB is also
higherwhen she writes these scripts rather than her peers (Table 23).
Table 23: Well-Being andCultural andSexual Scripts
Cultural and Sexual Scripts
RWB EWB SWB
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Church Board, staff 5.24 .68 4.67 .82 4.95 .68
Community 5.23 .73 4.76 .97 5.02 .81
Husband 5.42 .56 4.92 .71 5.17 .59
Peers 5.37 .64 4.70 .93 5.02 .73
Self 5.43 .62 5.00 .75 5.22 .62
F and p < 2.93 .02 5.25 .001 4.79 .001
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Role as Pastor's Wife
WMMs who are fully involved in their husband's ministry either as co-pastor or team
worker, according to the way they perceive themselves (69.6%), exhibit significantly higher
RWB, EWB, and SWB than WMMs who see themselves as background supporter or unin
volved (Table 24; compare Tables 20 and 23).
Table 24: Well-Being andWMM's Role as Pastor's Wife
Role as Pastor's Wife
RWB EWB SWB
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Co-pastor 5.52 .59 4.99 .80 5.26 .65
Team worker 5.48 .56 5.04 .70 5.26 .56
Background supporter 5.26 .70 4.74 .83 4.99 .71
On-the-sidelines 5.01 .69 4.43 .81 4.73 .71
Uninvolved 5.17 .91 4.62 .66 4.73 .44
F and p < 10.93 0 11.09 0 13.50 0
WMMs Compared to Others
As expected, when WMMs compare themselves favorably with other WMMs or their
peers, they exhibit higher levels of well-being (Table 25). Similarly, if the congregation com
pares her favorably to the former minister's wife; think she is competent; and seem to like
her, then the WMM's well-being is significantly higher. The inverse relationship, however,
correlates negatively with her RWB, EWB, and SWB.
WMMs compared themselves favorably with their peers (73%) and with other
WMMs (68%). The churches' comparisons were favorable for 49% as over against the
fomierWMM. In that this group of respondents may be hesitant to compare themselves on
biblical grounds (Pauline teaching against people comparing themselves with others), this
response may be viewed as positive. Obviously higher levels ofwell-being correlate with
favorable comparisons.
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The Role of the Community
How much does the scope of a WMM's relationships beyond her family and church
influence herwell-being? Do additional relationships and responsibilities merely add to her
stress and, therefore, minimize herwell-being?
Time in Community
More than one-third ofWMMs (34.9%) spend no time weekly doing volunteer work
or sodalizing in the community. Nearly a fourth (24.4%), however, spend four or more
hours in such activity. RWB, EWB, and SWB are significantly associated with the amount
of time spent weekly in the community (Table 26). WMMs who spend no time reflect signifi
cantly lower levels of well-being than women who spend time in the community.
Table 25: Well-Being and Comparisons WMMs Make
Type of Comparison
RWB EWB SWB
Mean:
DV
Chi-
square P<Yes No Yes No Yes No
favorablywiXh other
WMMs 5.52 4.89 5.08 4.60 5.30 4.89 .68 98.12 0
unfavorablywUh other
WMMs 5.02 5.50 4.35 5.06 4.70 5.28 .19 134.07 0
favora/j//with peers 5.47 5.25 5.01 4.71 5.24 4.98 .73 33.37 0
unfavorablywith peers 4.93 5.45 4.07 4.99 4.51 5.22 .08 91.29 0
Church people favorably
with former minister's
wnfe
5.50 5.31 5.01 4.83 5.26 5.08 49 27.34 0
Church people unfa
vorablywith former min
ister's vAfe
5.03 5.43 4.24 4.97 4.65 5.20 .06 47.81 0
Congregation sees me
as competent 5.48 5.28 5.02 4.76 5.25 5.02 .65 32.34 0
Congregation likes me
very much 5.50 5.28 5.05 4.75 5.27 5.02 .60 42.26 0
Uncertain about whether
congregation likes me or
not
4.99 5.48 4.34 5.03 4.68 5.26 .15 110.18 0
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Friendships
The number of close friendships (someone "you enjoy being with, with whom you
can be yourself, and with whom you can share intimate secrets"), the distance lived from
these friends, and the number of hours spent weekly with these friends in "face-to-face"
and/or phone contact all relate significantly to the WMM's well-being (Table 27).
Table 26: Well-Being and Time SpentWeekly in Community
Time
RWB EWB SWB
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
None 5.32 .64 4.78 .80 5.05 .65
1-2 hours 5.44 .61 4.99 .74 5.22 .61
4-5 hours 5.46 .63 5.03 .79 5.24 .67
8 or more hours 5.47 .59 4.96 .72 5.22 .60
F and p < 3.03 .03 5.64 .01 5.16 .01
While the magnitude of the correlations is small, the direction of the correlation is, neverthe
less, significant with respect to the role of friends in the life of the WMM.
Table 27: Well-Being and Close Friendships
# of Friends
RWB EWB SWB
r P r P r P
Number of Friends .10 .01 .10 .02 .11 .01
Distance from Friends -.08 .02 -.07 .03 -.08 .02
Weel<ly Face-to-Face Contact .02 .49 .07 .04 .05 .13
Weekly Phone Contact .02 .47 .13 .0002 .09 .01
The more the number of close friends, the more likely is the WMM to experience
higher RWB, EWB, and SWB. The distance in miles between close friends is inversely re
lated to theirwell-being, however. That is, the farther a WMM lives from her dose friends,
the more likely is she to experience diminished well-being. Weekly face-to-face contact is
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not significantly related to RWB or SWB, but it is to EWB. Similarly weekly phone contact is
significantly related to EWB and SWB.
Absorptiveness
The degree to which a WMM becomes enmeshed in or absorbed by her feelings or
by her relationships associates significantly with her sense of well-being. If the WMM be
gins to feel constricted, for instance, about congregational expectations, or her time and
space, or the adequacy of boundaries between church and home, then her RWB, EWB,
and SWB are likely to decline (Table 28).
Or if the WMM senses that she is losing control of her life, whether in her marriage
because of competition with the church for her husband's time or because of the heavy
demands placed upon them as a couple, or she experiences pressure to conform to tradi
tion and/or expectations, then she is likely to suffer lowerwell-being as well.
Table 28: Well-Being and Absorptiveness
Area of "Absorptiveness"
RWB EWB SWB
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Insecurity about congregation's
expectations 5.19 .68 4.58 .82 4.78 .76
Insufficient time and space of our
own 5.35 .65 4.78 .76 5.08 .64
Boundaries between church
work/home r=.21 0 r=.36 0 r=.32 0
Competition between WMM and
church for husband's time r=-.18 0 r=-.31 0 r=-.27 0
Seldom feel in control of things in
my life 4.77 .68 3.88 .83 4.32 .70
Heavy demands on clergy couple r=-.11 .001 r=-.25 0 r=-.20 0
Pressured to confonn to tradi
tion/expectations 4.85 .80 4.03 .93 4.40 .77
Congregational expectations 5.17 .61 4.56 .75 4.88 .62
Others control me more than 1
control myself 4.91 .65 4.15 .81 4.52 .66
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As a woman's satisfaction with boundaries between church wori</home increases, so her EWB is
liicely to increase. As the sense of absorptiveness decreases, EWB increases.
Summary
A variety of factors were observed to conrelate significantly with a WMM's sense of
well-being: religious, existential, and spiritual.
Within Her Self
? If a WMM sees herself in control of her life, she reflects higher RWB, EWB, and SWB.
If she relates to others out of pressure to confonn to tradition and/or expectation, how
ever, she exhibits lower levels ofwell-being.
? WMMs exhibit higher levels of RWB, EWB, and SWB if they appreciated self, or were
satisfied with self at the time they left their family of origin. V\/ithin their family of origin
during childhood and adolescence, financial stress, frequent moves, perceived physical,
emotional, and/or sexual abuse for the WMM associate significantly with her present
well-being.
? V\/MMs who describe themselves as active, authentic, confident, gentle, helpful, honest,
kind, loving, patient, self-disclosing, significant, wholesome, and wise exhibit higher lev
els of RWB, EWB, and SWB than those who use negative descriptors.
? WMMs moving toward higher levels of relationship with God also are moving to higher
RWB, EWB, and SWB than other WMMs whose relationship with God is weak. WMMs
who think of themselves as theologically consen/ative versus theologically moderate
exhibit significantly higher RWB, EWB, and SWB.
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Within Her IVIarriage
? VMMs who experience any of seven stressors with the highest prediction of diminishing
theirwell-being reflect lower states of RWB, EWB, and SWB: level of current satisfac
tion with life itself, inability to cope with the stress of life, guilt and sometimes depression
because of the role of pastor's wife, current level of satisfaction with self, concem about
lack of self-fulfillment, and opinion of others. The highest stressor, guilt and depression,
was indicated specifically to grow out of her role.
? WMMs who are satisfied in their relationship with their husband exhibit higher levels of
RWB, EWB, and SWB and, also, describe the quality of the relationship as warm and
supportive.
? The amount of time that WMMs spend with their husband, the meaningfulness of the
interaction during that time, and tiie content of tiie interaction all contribute both to tiie
overall quality of tiie mamage, satisfaction with the marriage, and ultimately to RWB,
EWB, and SWB.
Within HerWork
? WMMs who are employed outside tiie home exhibit higher EWB and SWB to the de
gree ttiat tiiey feel satisfaction witii their role. Their satisfaction appears to be higher if
tiieir employment relates to their education, training, or previous experience.
? When tiie congregation is dissatisfied vwtii the WMM's employment outside tiie home,
she shows lower EWB and SWB.
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Within the Congregation
? WMMs experience diminished well-being if they feel frequent criticism; disapproval from
the congregation; fear of being fully human; insecurity about congregational expecta
tions; that they have insufficient time and space of their own; lack of freedom to share
personally; longing for personal pastoral care; pressure to be perfect; pressure to fix
congregational problems; unappreciated in spite of hard work; and unwanted.
? WMMs exhibit higher RWB, EWB, and SWB if they perceive that their church has pro
vided adequately for such things as life insurance, medical insurance, pension plan,
professional conferences, and salary. They also fare better when receiving certain
kinds of help: pastoral care by the church; district support and/or in-service training; in
formal, not-for-credit study programs; ministers' wives support group; and personal
counseling.
? WMMs who serve as volunteer Bible study leaders, counselors, in-home social host
esses, and visitors exhibit greater RWB, EWB, and SWB than WMMs who serve in
other areas more typical of "feminine" work.
? WMMs who view themselves as occupying higher socio-economic status and/or who
socialize with men and women both in and out of the church reflect higher levels of well-
being than otherWMMs.
? When the congregation views the small children of the clergy couple as a priority for
them, WMMs experience higherwell-being. Conversely, if the congregation relates to
the couple's small children in critical and disapproving ways, they are likely to exhibit
lower RWB, EWB, and SWB. A similar pattern holds with respect to teenage children
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except for their RWB which does not correlate significantly with the congregation's be
havior toward teen children.
? WMMs who are highly visible and active in the work of their church or moderately in
volved reflect higherwell-being than WMMs who maintain a low profile or are unin
volved in the work of the church. In fact, WMMs whose congregations think of them as
"co-pastor" or "team worker" fare much better than WMMs who are seen as background
supporters, on-the-sidelines, or uninvolved.
? Not surprisingly, WMMs who compare themselves favorably with other WMMs orwith
their peers exhibit higherwell-being. A similar pattern holds when the congregation
compares the WMM favorably with the former minister's wife, when they view the WMM
as competent, when they like her. If a WMM feels uncertain aboutwhether or not the
congregation likes her, herwell-being tends to suffer.
Within the Community
? WMMs who spend no time in the community reflect significantly lower levels of well-
being than those who do, and their RWB, EWB, and SWB levels are associated with
the amount of time spent weekly in the community.
? WMMs experience higher RWB, EWB, and SWB with increased number of dose
friends, particularly if they are in dose proximity. Face-to-face contact conrelates with
EWB, and phone contact with EWB and SWB.
? WMMs who feel constrictions about congregational expectations, time and space, or
adequate boundaries between church and home experience a dedine in their RWB,
EWB, and SWB. Similarly, a sense of loss of control of her life, or the experience of
pressure to conform to tradition or expectations will likely lower her well-being.
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CHAPTER 5
Discussion
The giftedness and calling of C&MA ministers prompted them to train and to make
themselves accountable through ordination to one of the 40 districts in the United States.
Their ministry involves life with and in a community of faith, and accompanying most of them
in this life has been a woman of faith~the WMM. All of their relationships within this faith
community, and the evolving roles related to each, have deep roots in Christian thought and
practice growing out of orthodox Christianity. The dynamic of belief in God the Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit sparics the movement toward wholeness orwell-being in these
individuals and the community as a whole.
The women married to these ministers were surveyed in order to determine their
spiritual well-being and their overall well-being within the domains of their self, maniage,
woric, church, and community. Survey items were chosen on the basis of theirweight in the
literature. An 89 item survey was sent to each WMM. Along with 69 researcher-designed
items, the 20 item Spiritual Well-Being Scale, designed by Ellison and Paloutzian, was
used. Findings from 1 ,003 surveys were subjected to analysis and the following
conclusions drawn.
Unique pressures exist for the WMM, according to many research-based and casual
comments on their situation, but the WMM in the C&MA appears to have handled these
pressures without serious damage to her overall state of well-being. The population
surveyed seems to reflect a sense ofwell-being, or, in Campbell's terms, satisfaction or
happiness (57), and her image of herself as a WMM appears to be one of significance
(SWBS).
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Because of the self-assessment of the respondents, the findings seem valid: 81 %
of them see themselves as honest, and 54% as authentic. Honesty was their highest
characteristic chosen from a list of descriptive adjectives. Self-denial or avoidance of reality
could have been present, however, because of a human need to appear well. Self-
knowledge or awareness was not on the adjective list, so for that reason there could be
skewing due to some unreality or lack of self-awareness.
A more thorough exploration of the entity "God's call" for the ministerial couple could
have strengthened this study, perhaps, because the survey reveals it to have played a
major part in directing their lives. Each individual WMM probably considers herself to be
called to live a holy life, and most have felt called to minister with and to her husband in the
sense of being set apart to sen/e the church. The theological underpinnings of that sacred
call through the Word, church leadership, and personal persuasion would include a
mandate to trust and obey loving God throughout the period of followership in ministry.
Their life is characterized by tmst in God's care and obedience to the dictates of
Scripture and the Church. Their high level of acceptance of life's trials or, at least, greater
extemal pressure to accept hard things as part of ministry may explain some of their overall
well-being quotient. Whether their intemal capacity to cope was higher or the factor of rising
to meet the expected challenges of the role determined the well-being may only be
conjectured from this study.
The WMM's sense of "real purpose for her life," and a resulting sense of
significance rates among the highest scores on the SWBS Scale (Item E10). A correlation
between this sense of purpose and what she presently values in her role must exist. The
sense of call may explain some of her purposefulness, and the choice to serve with the
C&MA, because of it's strong focus on missions may be another element. (The C&MA from
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its founding has claimed its distinctive mission to be to "take the Gospel to the ends of the
earth.") In general, the existence of a call and a strong purpose in life provides the ministry
with a uniqueness when compared to other professions. More specifically, however, the
757 who indicated that they "feel a real purpose in live" may have strong allegiance to the
CMA's Mission Statement.
Were the CMA's emphasis on evangelism and church planting in the unreached
parts of the world to diminish, the sense of purpose for WMMs may be influenced
negatively. This central motivation toward something beyond and greater than themselves
has been a touchstone-actually, a reflection of God's love for the world.
The gestalt of this group of WMMs was one of support more than assertion. For
example, their most frequent response in a conflict situation was to listen (33%) or to help in
some way (21%). Few indicated more active roles such as healing or trouble shooting
(Question 34). This mode is further demonstrated in Question 61 about what role they see
themselves to hold. 55% described themselves as team workers (sharing in ministry as
any otherwoman in the congregation might), and 27% as background or behind-the-scenes
supporter. The higher the WMM's profile in the work of the church, whether in volunteer
activities or direct ministry with her husband, the healthier her sense of well-being.
Three Principle Elements ofWell-Being
Self-efficacy, clarity in role expectation, and the importance of interpersonal intimacy
emerge as three principle elements in a state of well-being for this group of WMMs.
Theories of personhood within these themes were each based on assumptions drawn from
an integra-tion of theology and psychology, and are meant to be thoroughly Biblical. The
available literature recycled the themes through various lens and the employment of varied
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temninology. Survey findings from the WMIVI's responses will be discussed under these
three themes, and additional conclusions about finance, time, and activities will conclude
the work.
Self-Efficacy
The self-efficacious WMM, a woman with a clearly defined sense of self, has a
better overall profile of existence in each domain: with her self, in her marriage, with her
work, and in her church and community. The higher the respondent's control of her own
destiny in each of her life settings, the greater her sense of well-being appears to be. An
exploration of her self on leaving her family of origin and her current feelings about herself
when explored by the sun/ey left an impression of the value of the WMM's individuation for
herwell-being. An application of Family Systems theory to increase differentiation for the
minister and his wife would seem advantageous.
A sense of personal control and influence over her own life with freedom to explore
her growing self correlates with a WMM with a higher sense of well-being than one who is
controlled by others in her environment. Control in the choice of a role beyond that of wife,
allowing for multiple roles, even if the roles require servitude, appears key to her EWB in
particular. If employed, her identity, sometimes lost in the supportive role ofWMM, may be
strengthened because of the control and influence through competency which she has in
her place of employment.
Because a self-efficacious WMM can personally influence her husband and
members of the congregation to their own heightened sense ofwell-being, she will find
even more opportunities to select the environments for her sen/ice. Giving emotional space
to these significant others sun-ounding her may allow her more room for her development
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toward individuality. In otherwords, her efforts toward the personal enhancement of others
in her home and church can have mental health benefits for her. Stripped of stereotypes of
the WMM, the church can be a place of empowerment for all, freeing the ministerial family
and the families of the congregation to give care to and serve each other more fully. A true
faith community, shaped in the model of the Trinity, will be a healthy family system rather
than a dysfunctional one. Within this Godly system, full acceptance and the empowering of
each person through open and loving relationships will foster mutual building and calling
forth of each individual.
WMM's sufficient control over her environment and activities reflects in higher overall
well-being. Personal control, freedom to be herself, and to write her own cultural and sexual
scripts are associated with higher spiritual well-being. An example emerges in the type of
volunteer activities that appear to provide the highest sense of well being: Bible study
leader, counseling, social hostess in the home, and visitation. Control within these activities
may be the determining element, because she has greater freedom to express herself, to
take leadership, and to determine the parameters of the activity. Wisdom and knowledge
seem operative as well. If she has a call to ministry, these activities may allow her greater
expression of the spiritual gifts of leadership.
The WMM's choice of lifestyle due to her stated theological foundations is
associated with a sense of well-being. The experiential reality of a woman in control,
chosen by God and having chosen to live for and imitate Christ, is a reality of radical grov\rth
toward completeness orwholeness. Being liberated to determine for herself the way to be,
having only the constraints of Scripture in contrast to a prescribed, more "how to" approach
to life, the contemporary WMM can be more whole than her historical counterparts.
Robinson, Shaver and Wrightsman's predication about the importance of self-efficacy, one
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of the "strongest links to global well-being," seems evident from this survey. Personal
control and higher levels ofwell-being correlate (69).
As mentioned earlier, the C&MA's high priority to remain with its original purpose for
existence, to be a missions organization, greatly influenced the choice of the WMM in this
study to align with the C&MA. One explanation may tie to personal control needs. The
serving and sacrificing aspect of her role may not seem demeaning, because of her choice
to commit to this perceived noble cause of worid evangelization. The submission of her will
to Christ's Lordship and His woric in the worid was her choice, and may enhance her sense
ofwell-being. Making her own choices, the self-efficacious woman, according to Propst,
owns one of the best predictors of psychological health (Propst 536). A second-hand or
bon-owed motivation may not yield the same personal sense ofwell-being.
The WMM's family value system will affect what she views as important If the
WMM was not nurtured in the church in her eariy years, or influenced by a social service
institution of any kind, she may not place a high value on altruism. Any expectation for her
to serve others while sacrificing personally may cause her inner tunnoil, and lower her
sense of well-being. Johnnson's model of "yielding personal ambition to the will and
guidance of the Lord" may be difficult for her (7). In this case, the global mission's thnjst
and even service expectations in the local congregation could be deleterious to her sense
of well-being, particulariy in the existential realm.
Growth and change for such a WMM, either at the level of preparation for ministry or
through in-ministry teaming experiences, should be attempted. Modeling through
biographies, actual mentoring with accountability, spiritual fonnation through direction
programs, and interaction in contrived ministry settings are some of the means for help.
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One conjecture about the high profile of self-efficacious women that this study has
surfaced relates to the 49% of WMMs in the C&MA who did not respond. The 51% who
responded appeared to present a self-efficacious mode of being. Perhaps, the more
passive and resigned WMMs, those whose self-efficacy is weak (referred to as "many" who
are in a negative state in the literature), have been the ones who did not respond to the
survey.
The final survey question about the best possible life five years ago, at present, and
five years ahead reflects a progression and hope of growth. This population ofWMMs does
not seem to be depressed about their continuing growth from the past, into the present, and
beyond in relation to theirwell-being. They project a positive sense of control into the
future. Practical theology's desired end is progress toward greaterwholeness and higher
self-respect with the natural outflow of these being great love.
Role Expectations
High expectations are undeniably a primary consideration in discussing the life of a
minister and his wife. Pearson and the Maces suggest that it is principally this that
determines their uniqueness. Nearly one-fourth of the respondents on the sun/ey felt an
"insecurity about congregation's expectations," and 14% a "pressure to be perfect, or
placed on a pedestal." In-service training and informal study programs may help in sorting
out realistic expectations. Further, help in developing pastoral competencies to better meet
expectations could reduce strain.
If role strain is the leading stress factor forWMMs, clarity of role and the ability for
the pastor and his wife to detennine their mutual roles inaeases well-being. "Untriangling"
of minister, WMM, and congregational role expectations by clarifying goals, tasks, and time
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management must be a major and ongoing activity of all three: pastor, congregational
leader, and the WMM. The "surrogate clergy" and "super persons" described by Oswald
(43), and the "fishbowl" existence described by Hunt (25) must be obliterated by better
communication to "unlock the triangle" (Whybrew).
To prevent a triangle rather than unlock one would be preferred and preserve a
sense of well-being. Entry time for a new pastor is a prime time for negotiation vwth the the
persons involved regarding expected roles and relationships. WMMs need to be inter
viewed at the time of her husband's ordination as well as at the time of a local church
pastoral search, in order that all of the agendas are as clear as possible.
Garrett's proposal that the WMM may experience conflict in their role obligations to
God, the local church, and the denomination has not surfaced specifically in the findings
(Moberg 80). Note, however, that the primary reason that 91% of their husbands are
ministers was the call of God, and yet at present 65% find the ministry enjoyable and
personally fulfilling, while 28% only moderately so. Though the reporting was done by tiieir
wives, tills discrepancy may reflect some role conflict for him and will undoubtedly affect her
sense of security.
The implications of a belief tiiat God is the initiator of tiie minister's role tiirough his
initial call, and, tiierefore, her role could create strain when the congregation or national
office of tiie denomination do not affirm tiieirways of ministering. The assumption tiiat
some represented in this survey may not be fully affirmed grows out of the wives' response
tiiat "ministi^ is only moderately enjoyable." To wori< very hard and attempt to sen/e a
congregation underGod's leading sets tiie couple up to expect success and congregational
approval. When such is not forthcoming, botii God and tiie congregation may seem to
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have left them down. In fact, the low feeling states indicated when 12 % checked "feeling
unappreciated in spite of my hard work", also resulted in lowered states of well-being.
Satisfaction with husband/wife roles was the highest of six zones of satisfaction
from which she chose (boundaries between work/home, communication, leisure activities,
pastoral care plan, and family privacy). One might suppose that her security in her role and
the positive boundary negotiation between husband and wife leading to clarity of roles
conrelates positively with SWB. "Pooriy defined role boundaries" warned about by Kunst
(208) were mled out as problematic in their marriage by this survey.
When WMMs were asked about their cunrent satisfaction with aspects of life, life in
the church ranked fifth of seven possible choices. Life as a WMM was third, while manied
life and life itself were first and second. Could role strain be the detennining piece in her
lower satisfaction in the realm of church, while the clear boundaries in husband and wife
roles influenced a higher sense ofwell-being in the manied life realm? The strain of
responsibility without power to make a difference, periiaps, or the strain of ambiguity about
appropriate responses to problem areas could result in church role discomfort.
Interpersonal Intimacy
The WMM's spiritual well-being has been enhanced by experiences and life
situations allowing for maximal interpersonal intimacy. Accompanying this, a capadty for
interpersonal intimacy in the individual WMM may be due to her sense of spiritual well-
being. Hands and Fehr's trilogy of intimacy with God, self, and others relating to a person's
spiritual wholeness sets self-appreciation, interpersonal intimacy, and intimacy with God as
variables for a study such as this.
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God in His being and replicated in these ministry persons is the source of self-
knowledge and development toward wholeness, and this will be revealed within the intimacy
of relationships. The supernatural element atwork within the Church for enhancing intimacy
is bom out of God's heart. Out of the rich matrix of worship and instruction (a state of
intimacy with God and self), fellowship, and service will grow and interpersonal intimacy
flourish. The woric setting for the ministry family is different in this sense from the setting for
other professionals.
Moving outside the wori< setting for relationships and play seems prescribed from
the survey results. Those who related outside of their role and responsibility to each other
and, also, to friends outside the circle of their local church seemed to benefit significantly
enough that intentional ways of causing such to happen should be sought and stressed in
in-service programs and in ministry preparation courses.
The depth and breadth of the WMM's relationships impact her SWB significantly
enough to call for some intentionality in the lives ofWMMs. The value of at least one
supportive person and group outside the direct ministry milieu resides in the opportunity for
the WMM to get different readings of her self. Especially in settings of mutuality and
transparency, where she experiences the absence of threat due to power issues, the WMM
may see and evaluate her self and then move to process transformation toward health and
growth. Jordan and Merrifield's process concept (91), indicates the essential of group
interaction, fonnal and informal, for such to occur. WMM's written comments included
requests for free counseling, more support from foisted others, and a networic of
empathizers, so evidence of their sense of need suri'aced. More natural and regular
channels for fellowship and infomnal mentoring were implied.
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Maloney and Hunt's theory that clergy marriages are strengthened when the
network of friendships exists within and without the church, can probably be supported by
this research. One certain finding was the positive relationship of marital intimacy, as well
as at least one deep friendship to the SWB of the WMM. The existence of several close
supportive friends, thus preventing isolation and loneliness, reveals elevated levels of SWB.
The confiding pattems of the clergy couple raises a practical, ethical question. One
might ask whether those who talk about everything (which would suggest church concems
and other person's issues) feel greater existential stress than those who eliminate a
discussion of church confidences. To entertain woric-related personnel issues in the context
of their home and the intimacy of the marriage relationship, especially about things over
which the WMM has little control, would seem to add to potential strain. Her level of
awareness of confidential matters without accompanying authority to intervene may
heighten her anxiety.
In contradiction to the Riley and Eckenrode study about friendship, financial ease,
and higher status, these WMMs reflect healthy pattems in friendship (Bamett, Biener, and
Baruch 258). Though the overall perception owned by the WMM is not of high social status,
and though it would seem that the salaries are in the moderate to low range, it remains that
a high friendship quotient seems to exist in this group and to contribute to their well-being.
Interpersonal Intimacy and Sense of Self. The WMMs who have gathered nega
tive information about themselves from others' reactions to them and their interpretation of
these (Schwalbe and Staples' "reflected appraisals," and "social comparisons") are un
doubtedly suffering from fractured self-esteem. Especially, if their self-observations were
also negative, these women need significant others, either friends or counselors, and a
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support group to transform their low self-esteem, which is a major detemninant of a sense of
well-being (158). Especially those whom Bimbaum and GIaz called the "family-oriented"
WMM need such a network to prevent loneliness leading to depression.
The need to unmask and be listened to regularly seems basic, but unfortunately, the
hurting WMM may view any effort on the part of an official arm of the church as contrived,
ineffective help. Her resistance to this kind of help may invalidate any intervention. Further,
Rosenberg's "psychological centrality principle" proposes that the woman herself
determines what will work best for her healing in a situation where she has been wounded.
For those who feel that they compare unfavorably with otherWMMs, the former
minister's wife, or their peers, and who feel the perception of the church is that they are
incompetent or feel unliked, there has been damage to their sense of wholeness. Any one
of these negative readings has destructive power in the life of a WMM with low self-esteem.
Regular efforts toward building the WMM's self-image through competency-based ministry
and life skills education and personal spiritual formation should be made by the local church
and the district or Division of Church Ministries.
One worker suggested that being defined by negatives (what one can't do or v\/hat
one doesn't have which calls for pity), has the effect of negating self-worth. If this is true
public statements are critical to their overall well-being. The attitudes expressed through
exclusive language in conferences and councils should be checked. If more confining or
controlling statements regarding women's gifts and opportunities for their use are made, the
spiritual well-being ofWMMs may reflect a decrease.
The meaning to one WMM of "completely free to be myself could vary from
another's reality of that state, nevertheless, the higher level of EWB for those who have this
sense suggests the importance of promoting that climate within the church at large. The
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theologi-cally-based assumption made about this devout, dedicated group is that the self
being accepted and in this state of freedom is a redeemed and sanctified self. This
freedom from constraints of tradition and comparisonwith others or other's preferences
could, if absent, lead tOo hypocrisy as she acts the way she does out of a sense of ought.
Thus, the more she is released to be her fully redeemed self, the more the WMM should
experience higher levels of well-being.
The WMM's role, being a people-centered one, requires qualities such as
gentleness, helpfulness, kindness and patience, because she is serving many types of
persons, each with a distinctive agenda. In order for the reactions of the congregation to be
positive and, thus, non-stressful for the WMM, her smooth interpersonal skills are vital. The
high scoring of those qualities would seem to con-elate with the high scoring in positive
congregational response, and both would influence the level of SWB. When the
congregation appears to be dissatisfied about her paid employment, she may submit to
their opinions in order to maintain good relationships.
Another triangle, the congregation, the WMM, and her children has implications for
SWB. Within the cnjcible of family intimacy, the WMM experiences higherwell-being if the
congregation significantly relates to her children. Kind involvement with and affirmation of
them was the WMM's principle choice of the way for a congregation to be. Six-hundred-
and-six of the respondents had children still living at home. With respect to what concems
the WMM much of the time, concem for children was the highest. The survey did not allow
a check for possible lowered strain for those who do not have children (Banjch and Bamett
126).
One helpful correlation to explore would seem to be that between the sense of self
on leaving the family of origin and the sense of self reflected from congregational or peer
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appraisal at the time of the survey. Though many factors could cause the erosion of a
sense of self, intimacy within the community of grace should always build up the ministry
persons. Favorites are not part of this ideal profile, and preferential treatment in the
churches for overseas workers asserted by several of the WMMs to be present in the
C&MA would suggest inequity.
Counseling to Enhance Relationships. Raybum suggested that WMM's avoid or
are defensive in counseling (66). However, 14.4% indicated that they sought or the church
provided personal counseling. Though Raybum's profile of resentment due to heavy,
unrealistic role expectations, and the absence of emotional and spiritual rewards of their
own was not the profile reflected specifically in the survey, several spontaneous comments
on the sun/eys bear noting.
The high level of "anger and frustration" that Minirth felt he saw in WMMs also did
not emanate from this sun/ey, though three respondents who were forced to move from
their church remain angry and bitter. They indicated the need for greater support. One
WMM, a former National Office director's wife, wrote that generally her peers were needy,
distancing from the role and from help. Perhaps expressions of anger are not felt to be
acceptable from women in this role, and this concemed peer's description pictures another
fomn of "acting out"-distancing from the role or internalizing the anger.
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Commodities influencing Well-Being
Moving to a more practical, life management realm, the presence of money and
time seem to correlate with personal well-being for the WMMs.
Financial Issues
Some observations from the survey may suggest the importance of an adequate
salary to this group. The sun/ey revealed that WMMs' SWB was associated with higher
pastoral salaries. When responding to the adequacy of the church's care in the area of
salary, 51.3% responded positively. Of the 652 who are employed, however, 319 stated
that their primary reason was to eam needed income for basic living expenses (such as
food, clothing, and insurance). 73.1% are within the $10 to $40 thousand per year salary
range. Alleman asserted from his study ofWMMs that 62% were making financial sacrifices
(1 14). An unspoken expectation may exist that the ministry family is supposed to live
sacrificially. Five unsolicited criticisms were written in about the low status and low wage for
ministers.
Finandal resources place among the top three of the list of items most dearly
related to global well-being (Robinson, Shaver, and Wrightsman 69). According to
Campbell, good financial care relieves strain which would othenwise bode negatively for
well-being (59). In this study, significantly higherwell-being was exhibited by the 82% of
WMMs who saw themselves in moderate to high sodal and finandal status.
Looking at this particular group's finandal indicators, a first obsen/ation is that
finandal crisis in the childhood or adolescence of a WMM was their number one trauma.
Another indicator in the financial area was about finances coupled with their educational
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attainment. Their peers with a comparable education are probably earning more, and this
could affect the WMM's sense of worth, especially if her sense of significance is low.
In the early years of the C&MA, biographies of workers have implied a high degree
of sacrifice for the sake of the missionary endeavor. Along with the pressure to encourage
their congregations to give to missions, ministers and their families were dependent in many
cases on the "free will offerings" of the people. A fair salary for each ministerwas not
expected. Conclusions about the present concem over money would surely point first to a
felt need for security both now and into the retiral years. Good financial planning is a high
value in American society. It follows that respect for the ministry would be tied to a certain
ability to plan financially and maintain a comparative level of living. Some may accuse the
clergy of "cultural lift" and "upward mobility" pattems rather than living sacrificially, but this
sun/ey does hot reflect inordinate salaries or demands.
Materialism, though tempting for most people, would not seem to be any more tme
for the minister's family. On a recent talk show, London gave an average salary for pastors
(includes housing and benefits) to be $30,000 a year or $16 a day. According to London,
because 100,000 churches have under 50 members, a substantial salary is a challenge for
a congregation. Approximately 32% of those responding to the C&MA sun/ey were in a
congregation under 75 and another 30% under 150.
Time Concerns
Time pressure looms as a thief of well-being in most literature about the lives of the
WMMs. The WMMs in this sun/ey chose "insufficient time and space of our own" to be the
top negative feeling at present. Their RWB, EWB, and SWB were each negatively
impacted by this feeling. Also, competition between the church and the WMM for her
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husband's time causes her stress to the point of influencing her well-being. More real,
though not examined in particular in the sun/ey, may be the harm of lack of worship
opportunities together as a couple. They may suffer by indequate opportunities to worship
together and be ministered to by someone else.
Remaining Concerns
Mutuality in Growth Toward Wholeness
One-hundred-and-ten WMMs indicated that the overall sense in their lives now was
moderately dissatisfying. Another concem relates to the husband's personal wholeness.
Thirty reported that their husband is unhealthy and 104 vacillate between health and
dysfunction at least 80% of the time. Significant correlation was found between the
husband's personal wholeness and the WMM's SWB (particularly her EWB), and, thus,
total personal care for pastors should be a priority. Having a spiritual authority in place with
whom to be accountable, especially related to the spiritual disciplines which embrace the
whole of his life, must be viewed as vital for the minister in the 1990s. Only 249 WMM's
implied that they were fully fulfilled and satisfied, and one of the keys may be found in the
minister's personal need for improved well-being.
Pilgrim Mentality and Health
Part of the preparation in training and readiness for ministry should relate to the
minister and family as pilgrims rather than settlers. Impermanence in the lives of the
minister and WMMs has potential for strain. Transition adjustments were relatively stressful
for 47.7% of WMMs. Given the reality that moves are a big part of ministry, resilience for
the ministry couple is paramount. One could surmise that there was residual strain for the
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15.2% who either saw their moves as major crises or hoped they wouldn't have to move
again.
The focus in this discussion on permanence, a secure financial package, adequate
time, and pastoral care may lead the Church to think of the clergy as demanding and more
me-centered. WMMs in the C&MA are not necessarily more selfish than WMMs of the past.
The changes in society have influenced their mind-set on entering the ministry, but, when
challenged in spiritual areas such as ultimate relinquishment of rights and possessions, they
are a committed group ofwomen overall. The C&MA needs to acknowledge the great
value of WMMs to the denomination in even more specific ways. Formal and ceremonial
ways of recognizing their value and roles is advised.
Future Research
Future research with this same group of WMMs could be done on their spirituality.
Levels of spirituality, explored more at present, possibly due to a renewed focus on spiritual
formation programs, would require a more predse measurement of spiritual responses and
practices than was done with the SWBS. Because this group of WMMs did not fit the
profile suggested by others of WMMs being in pain, a sad group, angry and fmstrated, a
confidential personal interview of about 200 of the population may be helpful. Listening for
the surfacing of elements of emotional pain and spiritual distress could produce a totally
different set of findings.
Another vital study could be done on the differing profiles of WMMs in the C&MA in
three stages of ministry: eariy, middle, and later, or three periods of their lives, young adult,
middler, and later adult. Spedal focus on differing expectations and value systems should
be interesting and helpful.
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The gestalt of this group would most lilcely match that of other groups with similar
purpose and doctrine (holiness, evangelistic, missionary, for instance). Therefore, any
future research that builds on this survey would need to consider the distinct theological
position in approaching WMMs.
Challenging any fixed systems in the Church which could be detrimental to the
wholeness of the WMM must be the task of Church leaders. Any ecclesiastical system
which limits one race or gender from expressing their gifts is flawed. The leadership of such
a system should, in love and humility, expose that system to the way and wisdom of the
cross and resurrection.
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APPENDIX 1
''Women Married to Ministers'' (WMM) Survey
INSTRUCTIONS: This survey of women married to ministers in The Christian and Missionary Alliance [WMMs] is a
companion study to fee Pastor's Kids Survey out of the President's Office. The study is designed to assess the weU-being of
women in this role in six broad areas: spiritual, the self, work, marriage, church, and community. Would you help me to do this
by taking approximately 40 minutes to complete the following survey? Your personal response will remain anonymous. An
overall profile will follow the survey which may assist our churches to better understand and respond to your needs. Thank you
very much.
Age:
# duldren:
# yeaismanied tominister
?
Your ethnicity:
I I 1. Afiican/American
I I 2. Asian
I I 3. Caucasian
I I 4. Hispanic
I I 5. Native American
I I 6. Other
[v'] file box beside the following statementvtUdi best describes
yourcurrent 6mily situation:
I I 1. Married couple untferiOwithout anydiildren
j I 2. Manied couple over JOwithout aity children
I I 3. Manied couplewith oldest diild in presdKX)!
I I 4. Manied couplewith oldest diild in grades K-12
I I 5. Manied couplewith oldest child in college
I I 6. Manied couplewith all children grown and living
independailly
I I 7. OthCT:
\/] file size oftfae community in your diuidi is located:
I i 1. Greata-fiian 100,000
I I 2. 50,000-100,000
I I 3. 25,000- 49,999
I I 4. 24,999 or less
['''] the average Sundaymoming attendance ofyour p-esent
churdi:
I I 1. Uiider75
I I 2. 75-150
I I 3. 151-400
I I 4. 401 or more
10.
11.
12.
13.
What is the dominantdhnic con:;x}sition ofyour congregatirai?
Please ['^] one:
?
?
?
I I 4. Hispanic
I I 5. Native American
?
1. Afiican/American
2. Asian
3. Caucasian
6. Ottia-
[>Qtbe length oftime you have been at this church:
I I 1. Less than 1 year
I I 2. 1-3 years
I I 3. 4-7 years
I I 4. Syeaisormore
Howmany full-timeministerial staff(i.e., non-clerical, nm-
custodial), including your husband, serve yourpresent dmrdi?
['''] eac/jofthe following items whidimotivate you to want to
workwitfi fileC&MA:
I I 1. Doctrinal beliefe
I I 2. Missionary program
I I 3. Peisonal fiiendships
I I 4. Po^sonalhisbxyaiidtraditicn
['^] the fresr descripticxi ofyour current relationshq>withGod:
I I 1. Dynamic and growing.
I I 2. Stable but consistod.
I I 3. Weak and needing rqjair.
Within the local diurdimy husband serves, on a theological
continuum, I viewmyselfas. . . ([�^] one):
I I 1. theologically conservative.
I I 2. theologicallymoderate.
I I 3. theologicaUy progressive.
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14. The duiixdimyhusband past(ss,vv4ienc(H:pared to the C&MA 19.
asawlmle, seems. . . ([*'] one):
I I 1. Geologically conservative.
I I 2. theologicallymoderate.
I I 3. theologically iTOgressive.
15. From the follovwng list, [�^] each feelingwliidi fits you now:
I I 1. Criticized fiequently.
I I 2. Disqjprovalfiomcongregatioa
I I 3. Fearofbeingfiillyhumaa
I I 4. Insecurity about congregation's ejqjectations.
I I 5. InsufSdent time and space ofour own
I I 6. Lade offieedom to share personallywith congregatioa
?
20.
7. Lmgingfa'peiscHial pastoral care.
I I 8. Pressure to be perfect, or placed on a pedestal
I I 9. Pressure to fixthe congregation's problems.
I I 10.Unappreciated in spite ofmy hardwork.
I I U.Unwantedhoe.
16. [^] hi^iest level ofeducation attained:
I I 1. Less thanhi^sdiool graduate
I I 2. Hi^sdiool diploma
I I 3. Some college cr specialized training
I I 4. BA7B.S. degree
I I 5. Some graduate courseworic
I I 6. MATM-SVMDiv., etc. degree
I I 7. Doctoral degree OT more 21.
17. [^] your husband's current annual pastcial salary (including housing
allowaiKe):
I I 1. Under $10,000
I I 2. $10,000-25,000
I I 3. $25,000-39,999
I I 4. $40,000-59,999
I I 5. $60,000OThi^ 22.
18. [^] your typical dailymental/emoticHial tone:
I I 1. very positive, daily zest
I I 2. moderately positive overall
I I 3. moderately negatives overall
I I 4. very negative, depressed
Using the scale provided, write a number in each boxwticfa
describes your present level ofsatisfaction in the designated area:
^Highly satisfied
5=Moderat^ satisfied
4=Satisfied
3=Dissatisfied
2-Moderatdy dissatisfied
l=Highly dissatisfied
I I 1. Boundaries between wOTk/hcme
I I 2. Communication withmy husband
I I 3. Husband/wife roles inmymarriage
I I 4. Leisure activities
I I 5. Pastoral care formy husband andme
I I 6. Privacy for femily
['''] eac/i itemwWdi was true ofyou during your
diildhood/adolescence:
I I 1. Death ofparenfsurrogate parent 6^re your
adolescence
I I 2. Death ofparent/surrogate parent rfKnng your
adolescence
I I 3. Father often absent during childhood
I I 4. Financial stress in nuclear family
I I 5. Frequentmoves
I I 6. Major illness (your own)
I I 7. Parents divorced
I I 8. Perceived fiiysical, emotional, and/or sexual abuse
I I 9. Hiysically challenged
I 1 10. Sdwol aisis
[v^] the one&ctoruiiich you consider to be your husband's
pn/nor^ reascHi for being aChristianminist^
I I 1. Family influence
I I 2. God'scall
I I 3. Love ofpeople
I I 4. Natural/^iritual gifling
I I 5. Prestige
['>^] the one itanvtUcli2>e.st reflects how your husband
curroitly feels abouthisministry:
I I 1. Enjoysministry and finds it persraiallyfiilfilling.
I I 2. Moderately enjoys the day-4o^yre^x�sibilitiesof
ministiy.
I I 3. Feels ambivalent about and unsatisfiedwith his role as
a pastor.
I I 4. Seldom agoysministiy and wants to leave the
pastoate.
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[>''] the one itemwhidi best describes how you currently feel
about your husband'sbeing in the niiinistry:
I I 1. Enjoyministry and wouldn't want to do anything else.
I I 2. Moderately enjoyministry thou^ find it difficult at
times.
I I 3. Feel desperate to leaveministiy.
Using the scale provided, write a number in each box wliidi best
reflects the level ofstress for yourmaniage posed by that item:
l=Notat an stressful
2=Almost no stress
3=Somewhat stressful
4=Moderat^ stressful
5=Highly stressful
I I 1. Competition between the diuidi andme for his time.
I I 2. Fears aboutmy husband's pastoral relationshipswith
other women.
I I 3. Feeling ofinadequacy aboutmy abilityto be a good
wife.
I I 4. Guih and sometimes depression because ofthe role of
"pastOT'swife."
I I 5. Inabilityto cope with the stress oflife.
I I 6. Lack ofcommunication between us.
I I 7. Lade ofinlerest on part in his work.
I I 8. Lackofinlerestonto partinwhatldo.
I I 9. Moving often fixjm one pastorate to another.
I I 10.Unfeir criticism and heavy demands on us both.
? ..J
?
I I 13. Other, please list
27.
1.Unmet emotional needs fixim each other.
12. Unmet sexual needs film each cither.
[�^] the box beside the statementwhidiiesrdesaibes the quality
ofyourpresait relationship with your husband:
I I 1. Warm and suppcrtive.
I I 2. Satisfectory and improving
I I 3. Unsatis&ctoiy butWOTking on it
. Cool and distant
[�^] the box beside the statement vAadi describes youroverall
satis&ctionwith yourmarriage relationship:
I I 1. Very satisfied overall
I I 2. Scmievihat satisfied
I I 3. Somewhat dissatisfied
I I 4. Very dissatisfied overall
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
Approximately howmany dailywaking hours do you spoid
wifli your husband?
?
?
?
1. 1 o'lesshour
2. 2-3 hours
3. 4-5 hours
I 4. 6ormorehouis
What percentage ofthe time you spendwith your husband is
invested inmeaningfiil interacticxi?
l^] the box v^iiich ccaresponds most closely to theway in vAacti
you and your husband ocmfide in each odier
I I 1 . Talk about everything, including feelings.
I I 2. Talk about almost everything, exc^diurdi
confidences.
I I 3. Talk about superficial things primarily.
I I 4. Talk very litfle about anything.
K] the st3taneiitvi^cfaf>esrdesaibes your husband's personal
wholeness:
I I 1. Very healthy in body, emotions, and spirit all the time.
I I 2. Generally healthy in bcxly, emotions, and spirit at least
80%ofthe time.
I I 3. Vacillates between health and dysfiinction in either cne
ormore area (body, emotions, or spirit) at least 80%of
thetime.
I I 4. Relatively unhealthy in at least one area atthis time.
[^] eac/i itan whidi you have eiqieriencedreoaitly andwhidi
may influence, thaefrae, your overall satis&cticHiwith life:
I I 1. Change in nuclear&mily structure (divCTce, death,
marriage, etc.).
I I 2. Gain CT loss ofafiiend, finances, CH- other valued
entity.
I I 3. niness, diange ofmedicatirai, surgery.
I I 4. Study OT training fcH-ycHiroccupatirai.
I I 5. Transfer ofjob or diange ofhome.
['''] your general senseofre^fat the time of leaving your fimily
oforigin:
I I 1. /^ipreciatedself
I I 2. Satisfiedwith self
[~| 3. Unsure ofself
I I 4. Dislikedself
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K] eac/i wordwhich desaibesycHir feelings about youiselfjust now:
?
?
?
?
1. Active
Assertive
3. Authoitic
4. Confident
5. Ccmfiised
? 6. Despised
I I 7. Direct
I I 8. Gentle
I I 9. Helpfiil
? 10. Honest
[v^] feemetajAorwhidi best describes the way you fiinction in
craifiict situaticHts:
I I 1. Caregiva-
i I 2. Heala
I I 3. Helper
I I 4. Listener
I I 5. Negotiator
?
?
6. Trouble shooter
7. Other
Ih anovaall sense in your life these days, are things...
I I 1. ccanpletely satisfying?
I I 2. modaately satisfying?
I I 3. moderately dissatisfying?
I I 4. omqiletelydissatisfymg?
Use file scale provided to indicate the extent towhidi each ofthe
following itans ccmcems youmudi ofthe time:
l=No concem
2=Mild concem
3=Moderate concem
4=Serioos concem
I I 1. Adequacy inmy role
I I 2. Aging and retiranait
I I 3. Oiildrai
I I 4. Congregational woes
I I 5. Few close fiiends
I I 6. Finances
I I 7. HeaKh
I I 8. Husband
I I 9. Lackofself-fiilfillmait
I I lO.Opinionofottieisofme
I I n.Relationshipwifii God
I I 12.0fiier
I I ll.Kind
I I 12. Loving
I i 13. Patient
I I 14. Self-
disclosing
I I 15. Significant
I I 16.Underconfident
I I 17.Unworthy
? is.[.Wholesome
�.Wise
37, [v'] eacA kind ofhelp you have received to enhance your
personal growth and development
I I 1. Continuing pastoral care [Hovided by the diurdi
I I 2. Formal study jTOgram for credit
I I 3. Group counseling OTi designated topic
i I 4. Informal study jHogram, not-for-credit
I I 5. Ministers' wives support group
I I 6. Perscaiality tests (MMPtMyeis-BriggsOTothers)
I I 7. Personal counseling
I I 8. Otticr, please cite:
38. [^] the categraywhidireiffesenls yourviewofyour social and
financial status in your community:
I I 1. Low status
I I 2. Moderate status
I I 3. Highstalus
39. ['''] the categorywhidi best describes your social life:
I I 1. Mix socially, both in and out ofthe churdi
I I 2. Mainly socialize with the women ofthe dmrdi.
I I 3. Mainly socialize with a few chosen fiiends.
I I 4. Seldom socialize, eitha in or out ofthe diurdL
40. [^] the numbaofhoursyou spend doingvolunteerwoik or
socializing each week in the ccmmunhy:
I I 1. None
I I 2. 1-2 hours
I I 3. 4-5houis
I I 4. Sormorehouts
41. the number ofclosefiiaidships you have. (Aclosefiiendis
some<�ie you enjoy beingwith, withwhom you can be yourself
and wifii \^iom you can share intimate secrets.)
? # ofclose fiiends
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y^jproximately howmany miles are you from your close
fiiends?
48.
# ofmiles
Howmany houis do you q)aid wedclywith your close fiiends?
# ofhours perweek
[v'] the itan whidimost closely reflects your sense of influence
OTCOTlrol:
? 3-
? 3.
Influence extensively the significant others inmy
life.
Have suflBcient control ofthe areas ofmy life
whichmattermost tome.
InfluetKe others because ofmy rofe and notmy
person.
Influence othos because ofmyperson notmy
role.
Seldom feel in control ofthings inmy life.
Often theministei'swife feels pressure to behave in certainways.
Since fee rules tor behavior are writtenby someone, vAa do you
feel ismost influential inwriting your cultural and sexual
scripts? ['''loiie:
?
?
?
?
?
Churdi
Ccromunrty
Husband
Myself
Peers
[^] fee categorywiiidi expresses how you feel about being
employed outside fee hcsne, ifapplicable:
?
?
?
?
?
1. Strong dissatisfection
2. Moderate dissatisfacticn.
3. Neither satisfied or dissatisfied
4. Modaate satisfectioa
5. Strcngsatis&ctioa
Ifgainfiilly anpkiyed, how closely is it related to your education,
training, orotba experience?
I I 1. Definitely related
I I 2. Somewhat related
I I 3. Not relatedat all
49.
50.
51.
Business
Conmunications
[?] yourprimaryoccupationor fieldoftraining:
I I I. Arts
? 3-
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
? .3
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
Counseling
Education
Hcmemaka
Law
Medical
Public relations
Sales
Services field
Other.
['''] theway you see yourselfprimari/y in your role as aWMM:
I I 1. Wife tomy husband-pastor, uninvolved indnirdi
work.
?
?
?
2. Low profile person in fee wortc ofthechurdi
3. Modaalely involved in the work ofthe dnirdi
4. Highlyvisiblearxlactiveinthewoikoffee
church.
[^] fee categorywhich feeitdesoibes thewayyou relate to
ofeersin your role as aWMM:
?
?
?
?
1. Pressured to conform to tradition/ expectations.
2. Somewhat pressured to conform to tradition/
expectatims.
3. Mostly fiee to bemyselfin this positiOTL
4. Corr^letelyfi� bemyself
eacA pressure, bairia,OTpractical ccmoemwhichmay
prevent you fiian being involved at your ideal level in your
husband'sministiy:
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
1 expectations
Family re^xxisibilities
Husband's e>qpectations
Job responsibilities
Lack oftraining
Pasonal insecurities
Self-expectaticns
Others:
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Since entering farmal pastoral ministry, howmanymoves have
youmade?
58.
# moves
l^] fce descripticsiwhich best fits your experience:
I I 1. Moveswere relatively easy.
I I 2. Moveswere relatively stressfijL
I I 3. MovesweremajcM- crises.
Hope that I never have tomove agaiiL
K] the statanentwhichmost nearly desoibes how your husand
feels about your being gainfiiUyen^loyed outside the home:
1. Glad fcrme to be enqjloyed outside the home.
Ambivalent but gratefijl for the added income.
Would prefa that I not be employed outside the
home.
K] the one categorywhicii best describes yourprimary reason
for being enqjloyed:
?
?
?
?
?
Cares- advancement
Eam extra discretionary income.
Eamneeded income for basic living expenses.
FeelingofpurposefiUness.
Husband desires it
Make fiiends.
Sense ofacoonplidiment
[1''] the categraywhich describes the waymembers ofyour
ccragregaticn feel about your en^jloyment outside the churdi:
?
?
?
?
Seem vay satisfied
Sean scaneuhat satisfied
Does not seem tomatter
Seem somewhat dissatisfied
Seem very dissatisfied
Approximately howmany hours weekly do you work for the
church on a vohintea- basis?
?
?
0-3 hours
4-6houis
I I 3. 8-10 hours
59.
60.
l^] eac/i type ofchurdi volunteeractivity inwhich you are
involved:
I I 1. Bible stutfyleada-
I I 2. Commitlee work
I I 3. Counseling
Food service (in churdi)
I I 5. Musicministry
I I 6. Officework:
I I 7. Social hostess (in hcane)
I I 8. SSteacher
I I 9. VisrtatiOTi
I 1 10. other
K] eachofthe following areas inwhidi, as you perceive it, the
diurch's care ofyou and your family has beai adequate:
? 1. Continuing education
? 2. Dental insurance
? 3. Housing
? 4. Ufe insurance
? 5. Medical insurance
?
r ' 1
6. Pension plan
? 7. Professional confaaices
? 8. Sabbaticals
? 9. Salary
[v'] the cme area in whidi you think your present ccaigregaticai
wouldmost likely describe you in your role as pastOT's wife:
?
?
?
?
?
1. CopastOTOT "littleminista," as involved in
minislry to the people as is ray husband
2. Teamweaker sharing in fileministry asmudi as
any godlywoman in the ccaigregationmi^ be.
3. BacjcgroundsupportaOTbdiind-the-scenes
suf^xxter, helping husband/pasUxal staffto
efifo:tivelyministe'.
4. Primarily an individual cxv4h&�idelines, with no
more reqx�sibility than any otha churdi
memba.
5. Uninvolved at present
? More fiian 10 hours
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61.
62.
63.
64.
the stalanent vMdti best describes your present level of
personal ccnlrol:
?
65.
?
?
?
1. Feel verymudi in control ofmy life.
2. My husband is the majca- controllerofmy life.
3. People in the diurch exercise a great deal of
control overme.
4. others cratitrol memore than I controlmyself
['^] eacA statementwhich describes your feelings about how
others in the CCTigregalion^jpraise you:
?
?
?
?
1. 1 think that they see me as competent
2. Iknowthatthey likeme vaymuch.
3. I am often uncertain aboutwhetba or not they
likeme.
I have received much criticism and unsolicited
advice.
['''] eac/iconparisonwhidi you consida to be true:
I conqjaremyself/Sivoraft/)'with otha WMMs.?
?
?
?
?
?
1 corn)aremyse)[unfavorablywith otha
WMMs.
1 comparemyseIf.^orai)/ywithmypeers.
1 conparemyselfMwZ&voraWywithmy peers.
Churdi people conqwe toefavorablywith the
formerminister's wife.
Church people compareme unfavorablywith the
formaministei's wife.
[i''] theway you reqx)ndedifyour husband had a refocusing
time in hismid-life:
I I 1. RefocusingfOTmeaswell.
I I 2. Qiallenge towork through it was good for us.
I I 3. Still suffaingfrran the stress ofit
I I 4. Was devastated by it
66.
67.
Ifyou are the parentofsmall children, [�^'\ theway your
congregatirai tends to relate to your childrat
?
See them as a pricnty for the pasKsr and his wife.
Kindly involvedwith and afSiming ofour
diildrea
Casually interested-^take than fa- granted.
Often critical and disapproving ofourwayswifii
our children.
Ifyou are the parent ofteem in the parsonage, [�>''] thewayyour
congregaticxi tends to relate to your teais:
? Expect they are like any ofiia teens in the church.
Eiqiect their bdiavira- to be betta than others.
Mixed reqx)nses, no ovaall statement can be
made.
Disaj^jrove ofthe way our teens bdiave.
Criticize the waywe handle our teais.
Using the scale provided, rate your level ofcurrent satisfecticm in
each ofthe following areas bywriting the ^ipropriate numba in
the box beside the item:
IMUtMnpIetely dissatisfied
2=Somenliat dissatisfied
3=Ntither dissatisfied/satisfied
4=Somenhat satisfied
S=C<Hnidetely satisfied
?
?
?
?
life itself
UfeasaWMM
Life in the churdi
Life in the oHnniunity
Married life
Mywork in thewra-Id
Sense ofself
Here is a pictureofa ladda. Supposewe say that the top ofthe ladder rqiresents file best possible life fct you and the bottcm rqiresents theworst possible life for you.
Whae on file ladder do you personally stand at the present time? Whae on the laddawould you say you stood five years ago? Where do you fliink youwill be 5
yeaisfiomnow? Write fiie^ipropiiate letter (� the coneqxtndingstq} ofthe ladder
A= 5 years ago
e
I = Present C = 5 years from now
(0)
e
0 e
e
e
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SPIRITUAL LIFE
For each ofthe following statements, using the scale provided, write a number in the box which best indicates the extent ofyour
jigreement or disagreement as it describes your personal experience:
6=Strongly Agree 5=Moderately Agree 4=Agree 3=Disagree 2=ModerateIy Disagree l=Stroiigly Disagree
I |69. I dont find much satisfaction in private prayer
with God.
I [to. I dont know who I am, where I came from, or
where Ita going.
I I?! . I believe that God loves me and cares about me.
I [72. I feel that life is a positive experience.
I [73. I believe that God is impersonal and not
interested in my daily situation.
I [74. I feel unsettled about my fiiture.
I I75. I have a personally meaningfiil relationship with
God.
I I76. I feel very fiilfilled and satisfied with life.
I [77 . I dont get much personal strength and support
frommy God.
I [78. I feel a sense ofwell-being about the
direction my life is headed in.
I [79. I believe that God is concemed aboutmy
problems.
i [so. I dont enjoy much about life.
I [si. I dont have a personally satisfying relationship with God.
I [82. I feel good about my future.
I |83. My relationship with God helps me not to feel
lonely.
I |84. I feel that life is fiill ofconflict and unhappiness.
I |85. I feel most fulfilled when Tm in close communion
with God.
I |86. Life doesnt have much meaning.
I |87. My relation with God contributes to my sense ofwell-being.
I |88. I believe there is some real purpose formy life.
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APPENDIX 2
IWAIM ST JRVKY I
# Item Descriptor Mean SD n %
1 Age 41.99 10.88
2 # Children 2.68 1.37
3 # yean manied to minister 18.95 11.52
African/American 9 0.9
Asian 70 7.0
4 Ethnicity Caucasian 877 88.1
Hispanic 23 2.3
Native American 12 1.2
Other 4 0.4
Under 30 without any children 39 3.9
Over 30 without any children 24 2.4
Oldest child in preschool 71 7.1
5 Current family situation Oldest child in grades K-12 406 40.6
Oldest child in college 129 12.9
All children grown and living
independently
190 19.0
Other 141 14.1
Senior pastor 759 76.0
6 Your husband's role Associate/assistant pastor 204 20.4
Other professional ministerial staff 31 3.1
Lay minister/staff 5 0.5
Greater than 100,000 229 24.0
7
Size of the commimity in which your
church is located
50,000-100,000 157 16.4
25,000-49,999 169 17.7
24,999 or less 400 41.9
Under 75 313 31.5
8 Avg
Sun AM attendance of your present
church
75-150 302 30.4
151^ 252 25.4
401 or more 126 12.7
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What is the dominant ethnic composition of your
congregation?
African/American
Asian
Caucasian
Hispanic
Native American
Other
11
74
876
20
10
10
Less than 1 year
Length of time you have been at this church 1-3 years
4-7 years
8 years or more
127
317
325
231
11
How many full-time ministerial staff (i.e., non-
clerical, non-custodial), including your husband,
serve your present church?
1.94 2.94
12
Doctrinal beliefs
Check each of the following items which
motivate you to want to work with the C&MA.
Missionary program
Personal friendships
Personal history and tradition
887
756
418
418
13
Dynamic and growing
Best description of your current relationship with
God
Stable but consistent
Weak and needing repair
340
565
83
14
theologically conservative
The church my husband pastors, when compared
to the C&MA as a whole, seems. . . theologically
moderate
theologically progressive
420
389
164
15
theologically conservative
Witiiin the local church my husband serves, on a
theological continuum, I view myself as. . . theologically
moderate
theologically progressive
402
399
174
16
Criticized firequently
Disapproval from congregation
Check each feeling which fits you now: Fear of being fiilly human
Insecurity about congregation's
pxperfafions
Insufficient time and Space of our own
Lack of freedom to share personally
with rnnorpoatinn
Longing for personal pastoral care
42
31
144
233
393
233
212
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Pressure to be perfect, or placed on a
pedestal
133 13.3
16
(cont)
Check each feeling which fits you now: Pressure to fix the congregation's problems 244 24.4
Unappreciated in spite of my hard work 121 12.1
Unwanted here 18 1.8
Less than high school graduate 19 1.9
High school diploma 78 8.0
Some college or specialized training 342 35.0
17 Highest level of education attained Baccalaureate degree 330 33.7
Some graduate course work 121 12.4
Masters degree 82 8.4
Doctoral degree or more 6 0.6
Under $10,000 92 9.4
$10,000-25,000 iiiiii 340 34.9
18
Husband's current annual salary (including
housing allowance)
$25,000-39,999 372 38.2
$40,000-59,999 150 15.4
$60,000 or higher 21 2.2
very positive, daily zest 204 20.7
19 Your typical daily mental/emotional tone moderately positive overall 691 70.2
moderately negative overall 81 8.2
very negative, depressed 8 0.8
Family influence 11 1.1
God's call 890 91.1
The one factor which you consider to be your
20 husband's primary reason for being a Christian Love of people 29 3.0
minister
Namral/spiritual gifting 45 4.6
Prestige 2 0.2
Boundaries between church work/home 4.27 1.24
Communication with my husband 4.76 1.19
21 Present level of satisfaction in each area Husband/wife roles in my marriage 5.00 1.10
Leisure activities 3.74 1.19
Pastoral care plan for my husband and me 3.58 1.40
Privacy for family 4.48 1.15
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Enjoys mmistry and finds it personally
fulfilling
611 64.8
Moderately enjoys the day-to-day 276 27.9
responsibilities of ministry
23
Item which best reflects how your husband Feels ambivalent about and unsatisfied 73 7.4
currently feels about his ministry with his role as a pastor
Seldom enjoys ministiy 9 0.9
Wants to leave the pastorate 19 1.9
Death of parent/surrogate parent before 58 5.8
your adolescence
Death of parent/surrogate parent during 38 3.8
your adolescence
Father often absent during childhood 174 17.4
Financial stress in nuclear family 308 30.7
22
Check each item which was true of you during
your childhood/ adolescence
Frequent moves 143 14.3
Major illness (your own) 45 4.5
Parents divorced 76 7.6
Perceived physical, emotional, and/or
sexual abuse
166 16.6
Physically challenged 12 1.2
School crisis 55 5.5
Wouldn't want to do anything else! 299 30.1
24
Item which best describes how you currently feel
about your husband's being in the ministry
Enjoy ministry. 362 36.5
Find ministiy difficult at times. 318 32.1
Feel desperate to leave minisoy. 13 1.3
Competition between the church and me
for his time
2.51 1.06
Fears about my husband's pastoral 1.41 0.72
relationships with other women
Feelings of inadequacy about my ability to
be a good wife
2.12 1.00
25
Level of stress for your marriage posed by that
item
Guilt and sometimes depression because of
the role of "pastor's wife"
2.13 1.06
Heavy demands on both of us 3.07 1.03
Inability to cope with the stress of life 2.29 0.94
Lack of communication between us 2.08 1.01
Lack of interest on my part in his work 1.58 0.76
Lack of interest on his part in what I do 1.82 0.94
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Moving often from one pastorate to another 1.88 1.22
Unfair criticism 2.49 1.22
25
(cont)
Level of stress for your marriage posed by
that item
Unmet emotional needs from each other 2.23 1.03
Unmet sexual needs from each other 2.06 1.05
Other 4.17 1.20
Statement which best describes the quality
of your present relationship with your
husband
Warm and supportive 678 68.4
26 Satisfactory and improving 234 23.6
Unsatisfactory but working on it 65 6.6
Cool and distant 14 1.4
Very satisfied overall 729 73.2
27
Statement which describes your overall
satisfaction with your marriage relationship
Somewhat satisfied 208 20.9
Somewhat dissatisfied 45 4.5
Very dissatisfied overall 14 1.4
1 or less hour 75 7.6
28 Approximately
how many waking hours do
you spend with your husband
2-3 hours 379 38.3
4-5 hours 359 36.3
6 or more hours 176 17.8
29
What percentage of the time you spend
with your husband is invested in
meaningfiil interaction?
41.65 27.32
Talk about everything, including feelings 476 48.5
30 Way
in which you and your husband
confide in each other
Talk about almost everything, except church
confidences
441 44.9
Talk about superficial things primarily 52 5.3
Talk very little about anything 13 1.3
Very healthy in body, emotions, and spirit all the time 176 17.7
31
Statement which best describes your
husband's personal wholeness
Generally healthy in body, emotions, and spirit at least
80% ofthe time
687 68.9
Vacillates between health and dysfunction in either one
or more area.. .at least 80% of the time
104 10.4
Relatively unhealthy in at least one area at this time 30 3.0
Change in nuclear family structure (divorce, death,
marriage, etc.)
156 15.6
32
Recent experience which may influence,
therefore, your overall satisfaction with life
Gain or loss of a friend, finances, or other valued
entity
317 31.7
Illness, change of medication, surgery 198 19.8
Study or traming for your occupation 103 10.3
Transfer of job or change of home 260 26.0
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33
Your general sense of self at the time of leaving
your family of origin
Appreciated self
Satisfied with self
Unsure of self
Disliked self
217
434
297
39
Caregiver
Healer
34 Metaphor
which best describes the way you
function in conflict simations Helper
Listener
Negotiator
Trouble Shooter
Other
Active
Assertive
Authentic
Confident
Confused
Despised
Direct
Gentle
35
Check each word which describes your feelings
about yourself just now. Helpful
Honest
Kind
Loving
Patient
Self-disclosing
Significant
Underconfident
Unworthy
Wholesome
Wise
116
44
190
309
139
87
39
664
302
542
471
110
255
451
480
807
722
679
421
230
263
208
69
435
270
completely satisfying?
36
In an overall sense in your life these days, are
things. . .
moderately satisfying?
moderately dissatisfying?
completely dissatisfying?
157
720
110
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Adequacy m my role 2.16 0.84
Aging and retirement 1.97 0.88
Children 2.82 0.88
Congregational woes 2.47 0.79
Few close friends 2.11 0.98
37
Indicate the extent to which each item concems
you much of the time.
Finances 2.67 0.96
Health 2.01 0.87
Husband 2.19 0.98
Lack of self-fulfillment 1.72 0.78
Opinion of others of me 2.06 0.79
Relationship with God 2.43 0.99
Other (n=63) 3.36 0.90
Continuing pastoral care provided by the
church
226 22.6
District support and/or in-service training 331 33.1
Formal smdy program for credit 117 11.7
Group counseling on designated topic 41 4.1
38
Kinds of help you have received to enhance your
personal growth and development
Informal study program, not-for<redit 233 23.3
Ministers' wives support group 108 10.8
Personality tests (MMPI, MBTI, or others) 208 20.8
Personal counseling 147 14.7
Other 160 20.1
Low status 182 18.5
39 Category
which represents your view of your
social and financial status in your community
Moderate status � 767 77.9
High status 35 3.6
Mix socially, both in arid out of the church 406 41.2
40 Category
which best describes your personal
(versus married) social life
Mainly socialize with the women of the
church
304 30.9
Mainly socialize with a few chosen friends 142 14.4
Seldom socialize, either in or out of the
church
133 13.5
None 343 34.9
41
Number of hours you spend doing volunteer
work or socializing each week in the conununity
1-2 hours 401 40.8
4-5 hours 163 16.6
8 or more hours 77 7.8
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42
How many close fnendships do you have? ^A
close friend is someone you enjoy being with,
with whom you can be yourself, and with whom
you can share intimate secrets.)
2.85 3.24
43 Approximately
how many miles do you live from
your close friends?
130.05 274.18
44
How many hours do you spend weekly with your
close fiiends?
# of hours per week "face-to-face" 2.74 7.81
# of hours per week on the phone 1.28 1.89
45
Item which most closely reflects your sense of
influence
Influence extensively the significant others
in my life
283 30.2
Influence others because of my role and
not my person
135 14.4
Influence others because of my person not
my role
480 51.3
Seldom feel in control of things in my life 38 4.1
46
Often the minister's wife feels pressure to behave
in certain ways. Since the rules for behavior are
written by someone, who do you feel is most
Church (Board, staff members) 115 12.2
Community 36 3.8
Husband 250 26.5
My Peers 40 4.2
Myself 503 53.3
47 Category
which expresses how you feel about
being employed outside the home, if applicable.
Strong dissatisfaction 76 11.7
Moderate dissatisfaction 107 16.4
Neither satisfied or dissatisfied 127 19.5
Moderate satisfaction 216 33.1
Strong satisfaction 126 19.3
48
If gainfiilly employed, how closely is it related to
your education, training, or other experience?
Defmitely related 332 56.3
Somewhat related 137 23.2
Not related at all 121 20.5
50
The way you see yourself primarily in your role
asa WMM
Wife to my husband-pastor; uninvolved in
church work
21 2.1
Low profile person in the work of the
church
90 9.1
Moderately involved in the work of the
church
327 32.9
Highly visible and active in the work of the :
church
555 55.9
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Report Mean SD
Your primary occupation or field of training
Arts
Business
Communications
Computers
Counseling
Education
Homemaker
Law
Medical
Public relations
Sales
Services field
Other
35
62
10
12
21
239
262
98
16
23
110
51
Pressured to conform to
tradition/expectations
Category which best describes the way you
relate to others in your role as a WMM
Somewhat pressured to conform to
tradition/expectations
Mostly free to be byself in this position
Completely free to be myself
35
203
604
153
52
Congregational expectations
Family responsibilities
Husband's expectadons
Check each pressure, barrier, or practical
concem which may prevent you from being
involved at your ideal level in your husband's
ministiy
Job responsibilities
Lack of training
Personal insecurities
Self-expectations
Others
149
495
99
299
162
238
161
101
53
Since entering formal pastoral ministry, how
many moves have you made?
2.86 3.32
54
Moves were relaavely easy
Transition adjustment which best fits your
experience
Moves were relatively stressftil
Moves were major crises
Hope that I never have to move again
326
419
67
67
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Glad for me to be employed outside the
home
289 37.9
55
Statement which most nearly describes how your
husband feels about your being gainfiilly
employed outside the home
Ambivalent but giatefiil for the added
income
194 25.4
Would prefer that I not be employed
outside the home
280 36.7
Career advancement 5 0.8
Eam extra discretionary income 96 16.1
Eam for a temporary family need 71 11.9
56 Category
which best describes yourprimary
reason for being employed
Eam needed income for basic living
expenses
319 53.3
Feeling of purposefulness 47 7.9
Husband desires it 5 0.8
Make friends 6 1.0
Sense of accomplishment 49 8.2
Seem very satisfied 11 1.8
Seem somewhat satisfied 48 7.8
57 Way
members of your congregation feel about
your employment outside the church
Does not seem to matter 393 64.0
Seem somewhat dissatisfied 55 9.0
Seem very dissatisfied 107 17.4
0-3 hours 276 28.5
58 Approximately
how many hours weekly do you
work for the church on a volunteer basis?
4-6 hours 368 38.0
8-10 hours 172 17.8 j
More than 10 hours 153 15.8
Bible study leader 376 37.7
Committee work 506 50.8
Counseling 413 41.4
Food service (in church) 295 29.6
59
Each type of church volunteer activity in which
you are involved
Music ministry 482 48.3
Office work 277 27.8
Social hostess (in home) 636 63.8
SS teacher 523 52.5
Visitation 438 44.0
Other 372 44.5
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Continuing education 203 20.4
Dental insurance 423 42.5
Housing 695 69.8
60
Each area in which, as you perceive it, the
church's care of you and your family has been
adequate
Life insurance 211 21.2
Medical insurance 671 67.4
Pension plan 202 20.3
Professional conferences 442 44.4
Sabbaticals 54 5.4
Salary 511 51.3
Co-pastor or "litde minister," as involved
in ministiy to the people as is my husband
132 13.4
Team worker sharing in the ministiy as
much as any godly woman in the
congregation might be
543 55.2
61
The one area in which you think your present
congregation would most likely describe you in
your role as pastor's wife
Background supporter or behind-the-scenes
supporter, helping husband/pastoral staff to
effectively minister
263 26.8
Primarily an individual on-the-sidelines,
with no more responsibility than any other
church member.
41 4.2
Uninvolved at present 4 0.4
Feel very much in control of my life 672 70.8
62
Statement which best describes your present
level of personal control
My husband is the major controller of my
life 182 19.2
People in the church exercise a great deal
of control over me 17 1.8
Others control me more than I control
myself
78 8.2
I think that they see me as competent. 647 64.8
I know that they like me very much. 599 60.0
63
Check each statement which describes your
feelings about how others in the congreigation
appraise you.
I am often uncertain about whether or not
they like me.
152 15.2
I have received much criticism and
unsolicited advice. 25 2.5
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Check each comparison which you consider to
be true.
I compare myself /ovoraWy with other WMMs.
I compare myself unfavorably with other
WMMs.
I compare mystlffavorably with my peers.
I compare myself unfavorably with my peers.
Church people compare me favorably with the
former minister's wife.
Church people compare me unfavorably with the
former minister's wife.
183
713
74
470
61
Refocusing for me as well.
Challenge to work through it was good for us.
65
Check the way you responded if your husband
had a refocusing time in his mid-life.
Suffered but recovered.
Still suffering from the stress of it.
Was devastated by it.
See them as a priority for the pastor and his wife
66
67
Check die way your congregation tends to relate
to your small children
Kindly involved with and affirming of our
children.
Casually interested-take them for granted.
Often critical and disapproving of our ways with
our children.
Expect they are like any other teens in the
church.
Expect their behavior to be better than others.
Check the way your congregation tends to relate
to your teens
Mixed responses, no overall statement can be
made.
Disapprove of the way our teens behave.
Criticize the way we handle our teens.
149
180
60
43
143
251
73
14
172
102
101
Life itself 3.95 0.95
Life as a WMM 3.80 1.03
68
Level of current satisfaction in each of the
following areas
Life in the church 3.67 1.04
Life in the community 3.52 1.00
Married life 4.26 1.01
My work in the world 3.56 1.03
Sense of self 3.72 0.99
5 years ago 6.15 2.26
69
Where do you stand with respect to the best
possible life for you?
Present 7.23 1.77
5 years from now 8.45 1.47
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APPENDIX 3: LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
November 2, 1995
Dear sister in ministry,
Enclosed is a survey designed for women manned to ministers in The Christian
and Missionary Alliance. The President's Cabinet has endorsed this study as a means
to assist the Alliance to better understand and minister to pastors' wives. There is no
connection between this and the cun'ent study of women in ministry by the Alliance.
You may ask what I hope to find. Two questions have grown out of what people
are writing and saying about your role. Is the spiritual and overall state of well-being of
ministers' wives more enhanced or jeopardized today given the societal changes
affecting the Church? Does myth surround your role which needs to be dispelled?
I invite you to take the thirty-five minutes to complete this survey. Kindly retum
to the National Office by December 5.
My commitment to maintain complete confidentiality means that I will take the
following steps:
1 . No identification numbers were used on the instrument and no reference
to names or addresses is desired.
2. When retumed, the envelopes will be destroyed as will the surveys, once
coded on computer tapes.
You are making a worthwhile investment. I hope that you will find this enjoyable
and helpful. Thank you.
Sincerely yours,
Ruth C. Rambo
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